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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

1.1 INTRODUCTION-

The aim of this dissertation is to enlighten wage setting in an

economy charaterized by the most prevalent features of the Nordic

labor markets. Traditional trade union models have obvious short

comings if these were to represent real-world wage setting (see

Oswald (1985) and Farber (1986) for a survey of such models).

First, it is usually assumed that workers are homogeneous, have

identical preferences and work in one industry. Second, it is

assumed that workers' utilities are independent of one another

i.e. workers do not care about their relative income position.
1

Third, the outcome of the maximization problem in these models is

interpreted as the actual (real) wage. These assumptions will be

relaxed in the present analysis and the effects on wage levels and

relative wages will be studied.

I am grateful for comments on previous versions by Karl-Gustaf
Lofgren, Per Skedinger and Joakim Sonnegard. Financial
support from Jan Wallander and Tom Hedelius' Foundation for
Social Science Research is gratefully acknowledged.

1
The relevance of this assumption could of course be questioned
for any country in general and not just for the Nordic
countries.

1
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The rationale for such extensions of the traditional trade union

models is the high degree of centralization, which characterizes

the Nordic labor markets. Calmfors and Driffill (1988) defines

centralization as "the extent of inter-union and inter-employer

cooperation in wage bargaining with the other side" and ranks the

Nordic countries along with Austria -- the highest of the OECD

countries (ibid. pp 17-18). Other indices of centralization, also

place the Nordic countries at the top (Calmfors and Driffill

(op.cit».

In particular, 90 percent of all blue collar workers in Sweden are

organized in one encompassing trade union Landsorganisationen (LO)

(see e.g. Bratt (1991»). The bargaining procedure has typically

consisted of several steps (see Flanagan et al (1983) for a survey

of the Nordic institutions as they were up to 1983).
2

At the

central level, frame agreements have been closed between the

central unit of LO and its counterpart on the employer side

bargaining areas or

Svenska Argetsgivare[oreningen (SAF).

bargaining has been performed by the

Then implementation

industries. The wage outcome on this level is the negotiated

2
In 1983 the first failure to close a central agreement by LO
and the Swedish Employers' Confederation SAF occured:
engingeering workers broke away from the central negotiations.
From then on, the bargaining institutions have become less
stable in Sweden (see Calmfors and Forslund (1990) for a
recent institutional survey). The inspiration to the work in
this dissertation is the period of -- what we could call -
"traditional" central bargaining from 1964 to 1982/83.
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wage. Finally, local bargaining within firms has taken place.

These wage increases -- on top of the negotiated ones -- are

recorded as wage drift in the Swedish statistics. Wage drift has

always been non-negative and constituted around 40% of the wage

increases on average for industrial workers during the 70's and

80's.3

Thus, in a labor market such as the Swedish one, the encompassing

trade union organizes workers from several industries with

different production relations and facing different market

conditions. The first question which we will ask in this

dissertation is: How are wages determined by a Central Trade

Union which organizes workers of different skills? This problem

is studied in Chapter 3 and the resulting wages are compared to

those set by local unions in Chapter 2.

The debate on the wage formation process in the Nordic countries,

has in recent years often been based on the presumption that

workers care about their relative wages in addition to their

absolute wages. Alternatively, it has been argued that a measure

of success of the trade union leaders is the extent to which they

manage to increase the relative wages of their members. Either of

these explanations of the presence of "envy" or "jealousy" in the

trade unions' optimization problems would give rise to magnified

rivalry between workers or groups of workers. The second question

3 See e.g. Konjunkturlaget (1991). Approximative figure based
on calculations of 5 years moving average 1971-91.
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which we will ask is: How are wage levels and relative wages

affected when workers' relative income position matters? In

Chapters 2 and 3 we take for granted that workers do care about

their relative income and compare wage levels and relative wages

determined by decentralized and centralized wage setting

respectively. In Chapter 4 we focus on envy per se and instead

compare wage levels and relative wages for workers who do not

experience envy with those who do within each wage setting scheme.

A predominant feature of the Nordic labor markets is the

solidaristic wage policies pursued by the unions. In Sweden this

wage policy was particularly strong during the period 1964-82/83.

LO- as well as SAF-officials have often claimed that the goal of

wage equality -- in a more or less pronounced form -- would be

counteracted by wage drift. The arguments have been that either

market forces would restore the wage pattern implied by demand and

supply conditions or that compensatory wage claims by individual

workers would restore some relative wage perceived as "fair" by

the workers. Nevertheless, Hibbs (1990) shows that wage

compression has been substantial in Sweden: the variance of log

hourly wages among LO-SAF workers declined by about 55% from 1970

to 1982/83. Thus, we will end this dissertation by asking a third

question: Will an egalitarian wage policy be Pareto efficient from

the point of view of the Workers, and if not, what wage

compression policy will be? This is done in Chapter 5.

The questions stated above are by no means novel in the literature

on wage formation. The novelty of this dissertation is rather a
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basic and comprehensive framework addressing these aspects on wage

formation in the Nordic countries. Earlier contributions related

to the questions posed in this dissertation, are overviewed below,

and departures in the present analysis from established trade

union theory are highlighted.

1.2 DECENTRALIZED - CENTRALIZED WAGE SETTING

Oswald (1979) explores wage determination in an economy with many

trade unions. He explains the wage-wage spiral Le. how wage

increases in one trade union are followed by similar wage

increases in other trade unions. These are depicted as monopoly

unions facing a labor demand constraint, where labor demand also

depends on all other wage rates in the economy. He shows that, if

the workers are (gross) substitutes and the slope of the labor

demand curve is a non-decreasing function of the other wage rates,

own wage will rise when the other wages rise. He then introduces

jealousy in the trade unions' utility functions and shows that the

inducement of rising own wages will be reinforced, assuming that

marginal utility is an increasing function of the other wage

rates. Oswald concentrates on a non-cooperative game and very

briefly hints on possible cooperative outcomes, which is our main

interest. We will, however, use his model of decentralized wage

setting as a reference case. In Chapter 2 the model is dressed

in formal clothes, based on our specific assumptions, and we will

show that Oswald's results also hold for workers being (gross)

complements. We are particularly interested in the wage structure

and derive relative wages emerging from different assumptions of
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the production technology and utility functions of the workers.

In an application of Oswald's model, Gylfason and Lindbeck (1984)

study the rigidity of real wages and the persistence of

"involuntary" unemployment. They also use the concept of envy in

the trade unions' objective functions: each trade union

experiences disutility when real wages of the other unions

increase. They show that wage claims under union rivalry will

depend on the strength of two effects: the "envy" and the

"spillover" effect. The former effect works through the reduced

change in marginal utility of the trade union in question, while

the latter works through the shift in the labor demand schedule

facing the particular trade union. These effects -- including the

fact that workers are either complements or substitutes in

production determine the reaction functions and are thus

essential to their results. Like Oswald (1979) they show that it

is sufficient that the workers are substitutes to generate

positively sloped reaction functions.

We will also use the concepts of envy and spillover effects, but

our definitions depart from the ones used by Gylfason and Lindbeck

(1984). Their definitions are used in determining the slopes of

the reaction functions, while our definitions are used in studying

the possible "externalities" to be internalized during centralized

wage setting in Chapter 3. The envy effect stands for the change

in utility of the trade union (on the margin), when the wage of

the workers of the other trade union rises, and works directly

through the workers' utility functions. The workers experience
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disutility from such a wage increase (at a constant employment

level): it is a negative externality. The spillover effect stands

for the utility gain/loss through a marginal increase/decrease of

employment as a response to an increase in the other wage: it is a

positive externality when the workers are substitutes, and a

negative externality when the workers are complements.

Calmfors (1987) also bases his analysis on the presence of

externalities, when he discusses how union wage behavior is

affected by government accommodation. He illustrates two

different settings of the union-union game, where the

interdependency of the unions is determined by the direct jealousy

effect, the indirect spillover effect and price or tax changes.

He also discusses how the degree of centralization affects the

aggregate wage level and concludes that if the workers are

complementary or the jealousy effect is strong, lower wages would

be set if the unions were cooperating. But if the workers are

substitutes and the spillover effect dominates, the cooperative

wages would be higher than those established when the unions play

a Nash non-cooperative game or a Stackelberg game.

These results we will confirm by explicit modelling of the

optimization problem of a Central Trade Union CTU organizing two

groups of workers in Chapter 3. We extend the analysis to include

the effects on the relative wages under different assumptions of

the production technology and of the welfare function of the CTU.

We are mainly interested in the case when centralization gives

rise to lower wage levels, but will comment on the case when the
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spillover effect dominates the envy effect (for substitute

workers). The result of negative externalities causing lower

wages during cooperation, is used in Chapter 5, to rationalize a

room for wage increases on top of the centrally negotiated wages

(Le. the occurence of wage drift) for one of the two groups of

workers. 4

Wallerstein (1990) also acknowledges the presence of externalities

due to the production technology Le. the spillover effect. His

recent work addresses precisely the same questions as the first

part of this dissertation: he analyzes, in a specified model, the

impact of centralized wage setting on wage levels as well as on

relative wages. The results of lower wages from centralization is

based on the workers being complements in production. The

particular production function, which he uses, is one of a

Leontief technology. Then he concludes that a CTU maximizing a

utilitarian welfare function, decreases wage dispersion. In

Chapter 4 we analyze the impact of envy on wage levels and

relative wages. It is of interest to compare Wallerstein's

results with the ones which we obtain when workers don't

experience envy. If workers are risk neutral in Wallerstein's

model, wage dispersion is unchanged when wages are set centrally

as opposed to decentralized wage setting. Contrary to his

4
There is some weak support for complementarity as to
blue-collar and white-collar workers in Swedish manufacturing
according to Ekberg (1984) (see Calmfors and Forslund (1990)
p 88).
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results, wage dispersion is increased in the model which we use,

where the representative firm produces with Cobb-Douglas

technology. Not surprisingly, the choice of production technology

will affect the wage of one group of workers relative to the wage

of some other group.

Lately the literature on centralized wage formation has expanded

considerably. Many types of externalities have been analyzed.

Holmlund (1990) summarizes these under five headings: The tax-,

unemployment- and relative wage- (or the envy externality as

labelled above) externalities are negative and each leads to wage

moderation and higher employment, when wages are formed at the

central level. The price externality is positive and induces

wages to increase compared to local wage formation. Finally, the

factor substitution externality (or the spillover externality)

will -- as discussed above -- either give rise to higher or lower

wages, when workers are technical substitutes or complements

respectively and they involve in some kind of central wage setting

process (ibid. pp 19-22).

Moene and Wallerstein (forthcoming) comprehensively overview and

analyze the state of the theoretical literature within this field

as of today. They contribute in particular to enlighten

bargaining models of wage setting. Much of the earlier literature

has either used a monopoly union model of wage setting or a Nash

bargaining model: the latter in the form of a right-to-manage

model, where the union and the employer bargain over wages only,

or in the form of an efficient bargaining model, where the parties
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bargain over employment as well (see Nickell and Andrews (1983)

and McDonald and Solow (1981) respectively). As stated above,

indices of centralization are based on the degree of interaction

in bargaining by employers' and employees' confederations. Hence

some kind of bargaining model is appropriate in analyzing

centralized wage formation. In addition, the bargaining performed

on different levels within the Nordic countries, calls for some

multi-stage bargaining model.

Despite these matter-of-facts, we depict the Central Trade Union

CTU in the subsequent chapters, as a welfare maximizing monopoloy

union which sets wages unilaterally. We see this as a first

approximation in addressing the questions at hand. It is also

possible to argue that LO's bargaining power has been strong

vis-a.-vis the employers' during the period of "traditional"

central bargaining in Sweden (1964-82/83).

Calmfors et al (1990) analyze wage formation in the Nordic

countries and estimate wage equations of the different countries

in a coherent framework. Calmfors and Forslund (1990) derive

their reduced equation, to be tested on Swedish data, under the

monopoly union assumption. However, they show that a similar

equation emerges from the right-to-manage bargaining model

Cop.cit. Appendix A). Moene and Wallerstein (forthcoming)

interpret the monopoly union models as studies of bargaining

goals, rather than as studies of the actual outcome of bargaining.

They argue indeed that it is impossible to neglect local

bargaining as a supplement to centralized wage bargaining. They
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model e.g. a two-tiered bargaining process, in which the centrally

negotiated wage first is settled and then taken as given in the

local negotiations, where the additional wage increases comprise

the alleged wage drift. In Chapter 5 we also analyze the

relationship between wage drift and centrally negotiated wages

(see below) .

1.3 INDEPENDENT - INTERDEPENDENT UTILITIES OF WORKERS

Oswald (1979), Gylfason and Lindbeck (1984) and Calmfors (1987)

all use some concept of envy in the trade unions' utility

functions. The rationalization for such an assumption can be

found in the literature by institutionalists (see Addison and

Siebert (1979), Chapter 13, for a summary). Oswald (1979) e.g.

refers to the "Relative Deprivation" Hypothesis, in which the

feeling of deprivation occurs when an individual worker or a group

of workers observes that some comparative reference group has

received a higher wage, than the wage the worker/group currently

has and desires to get. Oswald is critical to such sociological

explanations of interdependencies of the different unions' utility

functions, and points out that the interdependencies stemming from

the production technology and labor demand conditions, are

sufficient to generate the wage-wage spiral. Nevertheless, he

argues, it would be narrowminded to disregard "reference group

comparisons" in formulating the unions' maximization problems

(ibid. pp 74-75).

A competing explanation of interdepencies of the unions' utility
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functions is the "Union Politics" Hypothesis, which first was pro

posed by Ross (1948). According to Ross, union leaders are

concerned with their continued tenure in office, which rests on

the survival of the union. The possibility of losing members,

incurs the union leader of a particular union to match wage

increases obtained by leaders of other unions. In this framework,

the interdependencies are determined by the union leaders' utility

functions, instead of the individual workers' utility functions.

Gylfason and Lindbeck (1984) refer to Keynes' early notion in

General Theory that workers are concerned about their relative

wage position. In particular this implies, that it is rational

for the workers to require less than a full compensation for all

price increases, unless other workers' are fully compensated as

well (ibid. p 129).

In the literature on efficiency wages, workers' relative income

considerations have received more attention, than within the field

of trade union theory. The recent work by Akerlof and Yellen (see

e.g. (1990» is founded on psychological and sociological

experiments as well as on empirical studies within these fields,

addressing e.g. the "Relative Deprivation" Hypothesis (see Akerlof

and Yellen (1990) pp 256-265 for an extensive survey). They argue

quite convincingly that workers' supply of effort is determined by

their perception of some "fair" wage. Hamermesh (1975) and

Baldwin Grossman (1983) also refer to the same literature and show

how workers' concern about their relative wage affects the firms'

demand for labor as well as the workers' supply of effort and how
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the competitive market adjusts to deviations from some accustomed

relative wage.

Baldwin Grossman (1983) discusses insightfully how wage

adjustments following a change in the minimum wage are diffused

depending on the reference groups being chosen. There exists

obviously not one single reference wage, when workers are

heterogeneous. "Different occupations compare their wages to the

wages of different reference groups" (ibid. p 365). Whether a

group of workers or a worker, compares himself to workers

performing the same tasks at any workplace or to workers

performing different tasks at the same workplace is an open

question. Akerlof and Yellen (1990) assume that workers compare

their pay with that of coworkers in the same firm, while Summers

(1988) assumes that workers compare their compensation with that

of comparable groups in other firms.

Frank (1984) argues that workers do compare themselves with

coworkers in the same firm. He claims that workers are not paid

the value of their marginal product, since "status" Le. the

worker's position in the income hierarchy is per se a consumption

good. Thus a worker at the top of the income hierarchy, is

willing to forego the marginal product compensation in exchange

for a high status and pays a premium to those caring less about

status.

In Chapters 2 and 3 we also take the sociological view that

workers compare themselves with other workers and that a worker's
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self-esteem or utility is based on such a comparison. We believe,

as Hamermesh (1975) points out, that the growth of trade unionism

increases the importance of such inter-personal (or inter-group)

comparisons, since the availability of information of others'

wages is enhanced. We assume that there are two groups of workers

involved in the production process by the representative firm and,

hence, the comparison takes place within the firm. In contrast to

the work by Oswald, Gylfason and Lindbeck, as well as Calmfors,

referred to above, we explicitly model the utility functions of

the individual workers.

Holmlund and Skedinger (1990) model envy as well: the median

worker's utility is determined by his (own) real wage and a

reference (real) wage. They assume, as we do, that utility

decreases in the reference wage. The utility function which they

use is, however, of a general form and the properties of the

function are not investigated. They perform an empirical study of

wage bargaining and wage drift in the Swedish wood industry, and

are therefore only interested in the expected signs of the

parameter estimates. They conjecture that the real wage increases

in the reference wage (ibid. p 368).

In Chapter 4 we study what impact the assumption of envious

workers per se will have on the wage structure. The comparative

static effects from introducing envy on both wage levels and

relative wages are analyzed for a firm producing with Cobb-Douglas

technology. It is of interest to investigate these effects, since

there is no concensus among researchers as to whether workers do
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care about their relative wage or not. The results in Chapter 4

will of course depend upon the choice of production technology and

the particular specification of the utility functions.

1.3.1 Specifying the utility functions

In modelling workers' utility functions, when these are

interdependent, we are not much helped by the literature. The

proposal that workers experience disutility from some reference

wage, seems quite established if one believes in the reasoning

referred to above or if one reverts to common sense accompanied by

the discussions in media of wage comparisons. From a theoretical

point of view, though, there are many problems which are unsolved.

First, we don't know whether the marginal disutility will increase

or decrease in the reference wage: a krona's increase in the

reference wage will make workers experiencing either more or less

envy (disutility). Second, we don't know whether the workers'

marginal utility will increase or decrease in the reference wage:

a krona's increase of the workers' wage will be valued either more

or less, when the reference wage increases. Literature dealing

with these properties is scarce. The specifications of the

utility functions are of course important in establishing

solutions of unions' maximization problems.
5

5
In Appendix
fulfilled for
problem.

(A) we derive
a maximum of

sufficiency conditions to be
the trade union's optimization
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Brennan (1973), however, models utility functions of individuals

when they experience malice and envy. He analyzes income

redistributions from the rich to the poor and challenges the

assumption that the rich are altruistic. He claims that it is

just as legitimate to assume that "man is characterized by

attitudes of envy and malice towards his fellows" and shows that

redistribution is Pareto desirable in such a framework (ibid. p

173). To the best of our knowledge, Brennan's work is the only

contribution in the literature, which explicitly discusses the

properties of individual utility functions from our perspective.

Hence, we have chosen to follow his specification and use the

assumptions which characterize the utility functions (ibid. pp

175-177, paragraphs 4 and 5). We make one deviation, though, by

disregarding the cross-effects of the individual workers' utility

functions.

More specifically, we assume that the utility function

identical to all workers -- is additively separable in the two

wages. Brennan (1973) assumes instead, that marginal utility of

own wage decreases at a marginal increase in the other wage (or

that malice and envy are superior in consumption). Our assumption

of additive separability is merely done for convenience so as to

get rid of one of the cross partial derivatives. The crucial

assumption in Brennan's analysis is the increasing marginal

disutility of others' income: the higher the wage of other

workers, the "more envious" is the worker not receiving such an

increase (ibid. p 176). This assumption we maintain in our model.

One should note, that Oswald (1979) claims it to be obvious that
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the marginal utility of own wage increases at a marginal increase

in the other wage. At first sight this claim seems to be opposite

of Brennan·s specification. but Oswald refers to the marginal

utility of the union, and not to that of the individual workers.

1.3.2 The non-employment state

In the first part of this dissertation we take the standpoint that

workers do make wage comparisons. We are fortunate in being able

to use Brennan's framework when specifying utility functions of

the workers who are employed by the firm (Brennan (1973».

Another and even more difficult problem to settle is: What impact

will workers, who are not employed by the firm, have on the

union's wage setting decision? In Chapter 3 the CTU·s

optimization problem is modelled to illustrate two established

approaches of union objectives: the utilitarian approach. where

the union only cares about the sum of its members· utilities, and

the median voter approach. where the union maximizes the utility

of the member with the median seniority level. (see Farber (1986)

pp 1059-1069). We show that the expected utility approach (ibid.)

coincides with the utilitarian specification, only if memberships

of both group of workers are of the same size (and constant).

In the utilitarian or expected utility model a lottery determines

which workers will be employed by the firm. The remaining members

will either seek employment elsewhere, or enter the unemployment

state. Then they will receive some exogenously given alternative

wage. Since we model a unionized economy, where all workers are

organized. the "unlucky" members will either become unemployed and
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receive an unemployment benefit or become "self-employed" and earn

a reservation wage. Whether the non-employed members compare

their compensation to any reference group at all is in our view an

open question. In Chapter 3 we assume that all members not being

employed by the firm receive the same compensation i. e. an

unemployment benefit. Then we see no reason to include benefit

comparisons in the unemployment state. Hence, we make the basic

assumption that envy is state dependent: only employed workers

experience envy. This assumption could particularly be questioned

when non-employed members' alternative wages differ.

In Chapter 4 of the second part, we do not take envy as given, but

analyze the impact of envy per se on the wage structure. This

analysis shows that it is important how the alternative wages

should be interpreted. In particular we focus on alternative

wages being different for the heterogeneous non-employed members.

Then compensation comparisons could be relevant. We, however,

maintain the assumption that envy is state dependent and
6experienced by employed members only. The justification we could

offer for maintaining this assumption is somewhat speculative:

non-employed members leave the work place and consume leisure in

some form or the other atomistically. They do not mingle in any

overall organization and therefore do not care about their

relative position.

6
In Appendix (B) we elaborate on comparisons of the alternative
wages, when a member does not become employed by the firm.
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From the discussion above, it is clear that introducing envy into

the optimization problems of unions, poses difficulties and to

some extent causes the researcher to "grope in the dark". The

"light at the end of the tunnel" is, though, the developing

interest by economists to perform experiments and the hopefully

rewarding cooperation with psychologists and sociologists in

studying the nature of "homo oeconomicus". Such research should

help us to understand unions' objectives and the determinants of

their members' utilities.

1.4 NEGOTIATED WAGES - WAGE DRIFT

The analyses in Chapters 3 and 4 are based on the basic assumption

that the wage contracts settled by the CTU are binding Le. the

members are assumed to adhere to the internal wage policy pursued

by the CTU. The wage combination solving the CTU's optimization

problem is located on a contract curve, which per definition,

implies that no worker/group of workers can deviate without

decreasing the utility of the other worker/group of workers. The

weights attributed to the constituent groups of workers in the

CTU's welfare function describe the wage policy pursued by the

union. In Chapter 3 these welfare weights are assigned

appropriate values to illustrate a utilitarian CTU and a "median

voter" CTU respectively. A wage policy aiming at distributing

income from high-productivity (or skilled) workers to

low-productivity (or unskilled) workers is also illustrated and

labelled as semi-egalitarian. In the extreme an income
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distributive CTU may pursue an egalitarian wage policy, by setting

the same wage of skilled and unskilled workers. In Chapter 5 we

study whether the wage outcome of such an egalitarian wage policy

is sustainable.

The predominance of wage drift in the Nordic countries, by which

actual wages exceed the centrally negotiated wages, hints at

non-sustainable cooperative wage outcomes (see Flanagan (1990), p

399, Table 2). Flanagan writes: "While the exact process by which

drift is generated remains somewhat mysterious, its key

characteristic is that it is beyond the control of central

collective bargaining negotiations and the central labor market

organizations.... it appears to be the outcome of market and

institutional influences... " (ibid. p 398, my italics). In

Chapter 5 we attempt to model wage drift as wage adjustments

implied by the optimization behavior of the central union. More

specifically, wage drift is generated through adjustments on the

labor markets, equalizing demand and supply of -- in our case -

skilled workers in a partial equilibrium framework.

Holmlund (1985) was first to introduce a wage drift mechanism in a

standard monopoly trade union model. Wage drift in his model

stems from uncertainty of the aggregate labor demand conditions: a

"good" state of high labor demand occurs with a certain

probability P and a "bad" state of low demand occurs with the
1

probability (l-P ). When the uncertainty resolves, the labor
1

market will be in one of the two states, characterized by excess

demand or excess supply respectively, at the pre-set contractual

o
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wage. The realization of the excess demand generates wage drift,

which eliminates -- at least partially the initial disequili-

brium (ibid. p 229). Holmlund (1986) uses his basic model in

exploring how a utilitarian union's wage demand is affected by

stabilization policies. His model is novel in deriving wage drift

from the microeconomic behavior of trade unions but his work has

not been followed by competing models to the extent one would have

expected.

Holden (1988), however, analyzes wage drift in a bargaining

framework. He models a _central labor union, which perfectly

anticipates the resulting wage in local bargaining. At the local

level, the union and the firm, are involved in an asymmetric Nash

bargaining game, bargaining over the total wage, which is

comprised of the pre-determined tariff wage and wage drift. In

his model a higher tariff wage increases wage drift.

The interrelationships between centralized wage setting and wage

drift have received more attention in the empirical literature.

Swedish empirical work has been devoted to establishing a relation

between the solidaristic wage policy pursued by LO with

particular stance 1964-83 and wage drift. Jacobsson and

Lindbeck (1969) argue that negotiated wage increases concentrated

to low-wage groups, would possibly induce increasing wage drift

rates of high-wage groups and an overall wage increase in the

economy. Their hypothesis is, however, refuted by data.

Tson-Soderstrom and Udden-Jondal (1989), testing the same

hypothesis, find a positive relationship between negotiated
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low-wage additions and wage drift, but of negligable magnitude.

Hibbs and Locking (1990), on the other hand, find a positive and

substantial impact on wage drift from the "intended" wage

compression. Finally, Flangan (1990) finds that centrally

negotiated wage increases and (decentralized) wage drift are

determined by independent wage formation processes.

All of the studies cited in the preceeding paragraph, are based on

some augmented Phillips-curve specification. An alternative

framework studying the same problem is some kind of bargaining

model. Holden (1989) uses an asymmetric Nash bargaining model of

local wage formation of the same type as in the theoretical study

referred to above (Holden (1988». By testing his model on

Norweigan data, he concludes that central wage settlements have a

strong impact on aggregate wage levels and relative wages and that

centrally negotiated wage increases are not offset by drift. In a

later study, using a similar set up of the firms' profit function,

but using a Rubinstein bargaining model, Holden (1990) reaches the

same conclusion Le. centrally negotiated wages have no impact on

wage drift. This result is also confirmed by R0dseth and Holden

(1990).

Holmlund and Skedinger (1990) also base their reduced form on an

asymmetric Nash-bargaining model, where the objective function of

the union is specified by three alternatives: (i) a seniority

model (ii) a model with envy (referred to in Section 1.3) and

(iii) a utilitarian model. They show, contrary to Holden's work,

that contractual wage increases in the Swedish wood industry
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affect wage drift with a negative sign. Hence, the empirical

evidence is mixed as regards the inter- or independence of

negotiated wages at the central level and wage drift. As Moene

and Wallerstein (forthcoming) point out, all studies, however,

agree that drift does not fully offset the centrally negotiated

wage increases.

Our model in Chapter 5 resembles Holmlund's (1985) in using the

same wage drift generating mechanism: excess demand of workers.

We, however, do not model a union acting under uncertainty.

Instead we impose an egalitarian wage policy on the CTU and

analyze whether the egalitarian wage is set on such a low level

that the skilled workers' market doesn't clear and excess demand

develops. Like Holmlund (1986) we assume an asymmetric response

of the labor markets to the pre-determined contractual wage: if

excess supply instead is realized, the egalitarian wage sets an

effective floor, which cannot be undercut by competition among

workers (ibid. p 245).

In the final part of Chapter 5 we assume that wage drift is

perfectly anticipated by the CTU (see Holden (1988». Calmfors

and Forslund (1990) reagard this to be the simplest approach in

treating wage drift (ibid. p 95). As noted above, some empirical

studies show that centrally negotiated wages and wage drift are

determined by independent wage formation processes, while others

show more or less strong interdependence. However, we believe it

to be inappropriate assuming that a CTU acts "myopically" in

disregarding wage drift, since drift has been so predominant in
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the Nordic countries for an extensive period of years. Holmlund

(1986) agrees: "....casual empiricism suggests that the parties

engaged in central negotiations take expected wage drift into

consideration when calculating the "room" for negotiated wage

increases....but an idea of perfect wage drift control seems too

far-fetched to be taken seriously" (ibid. p 244). Our assumption

that the CTU perfectly anticipates the wage drift accruing to

skilled workers is an extreme assumption, but is used to show how

welfare of the CTU can be improved by allowing wage drift -- while

maintaining a wage compression policy -- instead of pursuing a

strict egalitarian wage policy. Our wage setting model accords

well with the fact that wage compression has been substantial in

Sweden. The model could be made more realistic by introducing an

expectational error of drift, but the results might well be the

same qualitatively.

It should be noted, that we impose an egalitarian wage policy on

the CTU, without analyzing how such a policy develops. Agell and

Lommerud (1992) show that it is rational for a union to perform an

egalitarian wage policy: workers insure themselves against an

"unlucky" draw in the ability lottery Le. against the risk of

being unskilled when the uncertainty resolves. In their model,

the higher the reservation wage and the lower the elasticity of

substitution in production, the more egalitarian is the CTU's

optimal wage policy. When the union acts as a monopoly, setting

wages unilaterally, skilled workers will be fully employed in

optimum, while there will be an excess supply of unskilled

workers. Like Agell and Lommerud (op.cit) we also show that there
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will be unemployment amongst unskilled workers when the CTU

pursues a strict or a "pseudo-egalitarian" wage policy.

Our model shows, however, that an egalitarian wage policy may

imply that an excess supply of skilled workers develops just as

well. The state of the labor markets, at the egalitarian wage, is

determined by the production parameters and the alternative wages

of the workers. This result contradicts the common view held by

economists that high-productivity workers will enjoy wage drift

when a central union attempts to equalize the wages of its members.

1.5 SUMMARY OF DISSERTATION

1.5.1 Chapter 2:

Decentralized wage setting- a reference case

The kick-off for the work in this dissertation is the Anglo-Saxian

contribution to trade union theory, studying wage formation in

economies where unionzation rates are low and workers are

organized in many skill-specific unions. Therefore oligopoly

models, implying rivalrous wage setting behavior, is a common

approach in this field. We will use such a model as a reference

case. The model used draws heavily on Oswald (1979) and has the

following characteristica:

1) The industry is represented by a price-taking firm, which
produces output with a technology represented by a
CES production function nested with a Cobb-Douglas production
function 1. e. a CD-CES technology.

2) There are two groups of workers, which are called s- and
u-workers, being organized in two trade unions. They are
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either (gross) complements or (gross) substitutes Le. either
labor demand decreases at a wage increase of the other group
of workers, or labor demand increases at such a wage increase.

3) The unions are utilitarian welfare maximizers, setting a
monopoly wage for its members. Employment is allocated among
the workers, through a lottery, after the wages are set.

4) The workers are concerned about their relative wage: they
experience disutility (envy), when the wage of the other group
of workers is increased. Unemployed workers do not experience
disutility, since the unemployment benefit is the same for
both group of workers.

5) A labor augmenting parameter is introduced, which grants the
s-workers higher labor demand than the u-workers. The
s-workers are called skilled workers, while the u-workers are
called unskilled workers.

In the reference case the unions play a Nash non-cooperative game:

each union maximizes the unweighted sum of its members' utilities,

taking the strategy of the other union as given. Following the

work by Oswald (1979), we review the conditions which by

sufficiency give positively sloped reaction functions for

substitute workers, but also derive such conditions for complement

workers. We separate the two effects, coined by Gylfason and

Lindbeck (1984), determining the utility experienced by the unions

from the interdepence of their labor demand conditions and their

members' individual utilities:

6) The spillover effect:

When the workers are complements, an increase in the wage of
the other group of workers, entails a decrease in labor demand
facing the particular union Le. the spillover effect is
negative, and utility is decreased (for a given own wage).
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When the workers are substitutes, an increase in the wage of
the other group of workers, entails an increase in labor
demand Le. the spillover effect is positive, and utility is
increased (for a given own wage).

7) The envy effect:

An increase in the wage of the other group of workers, makes
the workers experience disutility Le. the envy effect is
negative, and utility is decreased (at a given employment
level).

Since the spillover effect and the envy effect are affecting the

utilities of the unions in opposite directions for substitute

workers, we distinquish the two cases, being spelled out by

Calmfors (1987):

Case (A):

workers are substitutes with the envy effect dominating the
spillover effect or workers are complements, implying that
utility increases at a lower wage of the other group of
workers.

Case (B):

workers are substitutes with the spillover effect dominating
the envy effect, implying that utility increases at a higher
wage of the other group of workers.

The case when the spillover effect balances the envy effect for

substitute workers is disregarded.

We use the Seade stability conditions (see Dixit (1986)) to ensure

an equilibrium, and assume the equilibrium to be unique. When

workers face symmetric labor demand conditions, the unions set the

same wage for s- and u- workers in the Nash non-cooperative

equilibrium. We perform a comparative statics exercise, in the
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spirit of Dixit (1986), and show that the s-workers facing more

favorable labor demand conditions Le. the skilled workers, will

get a wage increase and a higher wage than the unskilled workers

if:

8) the marginal utility from a wage increase for the skilled
workers is greater than the marginal disutility which the
unskilled workers experience at a wage increase in the skilled
workers' wage, due to the labor augmenting parameter.

We finally derive sufficient conditions (Ai) and (Aii) (see

Section 2.3.4) which ensure that skilled workers' marginal utility

increases in the labor augmenting parameter, while unskilled

workers' marginal utility decreases. These conditions could

characterize the labor demand functions of a firm producing with

CD-CES technology, granting the skilled workers a higher absolute

wage as well as a higher relative wage. We can not determine,

however, whether the unskilled workers' wage will be unchanged,

increase or decrease, when demand of skilled workers increases.

1.5.2 Chapter 3:

Central ized wage setting - the Swedish case?

In Sweden the unionzation rate is high and blue-collar workers are

organized in one central union. Then the wage setting decisions

by the union will be based on the benefits and losses incurred by

a particular wage on all of its constituencies. The Nash

non-cooperative wage equilibrium described in Chapter 2 is not

Pareto efficient: utilities of the two group of workers could be

improved by internalizing the spillover effect and the envy

effect. We maintain the assumptions of the production technology
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and individual workers' utility functions from Chapter 2 and model

a Central Trade Union eTU:

9) The welfare function of the CTU is a weighted sum of the two
constituent unions' utility functions and welfare is
maximized, under the restrictions that each constituency at
least receives the same utility as under non-cooperation.

The wages set by the CTU are located on a contract curve, where

the Marginal Rate of Substitution of the wages are equalized for

the s- and u-workers. Then no group of workers can depart without

decreasing utility of the other group of workers. Wage levels

will be affected by the externalities:

10) Case (A): the sum of the spillover effect and the envy effect
reduces utility at a wage increase in the other group of
workers' wage" Hence, a CTU would set lower wages than would
two separate unions involved in a non-cooperative game.

Case (B): the spillover effect dominates the envy effect for
substitute workers and utility increases at a wage increase in
the other group of workers' wage. Hence, a CTU would set
higher wages compared to the corresponding wages in a
non-cooperative equilibrium.

These results accord with Calmfors (1984). Wallerstein (1990)

only acknowledges the spillover effect for workers being

complements and shows that wage levels then are lower under

centralized wage setting.

The welfare weights in the CTU's welfare function describe the

internal wage policy of the union. When labor demands are

symmetric the efficient wages will entirely be determined by the

weights:
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11) A utilitarian CTU assigns the constituent unions equal weights
and will set the same wage for s- and u-workers.

12) If the constituent unions are expected utility maximizers, the
utilitarian CTU weighs the unions by their share of total
membership (whenever the size of the constituent unions
differs). Under such a weighting scheme, the CTU will set the
same wage of its members.

13) The constituent union receiveing a larger weight in the
welfare function, will get a higher wage than the other union
in Case (A), while a lower wage in Case (B). In the former
case, with negative externalities (net), the marginal benefit
from a wage increase outweighs the marginal cost. Hence, the
higher welfare weight assigned to one of the union's marginal
utility entails a wage increase. In the latter case, with
positive externalities (net), the marginal cost from a wage
increase outweighs the marginal benefit. Hence, a higher
welfare weight on the negative marginal utility entails a
lower wage of that union, compared to the other union.

14) In the extreme the CTU could maXImIze welfare of the
constituent union being the largest. Such a union is labelled
a "median voter" CTU. When workers are complements, the union
with a smaller share of total membership, will just receive a
wage granting the same utility as under non-cooperation. When
workers are' substitutes we arrive at corner solutions as well,
unless the spillover effect balances the envy effect.

We perform a comparative static excercise, keeping the weights

constant, examining wage levels and relative wages, when labor

demand of the s-workers increases. We utilize the sufficient

conditions describing the labor demand functions in Chapter 2.

Under cooperation, such a prima facie shift which grants the

skilled workers a higher absolute wage, as well as a higher

relative wage in the Nash non-cooperative game, would have to be

supplemented by one more sufficiency condition (Aiv) (see

Section 3.4.2) which ensures that the marginal cost, from an
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increase in the labor augmenting parameter, increases by more for

the unskilled workers than for the skilled workers, or that the

latter decreases:

15) A util itarian CTU would set a higher wage of the skilled
workers and the relative wage of the skilled workers would be
induced to increase.

16) A "median voter" CTU with substitute workers, entailing an
interior solution, would set a higher absolute and relative
wage of the skilled workers.

In Sweden the blue collar union has pursued a low-wage policy

aiming at distributing income from high-productivity workers to

low-productivity workers. In our model this would mean assigning

the u-workers a higher welfare weight than the s-workers. Such a

union is labelled a semi-egalitarian CTU. Then the effect on the

wages from a higher labor demand of s-workers is ambiguous:

17) A semi-egalitarian CTU would grant the skilled workers a
higher relative wage, when workers are substitutes, even
though their wage might be lower than the unskilled workers'
wage due to their low welfare weight. When workers are
complements the relative wage of the skilled workers is
undetermined and might even decrease in spite of their
favorable labor demand conditions. When the welfare weight is
sufficiently small, the skilled workers would just receive a
wage which gives them the same utility as under non
cooperation.

In the extreme the CTU could aim at setting the same wage of the

s-workers and the u-workers:

18) An egalitarian CTU would increase the common wage of skilled
and unskilled workers, when labor demand of s-workers
increases, unless the prima facie shift is so large, that a
common wage does not obey the Pareto dominating restrictions
in granting the workers at least the same utilities as under
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non-cooperation.

1.5.3 Chapter 4:

Wage formation and the impact of envy

Sociological work has shown that workers do compare themselves

with other workers and experience deprivation, if some comparative

reference group has received a wage increase, which they also

desire to get (see Addison and Siebert (1979». However, such

interdependencies of workers' utilities are not fully integrated

in economic theory, except for the literature on efficiency wages

(see Akerlof and Yellen (1990». In Chapters 2 and 3 workers were

assumed to be envious, and the analysis focused on the

internalisation of the negative envy effect and the

negative/positive spillover effect under centralized wage setting.

In this chapter we concentrate on case (A), where the workers are

complements and the externalities are negative. We study the

implications of workers being envious per se and analyze the

effects of envy on the wages within each wage setting scheme.

Thus, the model used is less general than the one in the previous

chapters and is characterized by:

19) A price-taking firm produces with Cobb-Douglas technology
under decreasing returns to scale: workers are (gross)
complements.

20) All workers are unionized and memberships equal labor
supplies. The labor supply of skilled and unskilled workers
is constant and the same for both group of workers.

21) Workers are risk-neutral and experience disutility in
proportion to the wage of the other group of workers.
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22) Envy is state dependent and only experienced by employed
workers.

Apart from being a negative externality affecting wages under

centralized wage setting envy has a cost reducing effect:

23) The disutility experienced by the employed workers implies
that the utility difference between being employed and
non-employed decreases. Hence, the alternative cost of a wage
increase, in terms of lower employment, is decreased: unions'
marginal willingness to substitute employment for higher wages
increases.

Under non-cooperation the cost reduing effect causes wages of

skilled and unskilled workers to increase (compare Oswald (1979»).

The change in the relative wage of the skilled workers due to envy

is determined by a relation of their relative alternative wage and

the production parameters:

24) When the skilled workers' relative alternative wage equals
their competitive relative wage, wage dispersion is decreased
due to envy.

25) When the skilled workers' alternative wage equals the
alternative wage of the unskilled workers, wage dispersion is
increased due to envy.

When wages are set by a Central Trade Union, the cost reducing

effect and the negative externalities interplay in determining the

wages:

26) (i)
(ii)
(iii)

the cost reducing effect induces wages to increase
the envy effect induces wages to decrease
the cost reducing effect via the spillover effect
induces wages to increase

The latter effect decreases the utility difference between
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employed and non-employed workers of the other constituency of the

central union: the marginal willingness to substitute employment

of the complementary workers for higher wages is increased.

A comparative statics exercise is performed to determine the

impact of envy on wage levels and relative wages, when wages are

set by a utilitarian CTU:

27) Depending on how the relative alternative wage of the skilled
workers is related to the production parameters, wages of the
two constituencies will increase simultaneously, or one of the
wages will decrease (be unchanged), while the other one
increases.

28) A cut off value of the skilled workers' relative alternative
wage is derived for which wages of skilled and unskilled
workers increase due to envy, but wage dispersion is
unchanged.

29) When the skilled workers' alternative wage equals the
alternative wage of the unskilled workers, skilled workers'
wage is increased, while the change in the unskilled workers'
wage is undetermined. Wage dispersion is increased due to
envy.

30) When the skilled workers' relative alternative wage equals
their competitive relative wage, unskilled workers' wage is
increased, while the change in the skilled workers' wage is
undetermined. Wage dispersion is decreased due to envy.

We conclude that an interpretation of the alternative wages is

important, in being able to deduce effects from envy on the wage

structure:

31) The alternative wages could in general represent:

(i) competitive wages in a non-unionized sector
(ii) unemployment benefits
(iii) reservation wages of the workers to supply labor
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Finally, in Appendix (B) as a comparison, the same comparative

statics experiments are performed, with non-employed workers

experiencing envy as well. Under non-cooperation the results only

change quantitatively: the cost reducing effect due to envy is

smaller. Wages increase, and wage dispersion is affected as in

(24) and (25). Under centralized wage setting, the ambiguity

disappers: unskilled workers' wage decreases in (29) and skilled

workers' wage decreases in (30). A cut-off value different from

(28) is derived, at which wages do not change due to envy, and

wage dispersion is unchanged. The latter results differ from the

ones in the model we have chosen:

32) When employed and non-employed workers' utility functions are
symmetric, the positive impact on the wages from the cost
reducing effects is balanced by the negative impact on the
wages from the envy effect: wages are unchanged in spite of
the experienced envy (for a specific set of parameter values).

1.5.4 Chapter 5:

Egalitarian wage policy and wage drift

In Chapters 3 and 4, the CTU would set wages along a contract

curve and the wage contract would be binding. In this chapter we

will examine the properties of the contract curve and question

whether an egalitarian wage policy will be sustainable. A common

view among Swedish economists is that the solidaristic wage policy

pursued by the blue-collar central union would induce wage drift

i. e. wage increases on top of the negotiated wages. The empirical

evidence is mixed, however, and theoretical work to explain wage

drift from the microeconomic behavior of a union is scarce.
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Holmlund (1985, 1986) models a union being uncertain of the labor

market conditions, when setting the wage of its workers. If

excess demand develops, wage drift will -- at least partially

offset the initial disequilibrium. In this chapter we use the

same wage drift mechanism as Holmlund. We maintain the

assumptions of the firm in Chapter 4.

following characteristica:

The model also has the

33) Workers are risk-neutral with utility only determined by their
own wage: workers are not envious.

unskilled
do theiras

theto
way

relate
same

34) Skilled workers' alternative wage
workers' alternative wage in the
competitive wages.

35) The utility difference between being employed and non-employed
is positive Le. a premium is paid for the disutility of work.

By (34) a link is introduced between the CTU's wage setting

decisions and the state of the labor markets. As a starting-point

for the analysis we use the utilitarian wages:

36) Skilled and unskilled workers are assumed to experience
unemployment at the wages set by a utilitarian eTU.

The egalitarian wage is derived:

37) A myopic egalitarian CTU assigns such weights to the two
constituencies, that equal wages of the skilled and unskilled
workers would maximize welfare.

By utilizing (34) and (36) we state:

38) Excess demand of skilled workers may
egalitarian wage, while unskilled workers
unemployment.

develop at the
will experience
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We examine (38) more closely and find:

39) If the alternative wages are interpreted to be the workers'
competitive wages, skilled workers as well as unskilled
workers, experience unemployment at the egalitarian wage:
excess demand does not develop.

40) If the alternative wages are some proportion of the workers'
competitive wages, there exist combinations of parameter
values which grant skililed workers excess demand, while
unskilled workers are subsumed to unemployment.

The results in (40) imply that the firm's production decision will

be determined by the limited supply of the skilled workers. It

sets a shadow-price of the skilled workers, being their full

employment wage, which determines the effective labor demand of

unskilled workers.

changes character:

Then the wage setting decision of the CTU

41) A non-myopic egalitarian CTU would set the skilled workers'
full employment wage as the egalitarian wage.

The unskilled workers will be no worst off by this wage setting

decision, and skilled workers will be better off: overall welfare

of the CTU is improved. This result accords with Agell and

Lommerud (1992), though their model is designed to also explain

why a union would pursue an egalitarian wage policy at all.

Finally, we allow the skilled workers to drift and receive a

higher wage than the unskilled workers. The CTU is assumed to

perfectly anticipate the wage drift accruing to the skilled

workers:

42) A "pseudo-egalitarian" CTU would maXImIze welfare of the
unskilled workers, while granting the skilled workers their
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full employment wage.

Compared to the wage setting decision by a myopic CTU, unskilled

workers are as well off at this wage setting scheme, while skilled

workers' welfare is improved. Simulations show that overall

welfare is highest when the CTU pursues a pseudo-egalitarian wage

policy:

43) By incorporating a wage drift mechanism in the central trade
union's wage setting decision, the goal of a more egalitarian
wage structure can be achieved, without giving high
productivity workers an incentive to exit the union.

The observations of substantial wage drift for the Swedish workers

would support our conclusion. The work in this dissertation has

aimed at enlightening some of the aspects to consider when

analyzing wage formation in a unionized economy of the Swedish

type.

In concluding this survey it seems fair to opt for more research

within the area of centralized wage formation. Despite the recent

expansion of this field, there is still much more to be learnt of

workers' utility functions, unions' objectives and the bargaining

processes both within unions and bargaining of unions vis-a.-vis

the employers. The areas of game theory and experimental

economics will no doubt shed light on some of the issues puzzeling

labor economists.



2. DECENTRALIZED WAGE SETTING
- A REFERENCE CASE

2.1 INTRODUCTION-

The focus of this dissertation is wage formation in an economy

where all workers are unionized and furthermore belong to one

Central Trade Union CTU. Early work in trade union theory has

concerned wage setting processes of many different unions, each

organizing homogeneous workers. A natural starting point is thus

a recapitulation of that work. We will in this chapter outlay the

basic model, which will be used all through the dissertation, with

some simplifications as well as extensions. The model used draws

heavily on Oswald (1979). We will, however, be more general

in this chapter and analyze wage setting of rivalrous trade unions

• Chapters 2 and 3 are revised versions of the licentiate thesis
Wage Formation in a Unionized Economy with two Groups of Workers,
Seminar Paper No 435, 1989, lIES. I am very grateful to Jean
Baldwin Grossman and John Driffill for discussions initiating the
underlying work for these chapters, to Lars Calmfors and Henrik
Horn for advising and to Bertil Holmlund for the public discussion
of the thesis. Jonas Agell, Avinash Dixit, Anders Forslund,
Robert Gibbons, Gene Grossman, Kevin Lang, Susanne Oxenstierna,
Torsten Persson, Oddbjorn Raaum, Carl Shapiro and Lars E.O.
Svensson as well as seminar participants at FIEF, lIES, lUI, the
MIT labor workshop, SSE and University of Oslo have given helpful
comments on earlier drafts of the thesis. The thesis has been
presented at the EEA89 Conference. Financial support from
Bankforskningsinstitutet and Tore Browaldh Foundation for Research
and Education is gratefully acknowledged.
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when workers are gross substitutes as well as gross complements.

In Appendix (A) labor demand is derived for a firm producing

withCobb-Douglas/Constant Elasticity of Substitution technology,

which enables such analysis.

In Section 2.2 the model is presented. The analysis is partial

and concerns one industry only. The workers are organized in two

skill-specific trade unions. The monopoly union approach is used

and the trade unions are depicted as utilitarian. Envy is

represented in the utility function by the wage of the workers in

the competing union. When those wages are increased, the workers

experience disutility. The two effects on the union's utilities

from an increase in the other wage are studied: the envy and the

spillover effect.

In Section 2.3 the non-cooperative game (Nash) is described. We

study both a symmetric case, where workers are homogeneous and

facing identical labor demand schedules, and an asymmetric case,

where workers are heterogeneous. We perform a comparative statics

exercise to show the effects on the relative wages, when there is

an increase in the labor demand of one group of workers -- here

the skilled workers.

Sufficiency conditions are derived which grant the skilled workers

a higher wage than the unskilled workers. In Section 2.4 the

results are summarized.
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BASIC MODEL

Production

Assume that the industry is represented by a single firm. The

workers are organized in two separate trade unions, which set the

wages non-cooperatively. We will compare a symmetric case, where

the workers face the same labor demand conditions, with an

asymmetric case, where labor demand will be different for the two

unions. This is due to differing degrees of complementarity or

substitutability of the workers. They are denoted s- and

u-workers. We will let the s-workers face more favorable labor

demand conditions. This will be our notion of skilled workers.
7

The analysis concerns only the short run. The firm's capital

stock is thus assumed to be fixed. We neglect all other possible

adjustments that the firm might make in response to the outcome of

the wage negotiations, except for adjustments in the labor

demand.
8

For convenience we adopt the "small country assumption",

1. e. that prices are given.

prices and product demand.

Wages will therefore not affect

7

8

Ulph and Ulph (1984) uses a general equilibrium model when
analyzing the distribution of income and employment, where the
workers are organized in two job specific unions. Each job
("easy" versus "difficult") produces an intermediate good.
The workers are perfect substitutes within each job, but the
skilled workers have an absolute advantage in doing both jobs
as well as a comparative advantage in doing the difficult job
(see pp. 5-6).

Flam (1985) has analyzed the long run effects of a trade union
pursuing an egalitarian wage policy in a Heckscher-Ohlin
model.
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The properties of the labor demand functions, which are derived

from the profit maximizing decision of the firm, are important to

the analysis. In Appendix (A) we therefore illustrate a price

taking firm which produces final output with Cobb-Douglas

technology from a given capital stock and an aggregate input,

Constant Elasticitywhere the

Substitution

latter is

technology

produced with

(see footnote (13) ). Hence, the

of

firm

produces under decreasing returns to scale.

2.2.2 Trade unions

In the present analysis our main concern is the interplay between

different skill groups and their unions. We will use the monopoly

union framework: the trade unions are depicted as utilitarian

welfare maximizers.
9 All the members are treated the same in each

union's utility function. They have equal opportunities of being

employed and employment is allocated between the members, after

the wages are set, through a lottery.

The (indirect) utility functions of s- and u-workers are denoted

s(0) and u(0) respectively. Uppercase letters S(0) and U(0)

denote the trade unions' objective functions, with a

imposed when the labor demand restrictions are inserted.

9
An expected utility approach could have been used instead.
If, however, membership is treated as constant, the outcome of
such a model would be the same as under the utilitarian
approach, when the trade unions set wages non-cooperatively.
When the trade unions cooperate, the utilitarian approach has
different implications than the expected utility specification
(see Section 3.3.2).
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S-workers' wage is denoted w while u-workers' wage is denoted

r. Partial derivatives are subindexed wand r accordingly, in

which the arguments are omitted for expository convenience.

2.2.3 Individual workers' preferences

The workers in the two trade unions are assumed to have identical

preferences. We assume that the individuals not only care about

their own wage, but also about other workers' wages. When wages

of workers in one trade union are increased, workers of the other

trade union experience disutility ("envy") at a constant

employment level. We assume for simplicity that the utility
10

function is additively separable in the two wages wand r.

Envy is assumed to be state dependent. Once the workers are

unemployed, they compare themselves with other unemployed workers.

Since all workers are assumed to receive the same unemployment

10
This is not a crucial assumption, but it simplifies the
analysis considerably. If we were to consider the
cross-derivative between own and the other wage, the reaction
functions (see eq's (2:9a) and (2:9b» would still be
positively sloped, if the marginal disutility of the other
wage would be assumed to decrease from a marginal increase in
own wage Le. s, u > o. We would need, however,

rw wr

additional sufficient conditions to fulfill the assumption
that the utility functions are strictly quasi-concave.

Brennan (1973) assumes the opposite Le. s ,u < 0, which
rw wr

implies "stronger" envy: when the other (own) wage increases,
the marginal utility (marginal disutility) decreases
(increases). In his terminology envy is considered to be a
good, which is superior in consumption. In other words, for
higher wage levels more envy is consumed.
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benefit b (see below), we do not include an envy term in the
11unemployment state. To capture envy further we follow Brennan

(1973) and assume that the marginal disutility increases when the

other wage is increased.

The preferences are thus represented by the indirect utility

functions s(o) and u(o) for the s- and u-workers respectively:

s(w,r) = V(W) - E(r)

u(w,r) = VCr) - E(w)

with V' > 0 V" < 0 and E' > 0 E" > o.

We also assume that a marginal change in the workers' own wage

affects utility by at least as much as a marginal change in the

other workers' wage (for the relevant range of wages). In other

words, we assume that the marginal utility of own wage is greater

than (or equal to) the marginal disutility of the other wage (for

equal wages w = r). This is not a crucial assumption for the

analysis, but it is not implausible:

(ai) for w = w = r
in the reI evant region

11 The unemployed workers could possibly envy the employed
workers of the other trade union. Then the envy terms would
cancel out in the First Order Conditions of the non
cooperative game. However, the framework (cont. next page)
here used, separates the employment state from the
unemployment state: unemployed workers do neither envy
employed workers in the same union, nor in the other union.
See Chapter 1 for further discussion of envy.
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When being unemployed utility is only derived from the

unemployment benefit: V(b).

2.2.4 Trade unions~ optimization problem

The trade unions are utilitarian and maximize the unweighted sum

of their members' utility given the labor demand schedule:

Max S(w,r,N;N) = Ns(w,r) + (N - N)V(b)
w

s. t. N = N(w,r;8)

Max U(w,r,L;~) = Lu(w,r) + (~ - L)V(b)
r

s.t. L = L(w,r;8)

(2:1a)

(2:1b)

N and ~ are mernbership in trade union sand u respectively

and treated as constant. N(w,r;8) and L(w,r;8) are the labor

demands of s- and u-workers by the firm and described below. b

is the unemployment benefit, which is assumed to be exogenous. It

is set at the same and at such a low level, that the disutility

from working per se as well as from the other wage does not induce

the workers to withdraw from the labor market (for the relevant
12

range of wages). In other words, an interior solution of the

optimization problem, requires:

12
The assumption that all workers receive the same unemployment
benefit is a simplification. Qualitatively the results will
be the same as if the s-workers (who under asymmetry enjoy
more favorable labor demand conditions and hence a higher
wage) would receive a higher unemployment benefit than the
u-workers. This assumption is not as innocuous as claimed.
See Chapter 4 for discussion.
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V(w·) - E(r·) > V(b)

for the optimal wages w· and r·

V(r·) - E(w·) > V(b)

2.2.5 Labor demand conditions

We will deal with two cases, which differ in their assumptions

about labor demand. In the symmetric case the workers face

identical labor demand schedules, while in the asymmetric case the

workers in the s-union face more favorable labor demand

conditions. The parameter 8 is introduced to capture the

asymmetry. The workers can either be substitutes or complements

(gross):

N(w ,r ;8) == L(w ,r ;8)
o 1 1 0

(aii)
N (w ,r ;8) == L (w ,r ;8) < 0

w 0 1 r 1 0

N (w ,r ;8) == L (w ,r ;8) > 0
r 01 w 10 <

for w = r w = rand 8 = 0o 0' 1 1

substitutes
complements

In Appendix (A) the labor demand functions are derived for a firm

producing with CD-CES technology under decreasing returns to
13scale. Whether the workers are complements or substitutes depend

13 The CD-CES production function used is:
k

[(0) = K1-k{[U+S)-PN-p + L-P]-l/P}

where K is the given capital stock (cont. next page)
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on the substitution parameter p and the cost share parameter k:

(i) p > -k the workers are complements N < 0, L < 0
r w

(ii) p < -k the workers are substitutes N > 0, L > o.
r w

The Second Order derivatives of the labor demand functions cannot

be signed unambiguously, when the workers are substitutes. When

the workers are complements the slopes of the labor demand

> 0 for p < 0, while the change is undetermined for

schedules are increasing functions of own wage N
ww

> 0 and

> 0 14P .

L
rr

When labor demand conditions are asymmetric a *' O. The parameter

is introduced in such a way as to let a > 0 describe an increase

in the productivity of the s-workers. These workers will be

called skilled workers. Effects on the labor demand schedules for

the firm producing with CD-CES technology are derived in Appendix

(A). When there is a marginal increase in a and the

substitution parameter is negative, the marginal effects on the

labor demand of s- and u-workers are unambiguously signed. When

When the workers are complements, it is also shown in
Appendix (A) that:

N > 0, L > ° for p ~ ° and
rr ww

N > 0, L > ° for p > 0.
wr rw

-1 :S P :S 00

is the share of the aggregate input in the costs of
producing the good 0 < k < 1
is the shift parameter a ~ 0

p is the substitution parameter

k

e
14

However, the Second Order derivatives of the logged labor
demand functions for substitutes and complements are
unambiguously signed, except for a2

tnN/8w
2

•
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the workers are complements with p > 0 we assume that a marginal

increase in a will give a positive effect on the labor demand of

the s-workers Le. that k is large enough (see Appendix (A) eq

(AS: 1)):

(aiii)
for complements

for substitutes

The change of the slopes of the labor demand schedules cannot be

signed unambiguously when a increases marginally (with a few

exceptions - see Appendix (A»).

2.2.6 Union indifference curves

We differentiate the utility functions totally to obtain the

indifference curves, which will be described in terms of the own

wage,other wage plane. This will give for the s-workers:

dr
=

dW\S

N(w,r;a)v'(w) + N [s(w,r)-V(b)]
w

-N(w,r;a)E'(r) + N [s(w,r)-V(b)]
r

s
w

S
r

(2:2a)

with an analogous expression for the u-workers:

dw
0

r
=

dr 10 0
w

(2:2b)

The denominators of (2:2a) and (2:2b) give the marginal

effects on utility (for a given own wage) when the other wage is

increased. The first term shows the marginal decrease in utility

that works directly through the utility function (at a constant
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employment level) Le. the envy effect. The second term shows the

utility gain/loss through an increase/decrease of employment as a

resp70nse to an increment in the other wage Le. the spillover

effect. This indirect effect will increase utility on the margin

when the workers are substitutes, while utility will decrease

marginally when they are complements:

envy effect

spillover effect

-N(w,r;8)E' (r) } < 0
-L(w,r;8)E'(w)

(2:3)
N [s(w,r)-V(b)] } > substi tutesr

0
L [u(w,r)-V(b)] < complements

w

Thus the marginal effects on utility from an increase in the other

wage will go in the same direction for complements: S < 0 and
r

u < o.
w

When the workers are substitutes they are opposing in

sign and we distinguish the (local) possibilities:

spillover effect (in absolute terms).

envy effect ?;
<

In the analysis below we

will not be concerned with the case when the two effects balance

each other. IS Thus the denominators of (2:2a) and (2:2b) can

either be negative or positive when the workers are substitutes.

The curvature of the indifference curves is determined for the

s-union by:

IS
When the envy effect balances the spillover effect for
substitutes, there is no "net" interdependence between the two
wages. In fact, the Nash non-cooperative wage equilibrium
will in this case also be Pareto efficient.
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_1_[2S S S - S2SS3 wr w r w rr
r

-2- ]- S 5
r ww

(2:4)

with an analogous expression for the u-union The

expression enclosed by brackets is positive, since the objective

function is assumed to be strictly concave (see Appendix (A)

Section A6). The envy and the spillover effects determine the

slope and the curvature of the indifference curves.

(A) Substitutes with envy effect > spillover effect

or complements

The denominator of (2:4) is negative and:

S ,0 ~ a for w ~ w·, r < r·
w r < > >

Thus the indifference curves are positively sloped for w < w·

and r < r· . They are concave towards the horizontal axis in the

while they are concave towards thew,r space for trade union s

vertical axis for trade union u. Utility will increase when

moving towards each axis: the lower the other wage, the higher the

utility for a given own wage.

(8) Substitutes with spillover effect > envy effect

The denominator of (2:4) is positive and:

- - < < <- r*-5 , -U - a for w - w·, r
w r > > >

Thus the indifference curves are negatively sloped for w < w·

and and convex towards the horizontal axis for the

s-workers while convex towards the vertical axis for the u-workers
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in the w,r space. Utility will increase when the other wage

increases - - a movement away from the axes.

In Figure (2:1) we see how these effects work for trade union s

in the N, w space when s- and u-workers are substitutes. When

the wage of the other trade union is increased (i) there will be a

shift outwards in the labor demand schedule (for graphic

convenience it is assumed that N = N = 0) and (ii) the MRS
ww wr

of own wage for employment will decrease Le. the indifference-
16

curves will be flatter for a given (N,w). Both of these effects

will induce a rise in own wage (compare the reaction functions

below).

16
The slope of the indifference curve in the N, w space is:

and

dw =dN ls

8r

yew) - E(r) - V(b)
NV' (w)

[NV'(W)]-lE'(r) > 0

Thus when r is increased, the negative slope will
increase algebraically.
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FIGURE 2:1

ENVY AND SPILLOVER EFFECTS: SUBSTITUTE WORKERS
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2.3 WAGE FORMATION WITH TWO RIVALROUS TRADE UNIONS

2.3.1 A Nash non-cooperative game

In the non-cooperative game each trade union bases its optimal

decisions on the perfect knowledge of the other trade union's

decision problem. Decisions are made simultaneously with no

communication between the two players. Each trade union will in

the Nash equilibrium choose a strategy which maximizes its utility

given the optimal strategy of the other trade union:

(2:5)

for the s-union where * denotes the optimal wages. Hence the

strategy of the other trade union is considered as fixed in the

maximization problem:

Max S(w,r;8,N) = N(w,r;8)[s(w,r) - V(b)] + NV(b)
w

s.t. r = r

(2:6)

for the s-union. The u-union will solve an analogous problem.

The First Order Conditions FOC's for a Nash equilibrium will be:

gS(w,r;8) _ S = N(w,r;8)V'(w) + N [s(w,r)-V(b)] = 0
w w

gU(w,r;8) == U = L(w,r;S)V'(r) + L [u(w,r)-V(b)] = 0
r r

(2:7a)

(2:7b)

In equilibrium the marginal benefit of a wage increase will have

to equal the marginal cost -- the utility loss due to a marginal

change in employment -- for each trade union simultaneously. The

Second Order Conditions SOC's will be:
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<0 < 0 >0 ?

gS E S = N(w,r;8)V"(w) + 2N V'(w) + N [s(w,r)-V(b)] < 0 (2:8a)
w ww w ww

gU E 0 < 0 (2:8b)
r rr

Under the assumption that the labor demand functions are not too

convex the SOC's will hold strictly.17 More specifically, dividing

(2:8a) by N V'(w) multiplying by N /N and making use of the
w w

FOC (2:7a) gives the following sufficient condition to be

fulfilled ~.n optimum for the s-union:

(si)
V"(w*) Nww(w*,r*)
---- ~ - -------

V' (w*) N (w* ,r*)
w

The t.h..o,. of inequality (si) is the Arrow-Pratt measure of

(indirect) risk aversion Le. it measures the degree of concavity

in w of the individuals' utility function. The It.h.(1. measures

accordingly the degree of convexity in w of the labor demand

function when N > O.
ww

In general it is sufficient that the

indifference curves in the N, w space are more convex than the

labor demand constraint to obtain an interior solution.

In the Nash non-cooperative wage equilibrium the indifference

curves of the two trade unions are orthogonal to each other and

the reaction functions will intersect at the equilibrium. 18 The

(2:7a), (2:7b),
(1979) for an

17

18

We assume that the equilibrium described by
(2:8a) and (2:8b) is unique. See Oswald
existence proof.

We will call the equilibrium locuses of each player in the
simultaneous game "reaction functions" (cont. next page).
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slopes of the reaction functions determine whether the optimal own

wage will increase or decrease in the other workers t wage. In the

next sub-section we will determine the slopes of the reaction

functions and the sufficient conditions under which the s-workerst

reaction function is steeper at equilibrium and hence stability is

achieved (in the wtr space). These conditions are part of the

sufficient conditions for strictly concave objective functions of

the trade unions (see Appendix (A).

2.3.2 The reaction functions

The FOCts (2:7a) and (2:7b) implicitly define the optimal own

wage as a function of the other wage and the parameter w· =
w·(r,8) and r· = r·(wt8). To trace out the reaction functions

differentiate the FOCts. Keeping the parameter a constant this

gives:

dw·
gS

R
S r

- pr- ---
gS

QS
w

dr·
QU

R
U w

- po- ---
gU

QU r

(2:9a)

(2:9b)

where QS t QU < 0 by assumption. Thus the sign of the slope of
w r

the reaction function will be determined for the s-union by:

See Dixit (1986) for a discussion.
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with an analogous expression for the u-union. Differentiating the

FOe's w.r.t the other wage gives:

? >0 ? <0 >0
OS == S = N V'(w) + N [s(w,r)-V(b)] - N E'(r) (2:10a)

r wr r wr w

? >0 ? <0 >0
OU - 0 L V'(r) + L [u(w,r )-V(b)] L E'(w) (2:10b)

w rw w rw r

It can be shown that the reaction functions are positively sloped

when the following sufficiency conditions are fulfilled

simultaneously for (w·,r·) (see also Oswald (1979) p. 374):

(sii) the slopes of the labor demand schedules are

non-decreasing functions of the other wage:

N ,L ~ 0
wr rw

(siii) the workers are substitutes:

N, L > 0
r w

When the workers are complements, the reaction functions are

positively sloped if, in addition to (sii):

(siv) the ratio of the marginal utility of own wage and the

marginal disutility of the other wage is (non-strictly)

smaller than the ratio of the slopes of the labor demand

schedule in own and the other wage:

V' (w*)

E'(r·)

N
< w
-~

r

when N, L < 0
r w
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L
< __r_
- L

w

For a firm producing with CD-CES technology N
wr

but when p < 0 it is ambiguous. Note, however,

> 0 when p > 0,

a
2
fuN/awar > 0

when the workers are substitutes or when the workers are

complements with p > O. Hence the sum of the first two terms of

(2:10a) is positive (see Appendix (A)L When p < 0 and the

workers are complements assume that (sii) and (siv) holds. The

latter condition implies from (ai) that N ~ N
w r

Le. that

labor demand is as elastic or more elastic in own wage than in the

other wage for given (N,w = r). Thus under these assumptions,

optimal own wage increases when there is a marginal increase in

the other wage.

To ensure stability we will use what we call the "own effects

dominating" assumption:

which in effect are the Seade stability conditions (see Dixit

(1986». Developing (aiv) assuming OS < 0 and OS > 0 and
w r

making use of the FOC (2:7a) the necessary condition to be

fulfilled for achieving stability in the case of the s-union is:

:(0) [1 - E'(r-)] +
(N +N)

V"(w*) N + N
w r ww wr < 0 (2: 11)N( 0) + V' (w*) NV' (w*) w

evaluated at the equilibrium wages (w*,r*). An analogous
n n

condition can be derived for the u-union. Under assumption (ai)
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the first term is negative for equal wages w· = r·. When the
n n

workers are complements the second term is negative. When the

workers are substitutes, it is also negative, if the (inverse)

labor demand schedule is flatter in own wage than in the other

wage. The (indirect) utility function is concave in w Le. the

third term is negative. The fourth term is unambiguously signed.

Under (sii) it is sufficient that N < 0: -N > N for
ww ww wr

(2:11) to be fulfilled.

Under assumption (aiv) the absolute slope of the reaction

functions is less than one in equilibrium:

for (w·,r·)
n n

s,u (2:12)

Thus the reaction function for trade union s will cut the

reaction function for trade union u from below at (w·,r·) in
n n

the w,r space when QS and QU are positive. We will
r w

henceforth assume that the reaction functions are positively

sloped and that stability is achieved Le. (2:11) is

fulfilled -- at the assumed unique wage equilibrium.

2.3.3 Equilibrium relative wages

The format of the analysis closely follows Dixit (1986). To

establish whether the relative wage w/r:t: 1 in equilibrium we

evaluate the FOC's (2:7a) and (2:7b) for w· = r· = w. If e
n n

= 0 the trade unions face identical labor demand schedules. Thus

QS(w;w,O) == QU(w;w,O) = ° and the equilibrium relative wage is:

w·
__n_ = 1
r·

n
when e = ° (2:13)
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If e:j: 0 the labor demand conditions are asymmetric. Totally

differentiating the FOC's around w gives:

[:~ :~] [ ::: ] = - [ :~:: ]

Use Cramer's Rule and solve (2:14) which gives:

(2:14)

1
- --rnI (2:15)

determinant of the matrix of the t.h..o.. of

same sufficiency conditions that established

parametric change of de > 0 gives:

making use of expressions (2:9a) and (2:9b). I'l I is the

(2:14). Under the

(2:12) I'll > O. A

<0 ? <0 ?

<0 ? <0 ?
(2:16)

where CaS = N V'(w-) + N [s(w-,r-)-V(b)]
en we nn

'la
u = L V'(r-) + L e[u(w-,r-)-V(b)]a n r n n

The first term in and shows the change in the marginal
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benefit from a wage increase when there is an increment in the

productivity of the s-workers. Marginal benefit increases for the

workers in the s-union N
a

> 0, while it increases/decreases for

the workers in the u-union when they are complements/substitutes

La > 0 or La < 0 respectively (see (aiii».

The second term in 0; and o~ shows the change in the marginal

cost when da > o. The slopes :of the labor demand schedules N
w

and L are increasing or decreasing functions of a.
r

For the

CD-CES producing firm Nw8 and Lra are undetermined when the

workers are substitutes. When the workers are complements

L
r8

< 0 for p > 0, while N
wa

< 0

cannot unambiguously sign neither 0; nor

for

o~.

p < o. Hence, we

We will, however, assume that the parametric shift is prima facie

favorable to the s-workers at the margin, by which we mean that

the marginal utility from a wage increase for trade union s

increases at a marginal increase in 9:

(av)

A shift defined by (av) implies that the marginal benefit

increases by more than the marginal cost increases or that the

marginal cost decreases at an increment in s-workers'

productivity. A sufficient condition which gives (av) is:

(svi) the slope of the skilled workers' labor demand schedule

(in own wage) is a non-decreasing function of 8:

N ~o
w8
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Le. labor demand becomes less elastic -- for given (w,r)

when there is a marginal increase in the s-workers' productivity.

When N < 0 we will assume (av). This is not contradicted inwe
a firm producing with CD-CES technology when the workers are

complements with p > 0 or when the workers are substitutes.
19

The shift assumed in (av) will induce the skilled workers' wage

to rise. The s-union is, however, involved in a game with the

unskilled workers' union, which means that the equilibrium wage

will also depend on the marginal effects on the marginal utility

of the u-union Le. the sign of n: and the relationship between

n~ and n:.
The first term in gU is either positive or negative when thee
workers are complements or substitutes respectively. The second

term is undetermined -- except when the workers are complements

with p > 0 -- and might reinforce, balance or outweigh the first

term. Thus a prima facie favorable shift does not unambiguously

give the skilled workers a higher (absolute) wage nor a higher

relative wage.

In general (2:16) gives the s-workers a higher relative wage

under the following comparative statics results -- with n~ > 0;

19
Making use of the FOC (2:7a), (av) implies in
expressed in log form:

a
2
tnN/awae = (N /N)(N e/N - Ne/N) > 0

w w w

optimum

However, when the workers are complementswith p < 0, then
a2.enN/awaa < O. Hence n~ < 0 and assumption (av) is

contradicted.
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(Rl)

(R2)

Wages will rise for trade union s by more than for

trade union u

when o.U ~ 0 o.S > o.U
8 8 8

Wages for trade union s will rise by more than for

trade union u or u-workers' wages will either be

unchanged or decline

when

(R3) Wages will fall for trade union

trade union u
Uwhen 0.
8

< 0

s by less than for

(R4) Wages will be unchanged for trade union

u-workers' wages will fall

s while

when

In other words, the wage of the skilled workers will be higher

than the unskilled workers' wage, when the labor demand conditions

are asymmetric and prima facie favorable to the s-workers:

under (Rl) - (R4)

In Figures (2:2a) and (2:2b) the asymmetric case is

illustrated in the w,r space. In Figure (2:2a) the workers

are complements or -- if substitutes the envy effect dominates

(A). In Figure (2:2b) the workers are substitutes with the
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spillover effect dominating {Bl. The reaction functions are

approximated as linear, and only positively sloped reaction

functions for complements are considered. The arrows show in

which direction utility is increasing. If labor demand conditions

are symmetric the Nash non-cooperative wage equilibrium will be

established at the 45° line.

When skilled workers enjoy more favorable labor demand conditions

-- as defined by (av) -- the reaction functions will typically

shift. The asymmetric wage equilibrium will be established to the

north east of the symmetric one for (Rl) and to the east for (R2).

In the special case, where there is no marginal effect on the

u-workers' marginal utility from the parametric shift n~da = 0,

the asymmetric wage equilibrium will be established along the

reaction function of the unskilled workers. When wages fall (R3)

the relative wage under asymmetry will be established to the south

west of the symmetric wage equilibrium. (R4) implies that the

reaction function of the s-workers shifts outwards until it hits

the downward shifting reaction function of the u-workers at a

vertical line through the symmetric wage equilibrium.

In Figures (2:2a) and (2:2b) we assume that the symmetric wage

equilibrium is established at the 45° line where w· = r· = w.
n n

Hence, the prima facie shift illustrated implies a higher

(absolute) wage for the skilled workers as well as for the

unskilled workers, and the skilled workers' relative wage will be

higher (R2).

In the following analysis the Nash non-cooperative game will be

our reference case. We will mainly be interested in the case when
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FIGURE 2:2a
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FIGURE 2:2b

SUBSTITUTES WITH SPILLOVER EFFECT> ENVY EFFECT
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the workers are complements or the envy effect dominates for

workers being substitutes (A). We should also note that the

results (R2) - (R4) are not contradicted by the properties of the

labor demand functions derived for a firm producing with CD-CES

technology. When the workers are complements with p > 0 or when

the workers are substitutes a2b1,Nlawaa > 0 and a2inLIaraa < 0

which imply in optimum that 0; > 0 and o~ < o.20

(cf

but

When the workers are complements with p < 0 then 0; < 0

We will henceforth not consider this casefootnote (19».

note that OS > 0 is not a necessary condition for the workers ina
trade union s to receive a higher relative wage.

2.3.4 A parametric shift implying (R2)

To simplify the analysis of asymmetric labor demand conditions

under cooperation, we will only be interested in the kind of shift

which is relevant for the CD-CES producing firm. We will derive

sufficient conditions for a shift which corresponds to (R2),

leading to a higher absolute wage as well as a higher relative

wage for the skilled workers. Since we evaluate the FOC's (2:7a)

and (2:7b) for equal wages w* = r* = w, we can see from
n n

(2:16), that the skilled workers will receive an increase in their

20 From Appendix (A):

a
2
ln.L/araa = Lra/L - (LaLr)/L

2
< 0

where (L IL) = -V'(r*)/[u(w*,r*) - V(b)]
r n n n

which implies Qa
U = L V'(r*) + L [u(w*,r*) - V(b)] < 0a n ra n n
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wage if:

dw· = _ 1 ni(ns Rsnu) > 0
de Inr i a + e

d · · h· I· ·f 21an an Increase In t elr re atlve wage 1 :

(2:18)

(2:19)

where

(R - 1) = (R
S

- 1) _ (R
u

- 1) < 0

For the CD-CES producing firm (2:19) is fulfilled, while (2: 18)

must also hold for the skilled workers to receive a higher

absolute wage. It is sufficient that gS + nU > 0 for (2:18)e e
to hold. We will hence assume -- for future reference -- that the

prima facie shift defined in (av) also will be characterized by:

(avi) with n; > 0 and n; < 0

Assumption (avi) implies that it is sufficient that:

nS + nU = (N + L )V'(w) + (N + L )~ > 0e Bee wB rB
(2:20)

where 11 = [s(w,w) - V(b)] == [u(w,w) - V(b)] > 0

21

dB

w· [dW. -1 dr· -1]=-- --w* - --r*
r* de de

evaluated at w* = r* = W
n n
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for the skilled workers to receive an increase in their absolute

wage. An increase in their relative wage as well is sufficed by:

(2:21)

Combining (2:20) and (2:21) we will assume that the following

sufficient conditions hold simultaneously:

(Ai) the workers are complements/substitutes, and the marginal

increase in labor demand is larger for the skilled

workers than the marginal increase/decrease in labor

demand for the unskilled workers:

where Na > 0

La > 0 complements

La < 0 substitutes

(Aii) the marginal increase in the slope of the labor demand

schedule in own wage w.r.t a for the skilled workers is

greater than the marginal decrease in the slope of the

labor demand schedule in own wage w.r.t a for the

unskilled workers:

where N > 0wa
L ra < 0

(Ai) and (Aii) will be used as basic assumptions in Section

3.4.1. These assumptions give rise to the illustrated shift (R2)

for the CD-CES producing firm with increasing wages and an

increasing relative wage for the skilled workers at a slight
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increase in their productivity.

unskilled workers' wage will

relative wage will decrease.

2.4 SUMMARY

We cannot determine whether the

increase or decrease, while their

We started out the analysis with s- and u-workers facing symmetric

labor demand conditions. The result is then "trivial": the

rivalrous unions would set equal wages of its employed members.

Then we let the productivity of the workers in the s-union

increase slightly and studied the effects on the wages of the

workers in the two unions. The increase in productivity was

assumed to be prima facie favorable to the skilled workers. In

other words, the reaction function would shift outwards and, at

first sight, induce rising wages of the skilled workers. However,

the skilled workers are involved in a game with the unskilled

workers: a productivity increase of the s-workers means that labor

demand conditions of the unskilled workers would change as well.

Then the unskilled workers' reaction function would typically also

shift. The new wage equilibrium would depend on the relationship

between these shifts: the wage of the skilled workers might be

unchanged or even decrease due to the interdependence of the

workers derived from the production technology and the utility

functions.

We ended the analysis by singling out assumptions which by

sufficiency would grant skilled workers a higher absolute and

relative wage, when the firm produces with CD-CES technology.

These assumptions (Ai) and (Aii) would induce an outward shift
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of the skilled workers' reaction function, which is greater than

the downward shift of the unskilled workers' reaction function.

Say, for example, that the workers are gross complements and that

the productivity of the skilled workers increases. Then the

skilled workers' marginal benefit from a wage increase

increases by more than the unskilled workers', at the same time as

their marginal cost decreases, while the unskilled workers'

marginal cost increases. Hence, the skilled workers' wage

increases and is higher than the unskilled workers' wage in the

new wage equilibrium.

We are mainly interested of the case when the workers are gross

complements. In the next chapter, we will show that wages will

then be lower during centralized wage setting. The reason is that

the envy effect and the spillover effect works in the same

direction: the disutility, which the workers experience, as well

as the decrease in labor demand, due to an increase in the wage of

the complementary workers, induce wage restraints. Thus there is

room for wage drift, which is our primary concern in the last

chapter of this dissertation.



3. CENTRALIZED WAGE SETTING
- THE SWEDISH CASE?

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The Nash non-cooperative equilibrium is not Pareto efficient

unless the envy effect balances the spillover effect, when the

workers are substitutes. The presence of externalities means that

both parties would gain from cooperating. When the envy effect

dominates, the trade unions could increase their members'

utilities by lowering the wages, but none will do this

unilaterally. When the spillover effect dominates, higher wages

would increase their members' utilities. When the workers are

complements, utility would also be increased if the wages were

lowered, as the reduction in labor demand of the workers in the

other trade union -- due to an increase in their wage -- does not

"spillover" to one's own advantage.

If the two trade unions were to cooperate, a contract curve could

be traced out, where the marginal rate of substitution MRS of

the two wages is equal for the s- and u-workers. Along such a

contract curve neither group of workers can depart without

decreasing the other group's utility. Which efficient wages that

would be set, depend on the weights attached to each single trade

union's objective function, when labor demand conditions are

symmetric. When labor demand conditions are asymmetric, the

71
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weights and the differing labor demand conditions interplay in

determining the wages.

In Section 3.2 the Central Trade Union CTU maximizes a welfare

function, which is a weighted sum of the constituent unions'

utilities. The externalities due to the envy and spillover

effects are separated. In Section 3.3 the welfare weights are

interpreted as (i) utilitarian and (ii) median voter weights,

and the effects on the wages are analyzed, when labor demand

conditions are symmetric.

In Section 3.4 the s-workers' productivity increases slightly and

the effects on the wages are analyzed (keeping the welfare weights

constant). Finally, in Section 3.5, the CTU pursues an income

distributive wage policy. In the extreme the CTU is egalitarian

and sets equal wages of its employed members.

One of the main results is that the absolute wages are lower under

cooperation than under non-cooperation, when the workers are

complements or when the envy effect is strong for workers being

substitutes (cf Calmfors (1987) and Wallerstein (1990»). The

relative wage of the skilled workers might also be lower, than in

a market without cooperation, when the CTU is semi-egalitarian and

gives the unskilled workers a larger weight in the welfare

function than the skilled workers. These results are summarized

in Section 3.6.
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3.2 THE CENTRAL TRADE UNION'S OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

The welfare function of the CTU will be a weighted sum of the two

member categories' objective functions (expressed in the

restricted form):

(3:1)

where Il and (I-Il) are the weights attached to the s- and

u-workers' objective functions respectively. Nand!/!' are assumed

to be constant as in Chapter 2. The CTU will maximize W(o) over

the wages wand r subject to the additional constraints that

the utility which each member category receives is no less than

that under non-cooperation:

(3:2a)

(3:2b)

These restrictions delimit the feasible range of wages under

cooperation. No worker would be a participant of a CTU unless he

was granted at least the same utility as he would receive under

non-cooperation (see Chapter 2). For any skilled workers' wage w

< w· (keeping r constant r = r·) utility will increase for
n n

unskilled workers, when they are complements: first, they

experience less disutility at a lower wage due to the envy effect,

and, second, they experience a gain in utility since employment

increases due to the spillover effect. The same reasoning holds

for any unskilled workers wage r < r- (keeping w constant w =
n

w-). Then skilled workers' utility will increase. When the
n
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workers are substitutes, the envy and the spillover effect works

in opposite directions: for any wages w < w· and r = r·, the
n n

unskilled workers experience less disutility, but at the same time

labor demand decreases due to the spillover effect incurring a

loss in utility. An analogous reasoning holds for skilled workers

at any wages r < r· and w
n

w·. Hence, wages are induced to
n

decrease for substitute workers experiencing strong envy or for

workers who are complements fcf case (A) in Chapter 2), while

wages are induced to increase for substitute workers experiencing

less envy (cf case (B) in Chapter 2), when workers are cooperating

in the wage setting decisions.

The FOC's, for an interior optimum, read:

(3:3)

Whether the restrictions (3:2a) and (3:2b) are binding depend

partly on the weights ,.... and (1-,....). In performing the

comparative statics exercise below, we assume an interior

solution. The SOC's will hold since the two objective functions

are assumed to be strictly concave (see Appendix (A) Section A6).

Compared with the Nash non-cooperative case two additional terms

occur in each of the FOC's (3:3):

v-Io _ v-I{L [u(w,r)-V(b)] - L(w,r;8)E'(w)}
w w

vS - v{N [s(w,r)-V(b)] - N(w,r;8)E'(r)}
r r

< 0 case (A)

> 0 case (B)

< 0 case (A)

> 0 case (B)

(3:4)
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These terms comprise the sum of the envy and the spillover

effects. When the workers are complements or the envy effect

dominates for substitute workers (case (A», the FOC's will be

fulfilled for some wages wand r where the marginal benefit

from a wage increase is greater than the marginal cost since each

constituent union regards the effects of an increase in its own

wage on the other trade union: S > 0 and 0 > 0 in optimum.
w r

The (net) marginal utility from an increase in skilled/unskilled

workers' wage is balanced against the (net) marginal disutility

which the unskilled/skilled workers experience via the envy and

the spillover effects: o < 0 and S < 0 in optimum.
w r

When the spillover effect dominates for substitute workers (case

(B», the marginal cost from a wage increase outweighs the

marginal benefit in optimum: S < 0 and 0 < o. The (net)
w r

marginal disutility from a wage increase of own wage is balanced

against the (net) marginal utility, which workers of the other

constituent union experience due to the increase in labor demand:

o > 0 and S > 0 in optimum.
w r

The FOC's implicitly define the optimal wages w· and r· as
c c

functions of the other wage and the parameters IJ. and B.

Differentiating the FOC's around (w·,r*) keeping the
c c

parameters constant -- gives:
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dw·
VI

C
W wr > 0- ---ar =

IVI VI
w ww

(3:5)

dr· VI
C

r - dw =-~> 0
IW W

r rr

where VI = J.lS + (1-J.l)O ,< 0
ww ww ww

VI = VI J.lS + (1-J.l)O > 0
wr rw wr wr

VI = J.lS + (1-J.l)O < 0
rr rr rr

Under the assumption of strictly concave objective functions, the

ratios C
W

and C
r

are less than one. In other words, the

decrease in marginal utility from an increment in w (or r) will

be greater than the corresponding increase from an increment in r

(or w): -VI > VI and -VI > VI .
ww wr rr rw

In the symmetric case, with workers facing identical labor demand

conditions B = 0 and the weights being equal J.l = 1/2, the

expressions in (3:5) are identical. Then for any wage w = r >

w· = r· marginal utility decreases W = VI < 0 and for any wage
c c w r

W = r < w* = r* marginal utility increases VI = VI > o.
c c w r

Inserting the Nash non-cooperative equilibrium wages in the FOC's

(3:3) we get:

VI (w*,r*;J.l,B) < 0 case (A)

w n n > 0 case (B)

(3:6)

W (w*,r*;J.l,B) < 0 case (A)

r n n > 0 case (B)
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Compared to the non-cooperative wage equilibrium, there will be

an inducement of decreasing wages in case (A) and an inducement

of increasing wages in case (B) in attaining the cooperative wage

equilibrium. Thus to fulfill the FOC's we conclude:

(RS) When the workers are complements or the envy effect is

strong for substitutes, lower wages will be set under

cooperation, than the ones established if the two unions

playa Nash non-cooperative game:

w*, r* < w*, r*
c c n n

case (A)

(R6) When the workers are substitutes and the spillover effect

dominates, the cooperative wages will be higher than

those set under a Nash non-cooperative game:

w*, r* > w*, r*
c c n n

case (B)

The wage combination solving the CTU's optimization problem will

be located on a contract curve where the MRS of r for w is the

same for the two unions:

(3:7)
s 0

w w---
S 0

r r

Then neither of the constituent unions can depart without

decreasing utility of the other trade union. The range of

feasible wages along the contract curve is delimited by the

constraints (3:2a) and (3:2b) Le. where each member category
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at least receives the same utility as in the Nash non-cooperative

game described in Chapter 2. Any wage combination fulfilling

these constraints Pareto dominates the non-cooperative wage

equilibrium and any wage combination fulfilling (3:7) as well is

Pareto-efficient (from the point of view of the workers): all

mutual gains-from-trade are exhausted and the externalities due to

the envy and the spillover effects are fully exploited.

In Figures (3:1a) and (3:1b) the symmetric case is

illustrated, where the wage equilibrium under non-cooperation is

established at, w· r· - The contract in Figuresay, = = w. curve
n n

(3:1a) lies to the south west of the non-cooperative wage

equilibrium, while in Figure (3:1b) to the north east. We

cannot determine whether the contract curve is convex or concave. 22

3.3 W AGE EFFECTS FROM DIFFERING WELFARE WEIGHTS

3.3.1 Relative wages when symmetric labor demand conditions

The relative wages under cooperation will be determined by the

weights assigned to each group of workers and the differing labor

demand conditions. Differentiating the FOC's (3:3) around

(w·,r·) gives:
c c

22 Brennan (1973) claims it is reasonable for the contract curve
to be convex. In Brennan's specification, the marginal
disutility increases in the other wage, while in our model it
decreases (see eq's (2:10a) and (2:10b». We, thus, depict
the contract curve as concave.
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FIGURE 3:1a

THE UTILITARIAN CENTRAL TRADE UNION - SYMMETRY
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FIGURE 3:1b

THE UTILITARIAN CENTRAL TRADE UNION - SYMMETRY
substitutes with spillover effect> envy effect
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[~ww ~wr] [dW-] = _ [~wa ~w~] [de] (3:8)
W W dr- W a W dll

rw rr r rll

where W S - 0 == s +0 20 > 0 case (A)-
wll w w w w w < 0 case (B)

W S - 0 == S +0 20
< 0 case (A)

= -
rll r r r r r > 0 case (B)

Wwe = IlSwe + (l-,..tl0wa = Il[NaV'(w:) + Nwea
s

]

+(1-1l)[-L E'(w-) + L aU] ~ 0a c we <

Wre = (l-fJ.)0re + IlSra = (l-Il)[LeV'(r:) + Lrea
u

]

s >
+,..d-NeE'(r-) + N sa ] - 0

c r <

as = V(W-) - E(r-) - V(b) > 0
c c

IJ.u = V(r-) - E(w-) - V(b) > 0
c c

The solution is:

Cw~ww] [~wa ~w~] [de] (3:9)
W We W dlJ.ww r rll

where C
W

and C
r

are the ratios defined in (3:5). It I is the

determinant of the matrix on the t.h..o,. of (3:8). It is strictly
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positive by the assumption of strictly concave objective

functions.

We will start from the symmetric model, with a = 0 and Il = 1/2,

and first evaluate the FOC's for equal wages when

workers are complements or the envy effect dominates for

substitute workers (case (A».

keeping a constant, gives:

< 0 > 0

A marginal increase in Il, while

< 0 <0

(3:10)
< 0 > 0 < 0 <0

ar- r-all = - [C Vi Vi + Vi Vi ]/ It I
r- rr W ll ww rll

where Vi - Vi < 0 and C
W

== C
r < 1. Equal wages also imply

rr ww

Vi - -Vi since
WJl rll

marginal increase in

o == S and S + 0 = 0 in optimum. A
W r r r

Il will hence exert a greater positive than

negative marginal impact on w, while the effects will be

opposite for r, causing the u-workers' wage to decrease. Thus,

when the s-workers receive a slightly larger weight in the welfare

function, their relative wage -- as well as their absolute wage -

will increase:

a [:~ ]> 0 in case (A) (3:11)8il

When the CTU assigns the s-workers a higher welfare weight, the

marginal utility which they experience from a wage increase S > 0
W

is assigned a higher value than the u-workers' corresponding
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marginal utility constituting the FOC's. At the same time, the

(net) marginal disutility, which the s-workers experience from a

wage increase of the u-workers' wage S < 0 is also assigned a
r

higher value, than the marginal disutility which the u-workers

experience. The s-workers will hence receive a higher wage than

the u-workers.

When the spillover effect dominates, the s-workers' marginal

utility is assigned a higher value than the u-workers', when the

s-workers receive a larger weight in the welfare function. Then

the (net) marginal cost from a wage increase S < 0 as well as
w

the (net) marginal utility via the increased labor demand from a

wage increase of the u-workers' wage S > 0 will result in a
r

higher wage of the u-workers than of the s-workers.

We conclude that the group of workers with the largest weight in

the welfare function will get a higher wage, when labor demand

conditions are symmetric and the envy effect dominates or the

workers are complements -- case (A). When the spillover effect

dominates for substitute workers -- case (B) -- the relative wage

of the s-workers will instead decrease, when there is a marginal

increase in IJ. (and labor demand conditions are symmetric).

Below we will discuss possible weighting schemes of the CTU. We

will for now assume that a = 0 and only be interested in the

effects on the relative wages from different weighting schemes.

In Section 3.4 we will extend the analysis and discuss the

implications of these, when workers are facing different labor

demand conditions.
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3.3.2

WAGE FORMATION IN A UNIONIZED ECONOMY

The Util itarian CTU

A utilitarian CTU treats all its members the same. Since the

constituent unions are depicted as utilitarian, the CTU just

simply adds the objective functions of the two trade unions. In

this context it would mean that the two groups of workers receive

the same weight i.e. IJ. = 1/2. When the workers are symmetric we

once again receive the trivial "result":

when a = 0 and IJ. = 1/2 (3:12)

The utilitarian CTU will set wages along the contract curve at the

45
0 line in Figures (3:la) and (3:lb) where w· = r· = w.

c c

Whether one group of workers is larger than the other, will not

affect the optimal wages, as long as membership is treated as

constant (see FOC's (2:7a), (2:7b) and (3:3». If, however, each

single trade union would be depicted as a union maximizing the

expected utility of its representative member, then membership

would enter into the FOC's. The solution of the CTU's

optimization problem would then not, in general, be independent of

the size of each union.

Using the expected utility EU

unions, the CTU would maximize:

specification of the two trade

Z(w,r;o) = -r[nss(w,r) + (l-ns)V(b)]

+ (l--r)[nuu(w,r) + (l-nu)V(b)]

(3:13)
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over the wages w and r s.t. (3:2a) and (3:2b). 1: and

(1-1:) are the weights attached to trade union s and u

respectively.
s N(w,r;8)/N is the probability that theTl =

representative s-worker gets a job and u
L(w,r;8)/~ is the1l =

corresponding probability for the u-worker. The FOC's can be

expressed, in terms of the utilitarian specification, as:

1'S +0 =0
w w

where '¥ = [1:/(l-1:)]N/~

The FOC's (3:3) can in turn be rewritten as:

vS + 0 = 0
w w

where v = 1L/(1-1L)

vS+O =0
r r

(3:14)

(3:15)

Thus the utilitarian specification of the constituent unions'

objective functions, will give the same solution of the CTU's

optimization problem as the EU specification, if:

(3:16)

When the two trade unions are of equal size, the CTU being

utilitarian would also under the EU specification add the two

unions' objective functions i.e. IL = 1: = 1/2. If, however, N ~

~ a utilitarian CTU would weigh the two unions' EU objective

functions by:
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-r = N/(N + ~)

(3:17)
(1--r) = ~/(N + ~)

Under such a weighting scheme (3:13) can be expressed as:

Z(o) = 1 - -N + ~ [S(o) + V(o)] (3:18)

which alternatively can be interpreted as an expected utility

maximizing CTU under symmetric labor demand conditions.

We conclude that only under (3:16) a utilitarian specification

of the constituent unions' objective functions gives the same

result as an EU specification. When membership is unequal, a

utilitarian CTU would weigh the two unions according to (3:17).

Thus each group of workers is as important as the other in the

utilitarian CTU. We will now turn to a CTU of the other extreme

Le. where one group of workers receives all the weight in the

welfare function.

3.3.3 The "Median Voter" CTU

The CTU could be maximizing utility of the group of workers which

constitutes the largest share of total membership. Thus the

weight IJ. would either be 0 or 1. This we will call a "median

voter" CTU. If the s-workers are in majority N/~ > 1 and 1.1. = 1

the welfare function (3:1) and the maximization problem will be

reduced to:

Max VI (w,r;o) = S(w,r;B,N)
w, r

s. t. (3:2b)

(3:19)
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The FOC's will be:

VI == S = 0
w w

(3:20)
VI == S = 0

r r

with analogous conditions if the u-workers were in majority.

When the workers are complements S < 0 for all wages wand r
r

and we will arrive at a corner solution. The wages of the

unskilled workers will be pushed down to, say, r where the
pe

restriction (3:2b) binds. In other words, the wage of the

u-workers will be just as high as is needed to motivate the

workers to stay in the CTU. Wages will be set at X in Figure

(3:2). When the u-workers are in majority, the wages will

similarly be set at Y in Figure (3:2), where the s-workers'

wage is pushed down to, say, w .
pe

When the workers are substitutes S = 0 will be fulfilled when
r

the envy effect balances the spillover effect. S = 0 is the Foe
w

for the s-workers' union under non-cooperation. The FOe's will be

fulfilled simultaneously where the ratio of the marginal utility

of own wage and the marginal disutility of the other wage equals

the ratio of the slopes of the labor demand function in own and

the other wage:

N
w

=-~

r

(3:21)
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FIGURE 3:2

THE MEDIAN VOTER CENTRAL TRADE UNION - SYMMETRY
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Since labor demand conditions are symmetric, this can be compared

to the Pareto efficient wage equilibrium described in footnote

(15) in Chapter 2. In such a case the solution of the Nash

non-cooperative game would be the same as the cooperative

solution, though the latter is an explicitly solved optimization

problem, where one union -- the CTU represented by the s-workers'

union -- maximizes over own as well as the other wage.

The "median voter" CTU is extreme in that it assigns all weight to

one of the groups of workers. The utilitarian CTU, on the other

hand, does not consider any justifications what so ever for

treating one group of workers more favorably and giving it a

larger weight. In Section 3.5 we will illustrate an intermediate

case, where the CTU considers both groups of workers in the

welfare function and gives them unequal weights for income

distributive purposes. As long as labor demand conditions are

identical, there exists, however, no rationale for the CTU to

pursue an income distributive policy. We will now turn to the

case where the labor demand conditions are asymmetric.

3.4 W AGE EFFECTS FROM DIFFERING LABOR DEMANDS

3.4.1 Relative wages when asymmetric labor demand conditions

When labor demand conditions are asymmetric, we will for

simplicity only be interested in the kind of shift defined by

(avi) in Section 2.3.4. The labor demand functions were assumed

to possess properties (Ai) and (Aii), which for the CD-CES

producing firm under non-cooperation correspond to (RZ) (see
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Section 2.3.3 in Chapter 2). A marginal increase in

keeping IJ. constant, gives (see (3:8»:

<O? <O?

aw- - - w- - I I-aa =- [W W a + C W W a]/ Wrr w ww r

a, while

(3:22)
<0 ? < 0 ?

where = IJ.S + (1-1J.)0 = IJ.[N V'(w-) + N ~s]
wa wa a c wa

+(I-IJ.)[ -L E'(w-) + L Llu] ~ 0a c we <

Wre (1-IJ.)"Ura + IJ.Sra = (1-IJ.)[La V'(r:) + Lra~u]

+IJ.[-N E'(r-) + N Ll
s

] ~ 0
a c ra <

The signs of the effects on the marginal utilities W
we

and W
re

are undetermined. In the non-cooperative case, the marginal

utility of the s-workers increased OS > 0, while the marginal
a

utility of the u-workers decreased OU < 0, at a slight increase
a

in the productivity of the s-workers. Hence, the relative wage of

the skilled workers increased (RZ). Assume below that (Ai) and

(Aii) will hold for the cooperative wages (w-,r-) as well (see
c c

Section 2.3.4. in Chapter 2), implying that Swa > 0 for all

workers and Ora < 0 for substitute workers, while ° ~ 0 for
ra <

complementary workers. These terms show the changes in the

marginal benefits and costs of own wage for the constituent

unions' own members.
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Under cooperation the change of the marginal utilities will also

be determined by the effects of such a shift as (R2) on the

members of the other constituent union. The third term in Viwe

and Wra shows the change in the marginal cost, which is imposed

on the CTU through the envy experienced by the workers. The

fourth term in Wwa and Wra shows the change in the marginal

cost/benefit, which is incurred through the spillover effect on

the labor market, when the workers are complements/substitutes.

The sum of the third and the fourth term in Vire
< 0 when the workers are complements (since then

the CD-CES producing firm).

is negative

N < 0ra

3.4.2 The Utilitarian CTU

As shown above, the utilitarian CTU assigns the weight Il = 1/2

to both groups of workers. Hence, under symmetric labor demand

conditions w· = r· = w (see (3:12». Then W - Vi < 0 and
c c ~ IT

CW
== Cr < 1 in (3:22). Whether the skilled workers' relative

wage will increase or decrease, when their productivity increases

marginally, will be determined by the sign of

the sign of the expression:

8w·
--aa-

8r·
aa Le.

where

= reNa - La)

+ IT[(N
wa

- L
ra

) + (L
wa

- N
ra

)]

r = V'(w) + E'(w)

IT = [s(w,w) - V(b)] == [u(w,w) - V(b)]

(3:23)

Compared to the non-cooperative case (see (2:21», the direction
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of the change of the relative wage is determined by two

more terms n(L
ws

- N
rS

) and the relative wage will increase if

the expression on the It.h.~. of (3:23) is positive. The

sufficient conditions (Ai) and (Aii) implying an increasing

relative wage -- and an increasing s-workers' wage -- when the

unions play a non-cooperative game, will be supplemented by an

additional sufficiency condition, for the skilled workers to

receive an increase in their relative wage under cooperation:

(Aiii) the slope of the skilled and unskilled workers' labor

demand schedule in the other wage decreases or increases

respectively, when there is a marginal increase in s:

In other words, the skilled workers' wage will be higher than the

unskilled workers' wage, when their productivity increases:

a [:~ ] > 0 under (Ai) - (Aiii) (3:24)ae
when IJ. = 1/2

Sufficiency condition (Aiii) implies -- for given (w,r)

that the skilled workers' cross wage elasticity of labor demand

decreases, while the unskilled workers' cross wage elasticity of

labor demand increases.

If we were to ensure the skilled workers an increasing absolute

wage as well, assumption (Aiii) would be replaced by:

(Aiv) the increase in the slope of the unskilled workers' labor
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demand schedule in the other wage is greater than the

increase (or decrease) in the slope of the skilled

workers' labor demand schedule in the other wage when a

increases marginally :

with Lwa > 0

In Figures (3:3a) and (3:3b) the utilitarian CTU facing

asymmetric labor demand conditions is illustrated. The skilled

and unskilled workers' wages will be established along a contract

curve somewhere to the east of the 45
0

line when (Ai) (Aiii)

are fulfilled. The absolute wage of the skilled workers will

either be lower or higher than the one at the assumed symmetric

wage equilibrium of, say, w· = r- = w. When (Aiv) holds, the

wages will be established along the depicted contract curve

somewhere to the south of Z. Thus, the illustrated shift gives

the skilled workers a higher (absolute) wage as well as a higher

relative wage, while the unskilled workers' wage may be higher or

lower than under symmetric labor demand conditions.

We cannot determine whether the relative wage, which the skilled

workers receive, is higher or lower than the one under

non-cooperation. All we have established is that the absolute

level of wages will be lower under cooperation (see Section 3.2).

3.4.3 The "Median Voter" eTa

As shown above, a "median voter" CTU assigns the weight Il = 1 if

the s-workers are in majority. When the workers are complements,

we arrive at a corner solution. When labor demand conditions are
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FIGURE 3:3a

THE UTILITARIAN CENTRAL TRADE UNION - ASYMMETRY
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FIGURE 3:3b

THE UTILITARIAN CENTRAL TRADE UNION - ASYMMETRY
substitutes with spillover effect> envy effect
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asymmetric and the workers are substitutes, differentiating the

FOC's (3:20) assuming an interior solution -- gives:

<0 ? >0 ?

dw· 1 (5 5 - 5 5 B)d9
S S S 2 ww wB wr r-ww rr wr

>0 ? <0 ?
(3:25)

dr- 1 (-5 5 + 5 5
9

)d9=
S S S 2 wr w9 rr r-ww rr wr

where

Since the objective function is assumed to be strictly concave,

the determinant in (3:25) is strictly positive and -5 > 5
ww wr

and -5 =:: 5 . Whether the skilled workers' relative wage will
rr wr

increase or not, is determined by the sign of (5 9/w· - S /r*).
w m r9 m

When N > 0 and N < 0 (sufficiency conditions (Aii) and
w9 r9

(Aiii) above) 5w9 > 0 and SrB < o. Hence, the wage of the

skilled workers will either increase more than the u-workers' wage

(or the latter will decrease) or decrease less than the unskilled

workers' wage, when the productivity of the skilled workers

increases slightly:

for N > 0 when J.L = 1
r

(3:26)
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The absolute wage of the skilled workers would increase as wellJ

if N
w9

> -Nre. If the unskilled workers were in majoritYJ there

would similarily be an increase in the relative wage of the

skilled workers if Owe > 0 and 0r9 < OJ which holds under

(Aii) and (Aiii).

3.5 THE EGALITARIAN CTU

We could consider a CTU pursuing an egalitarian wage policYJ which

is more or less extreme. For reasons of "fairness" or "justice"

an internal goal of the trade union could be to compress the wage

structure. Such a union would use income distributive weights in

the welfare function and could be called a semi-egalitarian trade

union. At its utmost extremeJ the egalitarian trade union would

not accept any wage dispersion what so ever (Le. the weights

would then be endogenously determined by the egalitarian

restriction - see below). In SwedenJ for exarnpleJ an expressed

goal of the central trade union LOJ has been to increase the wages

of its mernbers in the lowest wage brackets.
23

In our modelJ a semi

egalitarian CTUJ would place a larger weight on the objective

function of the u-workers.

Since wages are monotonically increasing in IlJ when workers are

23
LO has pursued what is called a "low-wage policy" leading to
specific "low-wage adjustments" in the centrally negotiated
wage agreements. This policy was particularly emphasized
during the end of the 60Js and all through the 70Js.
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complements or the envy effect dominates for substitute workers

(case (A», a lower weight on the s-workers' objective function,

means that they will receive a lower wage than the unskilled

workers: w· < r·. When labor demand conditions are asymmetric,
e e

this lower weight might counteract the positive influence on the

skilled workers' wage from a marginal increase in their

productivity. We evaluate Viwe and Vire in (3:8) for (w:,r:)

and Il < 1/2 (still assuming an interior solution). Under

sufficiency conditions (Aii) and (Aiii) Viwe > 0 and Vire < 0

when the workers are substitutes. Then there will be an increase

in the relative wage of the skilled workers, when their

productivity increases, but we can not determine whether their

wage will be higher or lower than the unskilled workers' wage.

When the workers are complements, the third term in VIwe is

negative, while Ore -- the first and second term in Wr8 is

ambiguous. The change in the relative wage of the skilled workers

is hence undetermined, and it might even be negative due to the

Il is sufficientlylarge weight (1-1l) on these terms. When

small, we will hit the (Pareto dominating) restriction (3:2a)

and skilled workers' utility will be no higher than under

non-cooperation (see Section 3.4.3).

We can not determine the net-effect on the relative wages of a

parameter shift when Il < 1/2 as compared to the effect when Il =
1/2. But there seem to be counteracting forces -- at least when

the workers are complements -- which might well give rise to a

smaller increase, or even decrease, in the skilled workers'

relative wage when their productivity increases marginally, than
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the corresponding increase if the weights were equal. This means

that the wage of the skilled workers might be lower than the wage

of the unskilled workers, in spite of their favorable labor demand

conditions.

Finally, we will illustrate what the optimization problem will

look like, if the CTU at the outset is determined to give its

members the same wage. Such a union would maximize its members'

utilities over wand r subject to the additional constraint

that wages set will be equal (the egalitarian restriction). Hence

it maximizes the Lagrangean:

Max W(o) = N(o)a
s + L(o)a

u + (N + f)V(b) + A(W-W) + 11(w-r)
w,r

(3:27)

where as = V(W) - E(r) - V(b)
ua = VCr) - E(w) - V(b)

The FOC's read:

W =5 +0 -A=O
W W W

W - S + 0 - 11 = 0
r r r

W
A - W - W = 0

W - W - r = 0
Tl

which solved gives:

(3:28)
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(N
w

(N
r

+ L )a + N(w,w;e)V' (w) - L(w,w;e)E' (w)
w

+ L )a + L(w,w;e)V' (w) - N(w,w;e)E' (w)
r

where the partial derivatives are evaluated at (w,w;e) and /).

[yew) - E(w) - V(b)].

Under symmetry e = 0 and the denominator and numerator are

equal, so i\ = 1) and W == W == W = o. As shown in Section
w r W

3.3.2 optimizing over w and r will give w· = r· = w when
c c

labor demand conditions are identical as well as the welfare

weights.

When labor demand conditions are asymmetric, we showed that the

skilled workers would receive a higher relative wage, than the

unskilled workers, on the margin, unless the welfare weights would

diminish (or cancel out) the positive impact on the skilled

workers' wage. Differentiate the Foe around w which gives:

dw
if

we
(3:29)

de Iifw
----

if
ww

where if S + 0 < 0
ww ww ww

W
WB = Swe + 0we

The (common) wage will increase in e as long as 'ifwe > o. Swe >

o and 0 > 0 when the workers are substitutes under (Aii)
we

(Aiii). When the workers are complements Wwe is also positive

under (ai) and (Ai) (Aiii).
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An egalitarian trade union will always pick a wage combination at

the 45° line. The question is whether this wage combination will

be Pareto efficient. Turning to the original optimization problem

(3:1) we established that (3:23) would have to be positive if

the skilled workers were to receive a higher relative wage under

asymmetry. Equal wages would be set if instead:

Solving (3:30) we get:

(3:30)

V'(w) + E'(w)
---V--:'(-w--:-)---E=""":"'"(-w-:-)------V--:'(~b-:-) =

(Nwa - Lra ) + (Lwa - Nra )

Na - La
(3:31)

The expression on the It.h..o, will have to be positive and equal to

the ratio on the t.h..o,. If the properties of the labor demand

functions fulfill assumptions (Ai) - (Aiii) for equal wages w =
r = w, then the numerator and the denominator of the ratio on the

It.h..o, are both positive and (3:31) can not hold: it would not be

Pareto efficient to set equal wages. In other words, the

parameter shift has such effects on the labor demand that the

contract curve to be traced out does not cross the 45° line (for

the set of wages where the Pareto dominating restrictions (3:2a)

and (3:2b) hold strictly).24 In Figure (3:4) such a case is

depicted for the workers being complements or with the envy effect

24
I am grateful to Henrik Horn for pointing out this possibility.
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FIGURE 3:4

THE EGALITARIAN CENTRAL TRADE UNION - ASYMMETRY
substitutes with envy effect> spillover effect or complements
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being strong when the workers are substitutes. The symmetric wage

equilibrium is assumed to be established at, say, w· = r· = w,

where (3:2a) is violated.

3.6 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have shown that wages will be set on a lower level if the

workers were to cooperate, when the workers' concern about their

relative wage is substantial. By substantial we mean that the

marginal disutility experienced by the workers when the other wage

is increased (i.e. the envy effect) is greater than the decrease

in the marginal costs of employment (i.e. the spillover effect),

when the workers are substitutes. When the workers are

complements the negative marginal impact on the workers' utility,

is reinforced by the increase in marginal costs, due to a marginal

loss in employment. We concluded that the negative externalities

would give the workers' higher utilities if they were to form a

single union (case (A».

The question then posed, was how such an encompassing CTU would

weigh the separate objective functions of the two types of

workers: skilled and unskilled. As in conventional welfare

theory, the weights determine the optimal position on the Pareto

efficient border. We illustrated possible wage "equilibria" under

cooperation, by hypothetic weighting schemes of the CTU. We then

determined the relative wages for a scenario, in which the skilled

workers faced more favorable labor demand conditions. The results

for case (A) are summarized in Tables (3:1) and (3:2).
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Under asymmetric labor demand conditions, the weights and the

change in the labor demand of the skilled workers, were shown to

interplay in establishing the relative wages, as expected. A low

weight on the s-workers' objective function, could mean a lower

wage for the skilled workers than for the unskilled workers, in

spite of their favorable labor demand conditions. However, we

were not able to conclude whether their relative wage under

cooperation would be higher, lower or equal to the one which would

be established under non-cooperation.

Hence, we are left with pure speculations as to what will be the

consequences when heterogeneous workers cooperate in the wage

negotiations. Let us imagine, for a moment, that the CTU is semi

egalitarian and that the welfare maximizing CTU sets a lower

relative wage for the skilled workers than under non-cooperation.

At the same time the firm will be left with a greater share of the

profits than under non-cooperation, since the absolute wages are

set on a lower level. The question is then, whether the skilled

workers show such solidarity as the CTU's wage policy implies and

if they will accept such a divergence between their relative pay

under cooperation and non-cooperation. In other words, do the

weights in the welfare function reflect the preferences of the

members of the CTU?

This cannot be answered within the model used. The weights are

treated as exogenously determined in the policy decisions of the

CTU. We do not discuss how such a decision could be reached 

whether the policy was agreed upon by the members in some voting
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procedure or whether the policy would stem from preferences of the

union leaders, which could differ from the preferences of e.g. the

skilled workers. Whatever the rationale determining the weights

used, the cooperative wage agreement per se is assumed to be

binding in the analysis performed above, which implicitly means

that the wage policy is indeed supported by the members of the

CTU.

Consider, however, the possibility of internal conflicts within

the CTU, as to what wage policy should be pursued. Also imagine

that the skilled workers' relative wage is lower than their

competitive relative wage Le. the one that would be established

on a market without the presence of trade unions. The

dissatisfied members here the skilled workers -- would then in

some way show their discontent. The most obvious way would be for

them to exit from the CTU. But again, in the model used,

membership is assumed to be constant. For that basic assumption

to be fulfilled, there seems to be a missing link in the model.

It is conceivable that membership can only be constant, if the

skilled workers are at least paid their market clearing wage.. In

our model the CTU acts "myopically" and does not consider that

wage adjustments may occur, due to such an outside option of the

skilled workers.. Then the skilled workers would deviate from the

cooperative wage agreement. By virtue of the wage agreements,

however, the unskilled workers can not be paid a lower wage than

the negotiated one. The skilled workers' wage will hence "drift"

off the contract curve in a horizontal manner, in restoring the

competitive relative wage of the skilled workers. The empirical
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observation of positive wage drift -- wage increases on top of the

· d h·t· 25negotIate wages -- supports suc an In erpretatIon.

From the above reasoning it follows that the contract curve

depicted is not the actual one. The natural extension of this

chapter would be to introduce a wage drift mechanism in the CTU's

optimization problem. This is precisely what we do in the last

chapter of this dissertation. There the CTU forms rational

expectations of the wage drift accruing to the skilled workers and

sets a welfare maximizing unskilled workers' wage.

workers' wage will then be their full employment wage.

The skilled

25 When the "low-wage policy" was implemented in Sweden, this is
precisely what LO noted. They claimed that the local wage
adjustments -- wage drift -- would counteract the intended
"fair" wage structure. Observing such a drift LO then
included specific "earning trend guarantees" in the
agreements, which guaranteed workers -- who did not receive
wage drift -- wage increases ex post, so that their wages
would be more impair with other workers' wages.
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TABLE (3:1) SYMMETRIC LABOR DEMAND CONDITIONS a = 0

substitutes with envy effect > spillover effect
or complements (case (A»

(1) UTILITARIAN CTU J! = 0.5

S(w·,r-) > S(w-,r-)
c c n n

U(w-,r-) > U(w·,r-)
c c n n

Comparative statics

~(~) >08J! _
r

c

(2) "MEDIAN VOTER" CTU

Corner solutions:

(i) N > !£
(ii) !£ > N

J! = 1
J! = 0

W- S(w·,r ) > S(w·,r·)
(i) __rn_> 1

rn pe n n

r U(w·,r ) = U(w-,r-)pe
m pe n n

W sew ,r·) = S(w-,r-)
(ii) __p_e_ < 1 pe rn n n

r- U(w ,r-) > U(w·,r·)
rn pe m n n

(3) SEMI-EGALITARIAN CTU J! < 0.5

W·
__e_ < 1

r·
e

S(w-,r·) = S(w·,r·)
e e n n

U(w·,r·) > U(w-,r·)
e e n n

(4) EGALITARIAN CTU J! endogenously determined

w=r=w then J! = 0.5
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TABLE (3:2) ASYMMETRIC LABOR DEMAND CONDITIONS a > a
substitutes with envy effect > spillover effect
or complements (case (A)

(1) UTILITARIAN CTU 1.1. = 0.5

~(~) >0aa •r
c

(3) SEMI-EGALITARIAN' CTU IJ. < 0.5

substitutes:

complements:

~(~) ~Oaa • <r
e

(4) EGALITARIAN CTU 1.1. endogenously determined

~>oas
if w Pareto efficient



4. WAGE FORMATION AND THE IMPACT OF ENVY

•4.1 INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 3 we modelled a labor market consisting of one Central

Trade Union CTU which organized two groups of workers -- skilled

and unskilled -- and acted as a monopolist. It was assumed that

the workers cared about their relative wage as well as about their

absolute wage. A CTU would then internalize two "external

effects" when the wage of the other group of workers was

increased: one indirect effect originating from the changed labor

demand conditions Le. the spillover effect and one direct

effect by decreasing utility at the margin Le. the envy effect.

We showed that the CTU would set lower absolute wages as

compared to non-cooperative (decentralized) wage setting, if the

workers were gross complements or if the envy effect dominated the

spillover effect for workers being gross substitutes. The

relative wages depended on the elasticities of labor demand as

• I am grateful for discussions with Per-Olov Johansson, for
comments on previous versions by Jonas Agel I, Assar Lindbeck,
Anders Vredin, Hans Wijkander and seminar participants at FIEF,
lIES, SSE, University of Oslo and Umea University. Previous
versions of this chapter have been presented at the EALE90, EEA91
and ESEM91 Conferences and at the IRES workshop "Disaggregate
Labor Markets". Financial support from Jan Wallander Foundation
for Social Science Research is gratefully acknowledged.
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well as on the internal wage policy of the CTU as expressed by the

welfare weights in its maximization problem.

Thus in the preceding chapters we took envy for granted and

focused on decentralized versus centralized wage setting. In this

chapter we will instead focus on the impact of envy per se on the

wages. Envy stands for the disutility which e.g. the skilled

workers experience on the margin when the wage of the unskilled

workers is increased. We expect that different mechanisms are at

work due to envy depending on whether wages are set

non-cooperatively or by a CTU. Hence, we keep the wage formation

process fix and compare the wages for workers who are not

experiencing envy with wages derived for envious workers. We will

follow the model described in the preceding chapters as closely as

possible, but make the simplifying assumption that workers are

risk-neutral. We will only deal with workers being gross

complements: the representative firm is assumed to produce with

Cobb-Douglas technology. We furthermore delimit the analyzis to a

CTU pursuing a utilitarian wage policy: the utilities of the

skilled and the unskilled workers are assigned equal weights in

the CTU's welfare maximization problem.

We showed in Chapter 2 that a wage-wage spiral results during

decentralized wage setting Le. the alleged reaction functions are

positively sloped under certain conditions (cf Oswald (1979) and

Gylfason and Lindbeck (1984». Oswald (1979) has further

showed that the inducement of rising wages is reinforced when

workers are envious, as long as each union's marginal utility of
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own wage is increasing in the other wage rate. When the wage of

e.g. the unskilled workers is increased, the skilled workers place

a higher value on each krona's increase of their own wage. This

induces the wage to increase, which in turn induces the unskilled

workers' wage to increase and so forth. In equilibrium both wages

will be higher when the workers are envious than if they do not

experience envy. We will confirm this result by Oswald for

workers being gross complements, instead of workers being gross

substitutes. The model which we use shows that envy has a cost

reducing effect: the experienced disutility of the employed

workers when envy is present, implies a lower alternative cost of

unemployment. Hence, the unions are willing to bear higher

I · h f h· h 26unemp oyment In exc ange or Ig er wages.

When wages are set by two rivalrous unions, each union just

maximizes its own utility, without considering the effects of its

behavior on the utility of the other union. In contrast during

centralized wage setting any externality will be internalized.

First, an increase in e.g. the unskilled workers' wage, causes a

fall in labor demand of the skilled workers, since the workers are

gross complements. This is the indirect "externality" labelled

the spillover effect in Chapter 2. It is thus negative for

complementary workers, implying that the CTU's marginal utilities

of the two wages will fall and induce wage restraints. Second, a

26
The marginal rate of substitution of wages for employment
decreases due to envy. The unions' indifference curves pivot
downwards as shown in Chapter 2.
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higher unskilled workers' wage causes the skilled workers to

experience disutility (on the margin). This is the direct

externality labelled the envy effect in Chapter 2. The CTU's

marginal utilities will fall and induce wages to decrease. Due to

these negative externalities we showed in Chapter 3 that wages

would be lower under centralized than under decentralized wage

setting (cf Calmfors (1987) and Wallerstein (1990».

Consider now, however, the sole impact of envy on the wages set by

a utilitarian welfare maximizing CTU. First, the cost reducing

effect will even be stronger compared to the effect when wages are

set by two rivalrous unions. There will be a cost reducing effect

of the same kind as during decentralized wage setting: the CTU's

marginal utility of e.g. the skilled workers' wage increases since

their unemployment will be less costly. In addition, the marginal

utility increases since the unemployment of the unskilled workers

via the spillover effect will also be less costly. Second, the

marginal utility of the skilled workers' wage decreases via the

envy effect and the experienced marginal disutility by the

unskilled workers. Hence, the introduction of envy affects the

CTU's marginal utilities of the two wages in opposite directions

If the envy effect is very strong, we expect the marginal

utilities to fall and induce wage restraints. If the cost

reducing effect is very strong, we expect the marginal utilities

to increase and induce rising wages. While rivalrous wage setting

behavior implies higher wages due to envy, centralized wage

setting behavior might just as well imply lower wages due to envy.
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An increase in e.g. the unskilled workers' wage implies that the

relative wage of the skilled workers is decreased (for any given

own wage). When envy causes the skilled workers' wage to

increase, the relative wage might be restored but on a higher

wage level. A priori we have no expectations, however, as to how

the relative wages will change. The results show that the

relative wage of the skilled workers depends on how their

alternative wage is related to the unskilled workers' alternative

wage.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 the basic

model is outlined. Wages are derived under decentralized wage

setting and the change in wage levels and relative wages due to

envy are noted. In Section 4.3 analogous wages are derived under

centralized wage setting and the impact of envy per se on the

wages set by a utilitarian CTU is studied. Finally, in Section

4.4 the results are summarized and commented.

4.2

4.2.1

DECENTRALIZED WAGE SETTING

Labor demand conditions

The representative firm is assumed to produce an output in a

competitive market with Cobb-Douglas technology. The two variable

inputs used are Nand L workers, who are paid the wages w

and r respectively. Capital is assumed to be fixed. The firm

thus maximizes profits at a given output price (which is

normalized to one) and given factor prices:
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Max II(N,L; 0) = Na L(3 - wN - rL - F
N,L

(4:1)

where 0 summarizes the parameters and F denotes fixed costs.

The firm operates under decreasing returns to scale l-a-{3 > o.
Solving the firm's maximization problem gives the labor demand

functions:

s s s s
-£ -e e £

N(w,r;o) = (3 a w r
(4:2)

u u u u
-£ -e e £

L(w,r;o) = a (3 r w

where are the own (cross) wage elasticities of labor

demand (i = s,u):

s
N

-1 1-{3
-1e - wN = ---<

w l-a-(3

u L rL-1 I-a
-1e - ---<

r l-a-{3

s N rN-1 (3
£ - = l-a-{3r

u
L

-1 a
£ - wL = l-a-{3w

Hence, labor demand is decreasing in own wage as well as in the

other wage. The workers are gross complements and the relative

factor demand is:

N(w,r;o) _ ar
L(w,r;o) - (3w

(4:3)

We will assume that a > (3 implying that for equal wages w = r

the N-workers will always face a higher labor demand. This will

be our notion of skilled workers. The L-workers will be called
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unskilled workers.

Assuming that labor supply is constant Nand !£ gives the

simultaneous market clearing -- competitive -- wages:

and the competitive relative wage of the skilled workers is:

r- (3N

(4:4)

(4:5)

We will assume for expository simplicity that N = !£ = X. Then

the competitive wage of the skilled workers w· is unambiguously

greater than the competitive wage of the unskilled workers r-.

4.2.2 Individual workers

The presumption that workers care about their relative wage in

addition to their absolute wage, will be modelled as simple as

possible. First, we assume that wages set are high enough for the

workers to experience envy.27 Second, we assume that envy is state

dependent i.e. that the workers experience envy only when
28

employed. Third, we assume that utility is linear in the two

27 See Chapter 1 for a discussion on the relevance of such wage
comparisons between workers or groups of workers.

28
This is an important assumption. In Appendix (B) we show the
comparative statics effects when non-employed workers also
care about their relative position.
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wages.

proportion

Envy is expressed as a decrease in utility by some
29o < a < 1 of the wage of the other workers. Hence,

workers are risk-neutral and utility is assumed to be additively

separable in the two wages:

s(w,r) = w - ar

u(w,r) = r - aw
(4:6)

where s(o) and u(o) denote the utility functions of the

skilled versus the unskilled workers.

4.2.3 A Nash non-cooperative game

Consider first the workers being organized in two separate trade

unions with memberships being exogenous and equal to the labor

supplies N = ~ = X. The trade unions are acting as monopoly

unions "selling" labor to the firm. The firm takes the wages as

given and sets employment along the labor demand schedules. The

trade unions maximize their members utilities over the wages being

restricted by the labor demand conditions derived in (4:2). They

are assumed to playa Nash non-cooperative game, taking the wage

of the workers of the other trade union as given. (See Chapter 2

f or details).

The trade unions are utilitarian and maximize the unweighted sum

29
Likewise, in Appendix (B), non-employed workers experience
disutility by the proportion 0 < a < 1 when the alternative
wage of the other group of workers increases.
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of their members utilities (the employed versus the unemployed).

The skilled workers' union solves the problem:

Max S(w,r;o) = N(w - ar - bS
) + Nbs

w

s.t. N = N(w,r;a,(3)

r = r

(4:7)

where

workers.

is the exogenous alternative wage of the skilled

The unskilled workers' union solves an analogous

problem, where b
U

is the respective alternative wage. Interior

solutions require w > ar + bS and r > aw + bU.

Each trade union will simultaneously set a wage where the marginal

benefit from a wage increase equals the marginal cost in terms of

the utility loss due to foregone employment opportunities (for any

given other wage). Solving the game gives the equilibrium wages:

e
W

nc

e
r

nc

(3(I-(3)bS
+ a(l-a)(I-(3)bu

a(3 - a 2 (I-a)(I-(3)

a(l-a)bu
+ a(l-a)(I-(3)bs

a(3 - a 2
( I-a) ( 1-[3)

(4:8)

When workers do not experience envy, set a = 0 in (4:8). This

gives the familiar mark-up pricing behavior of a monopolist (see

Holmlund et al (1989»:30

30
A Nash non-cooperative game generates "reaction functions".
In general the First Order Conditions implicitly define each
wage as a function of the other wage and (cont. next page)
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W
nc

r
nc

b
S 1-13 S

1
=--b

1
«

IeS I
(4:9)

b
U

1-« U

1
1 = -(3- b

leul

The Second Order Conditions SOC's will hold for the optimal

wages wand r since 1-«-13 > o.
nc nc

When workers experience envy, rewrite (4:8) as:

(4:10)

the parameters. Note, however, that the specification used in
(4:7) with a = 0 implies reaction functions with zero
slopes. I. e. the skilled workers' union will set w

nc

independently of whatever wage is set by the unskilled
workers' union. This is due to the elasticities of labor
demand being constant when a firm produces with CD technology.
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Stability is ensured by sufficiency if ~ > a > 0.
31

The

expressions enclosed by brackets are greater than one and show an

increase in wage levels due to envy. The relative wage of the

skilled workers is:

e
W

nc

e
r

nc

[3(I-[3)bS

a( l-a)bU [

US -1]1 + a( l-a)b ([3b )

S u-11 + a(I-I3)b (ab )
(4: 11)

It equals the ratio of the marginal productivities, since the firm

sets employment along the labor demand schedules. When workers do

not experience envy (a = 0) the skilled workers' relative wage is:

>1
W > b

S
> a( I-a)nc

1 when (4:12)---- --
r < b

U < [3(1-[3)nc

the ratio on the It.h..o.. is greater than one. If e.g. b
S swhere

bU the skilled workers will get a lower wage than the unskilled

If we assume that the ratio of the alternative wages

equals the ratio of the competitive wages (see

(4:5», the skilled workers will receive a higher wage than the

unskilled workers since (1-[3) > (I-a).

31
The reaction functions are positively sloped and linear (see
Appendix (B). Stability is ensured by using the "own effects
dominating" assumption (see Chapter 2 for details). This
gives: [3 > a(1-a) and a > a(I-[3). Then the denominators in
(4:10) are positive, which imply that the reaction function
of the skilled workers' union cuts the reaction function of
the unskilled workers' union from below in the (w,r) space
(see Figures B1:a-b in Appendix (B).
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Whether the relative wage of the skilled workers would be

compressed or not when the workers experience envy, is determined

by the the expression enclosed by brackets in (4:11). Developing

gives:

>1
0:(1-0:)
(3(1-(3)

e
wnc > wnc--- - ---< e
r r

nc nc

(4:13)

If e.g. b
S

~ b
U

the relative wage of the skilled workers will

increase due to envy. Using the assumption (bs/bu
) = (0:/[3) the

relative alternative wage is greater than the ratio on the It.h..o.

of (4:13) and the skilled workers' relative wage will decrease

due to envy. However, it cannot be determined whether the skilled

workers' wage will still be higher than the unskilleds':

e
wnc >

--e- <1
r

nc

when

>1
~ ~ (1-0:)[0: - a(I-(3)]

bU < (1-[3)[/3 - a(l-o:)]
(4:14)

where the ratio on the It.h..o.. is greater than one. If e.g. bS~

bU skilled workers will receive a lower wage than the unskilled

workers. Using the assumption that the ratio of the alternative

wages equals the competitive relative wage (bs/bu
) = (0:/(3) the

skilled workers will get a higher wage if 0:(3 > a(l-o:)(I-[3). We

state:

PROPOSITION (4:1)

we , r
e > w , r for any (X > (3

nc nc nc nc
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e
W W

nc > nc

r < e
nc r

nc

when
> 0:( I-a.)
< (3(1-(3)

e
W W

~>~>1
r e

nc r
nc

b
S

when a.(3 > a(l-a.)(l-(3) and -- = ~ > 1
bU (3

We conclude that the absolute wages will be higher when workers

are envious, while the change in the relative wage of the skilled

workers is ambiguous and depends on their relative alternative

wage. When the skilled workers' relative alternative wage e.g.

equals their competitive relative wage, envy will induce their

relative wage to fall. A discussion of the interpretation of the

parameters b
S

and b
U

is deferred to Section 4.4.

4.3 CENTRALIZED W AGE SETTING

4.3.1 Welfare function

The Nash non-cooperative wage equilibrium is not Pareto efficient.

The trade unions could increase the sum of their members'

utilities by lowering the wages since the workers are gross

complements -- but none would do this unilaterally. Consider now

the workers being organised in one Central Trade Union CTU. The

welfare function of the CTU is a weighted sum of the member

categories' utility functions, where the weights

express the internal wage policy of the CTU. It maximizes the

welfare function over the two wages, being restricted by the labor

demand functions (4:2):
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Max W(w,r;o) =IJ.N(w - ar - b
S

) + (1-IJ.)L(r - aw - b
U

)
w,r

+ (lJ.bS + (1-IJ.)bu)X

(4:15)
s.t. N = N(w,r;<X,/3)

L = L(w,r;<X,/3)

The First Order Conditions FOC's which solve the problem are:

W = IJ.N !::J.s + IlN + (I-Ji)L !::J.u - (1-IJ.)aL = 0
W W W

(4:16)

(4:17)

where

!::J.U = (r - aw - bU
) > 0

The sum of the first two terms of (4:16) and (4:17) equals

zero during decentralized wage setting. The third term is the

spillover effect and the fourth term is the envy effect. These

effects are both negative.

(1-IJ.)N
WW = (1-a-/3)

The FOC's can be rewritten as:

{

bS b U

v(I-(3)- + /3- - (va+(3)w r

{

bS bU

vcx-- + (l-a)- - (va+/3)
w r

(4:18)

(4:19)
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v expresses the relative weight of the skilled workers'

union in the CTU and equals 1l/(I-Il).

There are two terms of the FOC's due to envy as expressed by the

square brackets of (4:18) and (4:19). They show the partial

impact of envy on the CTU's marginal utilities of the two wages.

The first term is the cost reducing effect of own unemployment,

which is positive. The second term is ambiguously signed and

shows the impact of envy via the externalities. It is composed of

the cost reducing effect of the other workers' unemployment

(positive) and the direct envy effect (negative).

the marginal utilities in opposite directions.

These affect

Now solve the FOC's for workers, who are not experiencing envy, by

setting a = o. This gives the skilled and unskilled workers'

wages:

w
c (va: + (3)

and r
c (va: + (3)

(4:20)

The relative wage of the skilled workers is:

w
c

r
c

(4:21)

Note that if b
S = b

U
the relative wage is solely determined by

the weights. Also note that if the welfare maximizing CTU would

weigh the utilities of the constituent unions by Il = bU/(bS + bu)

and (1-1l) = bS/(b
s + b

U
) it will set equal wages.
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Assuming a utilitarian CTU means assigning the utilities of the

two constituent unions equal weights Le. v = 1.
32

Then the

workers who have a higher alternative wage will also receive a

higher wage. The relative wage is solely determined by the ratio

of the alternative wages and would equal (cx./I3) by the assumption

that the relative alternative wage equals the competitive relative

wage. Note that the optimal wages imply that employment is the

same of skilled and unskilled workers under such an assumption.

The SOC's will hold for the optimal utilitarian wages wand r
c c

since (1-cx.-I3) > o.

4.3.2 Impact of envy on the absolute wages

Whenever the workers are envious, the optimization problem of the

CTU can not be solved in a straightforward manner. Differentiate

the FOC's (4:18) and (4:19) w.r.t. [w, r, al, use Cramer's

rule and evaluate the derivatives at the utilitarian wages w
c

and r for a = 0 (v = 1 in (4:20)):
c

8w _ 1 [w W W W ]aa -~ wr ra - rr wa

~= 1 [w W -W w]
8a ~ rw wa ww ra

(4:22)

(4:23)

where w w
ww rr

(w )2 > 0
wr

32 See Chapter 3 for other formulations of the CTU's internal
wage policy.
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W <0 W <0 W =W <0
ww rr wr rw

and the partial impact on the marginal utilities is:

N b
U

[ (3 ( b
S )2 ]W - (1-(3) - - -- (1-2a-(3)

wa (l-a-(3) b S a b U

L b
S

[ ( b
U

) 2 ]W = -- (I-a) - ~ -- (l-a-2(3)
ra (l-a-(3) b U {3 b S

(4:24)

(4:25)

Equalize (4:24) and (4:25) to derive a cut-off value of the

ratio of the alternative wages, for which the (marginal) impact of

envy on the FOe's are the same:

W
wa

W > 0
ra

when (4:26)

Now develop (4:22) and (4:23):

8w 1 [ {3 ( b S ) 2 ]-- = K -- (l+a) - -(I-a) --
8a bU a bU

8r 1 [ ( b
S

) 2 a ]-- = K -- (1+(3) -- - -(1-(3)
8a b S bU (3

(4:27)

(4:28)

where K = 1 NL(a+(3)
- TKT (l-a-[3)

The ratio of the alternative wages turns out to be crucial in

determining the change in the wages, when the envy parameter a

increases marginally. Evaluating (4:27)

/

(4:28) at
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(bS/b
U

) = [1. (<</[3F
2

• (<</[3)] shows that at least one of the

wages increases, when envy is introduced:

Table (4: 1): Comparative statics properties at different

alternative wages

1

a
T

8w
aa

_K_[a(1+a) - [3(1-a)] > 0
ab

u

K
-- 2a > 0

b
U

_K_[[3(1+a) - a(l-a)] > 0
[3bu <

8r
aa

_K_[[3(1+[3) - a(1-[3)] > 0
[3bu <

....!....- zocl [3' > 0
bU a

_K_[a(I+[3) - [3(1-[3)] > 0
I3b

u

Wh th It t · 1 t (IU /Q)1/2 th bIten e a erna lve wages re a e as UJ 'J e a so u e wages

are higher when the workers are envious, than the wages set by a

utilitarian CTU when the workers do not experience envy. This is

due to the concavity of the welfare function and the positive

impact of envy on the CTU's marginal utilities of the two wages

(see (4:26». The cost reducing effects from envy are greater

than the experienced marginal disutility: the expressions enclosed

by the square brackets of (4:18) and (4:19) are positive.

Developing (4:27) and (4:28) we state:

PROPOSITION (4:2)

when v = 1
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e >
W

< W
c c

e >r < r
c c

when

when (
b S ) 2 > a. ( 1-~ )

7 <T1+13

v = 1

v = 1

We conclude that the skilled workers' alternative wage in relation

to the unskilled workers' alternative wage will determine the

impact of envy on the absolute wages. The comparative statics

experiment shows, however, that if envy causes the wages to

decrease (or be unchanged), only one of the wages can be lower (or

unchanged), as long as a. >~. As seen in Table (4:1) both wages

would increase due to envy if ~(1+~) > a.(1-~).

4.3.3 Impact of envy on the relative wages

When envy is absent in the CTU's problem, the relative wage of the

skilled workers would just be any wage determined by (bs/bu
),

while this is not so when the workers are envious. Return to the

optimization problem of the utilitarian CTU.

(4:18) and inserting it into the Foe (4:19)
. 33

arrIve at:

By solving the FOC

(with v = 1), we

33
The CTU sets wages somewhere along a contract curve, which is
derived by equalizing the MRS of the skilled and unskilled

rw

workers. In Appendix (B) it is shown that the contract curve
is negatively sloped and concave for positive excess utilities

(cont. next page)
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(4:29)

where
2

ar _ Nr
(:jw2 = Lw

For any relative wage (we/r
e
) which solves (4:29) the FOe's

c c

are fulfilled. Inspection of (4:29) gives that either one of

the subsequent (in)equalities must hold in optimum:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(4:30)

and (bS/b
U

) = [1 ,; : " :]
Appendix (B).

(see Figure B2 in
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where equality (i) equals the cut-off value derived in (4:26).34

Hence, when:

e
W W

c > c

e <r r
c c

(4:31 )

The expression in (4:31) measures the disutility experienced by

the skilled workers, at the utilitarian wages w
c

and r, in
c

relation to the disutility experienced by the unskilled workers

and is equivalent to:

aNb
U

aLb
s

~ 1
<

(4:35)

Whenever the skilled workers' union experiences greater/smaller

34
In fact the optimization problem of the CTU can be solved for

the sole case when (vbs/bu
) = (vex/(3)1/2. Then:

e
W

c

er
c

(vex + (3) - 2a~

(vex + (3) - 2a~

where the denominators are positive by the earlier
assumptions (1/2) > (3 > a. These wages are higher than the
wages derived when workers do not experience envy (cf (4:20).
In Appendix (B) it is shown that the SOC's will hold for the
optimal utilitarian wages in this case (v = 1).
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disutility than the unskilled workers' union, the skilled workers'

relative wage will increase/decrease due to envy. When the

disutility experienced by the skilled workers equals the

disutility experienced by the unskilled workers, the wages will

increase by the same proportion and the relative wage will remain
35unchanged. We state:

PROPOSITION (4:3)

e
we W c b S

--=--=--
r e r b

U

c c
} iff ~ =! ex • and v = 1

bU (3

e
W W

__c_ > __c_

e
r r

c c

e
W W

__c_ > __c_
e

r r
c c

} when

} when

b
S a

--- = --- > 1 and v
bU f3

_ b
S

= 1 and v = 1
bU

1

We conclude that if the skilled workers experience just as much

disutility as the unskilled workers at the utilitarian wages, when

workers do not experience envy, the skilled workers' relative wage

will be unchanged. The wage structure will not be affected by

35 a(+)
- - = ....:!!...-(~ w-1

- ~ r-1
) = 0 for

8a r 8a 8a
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envy, though the wage levels will be higher. If, however, the

skilled workers' disutility is lower/higher than the unskilled

workers' disutility, the unskilled/skilled workers will be

compensated by receiving a higher relative wage than they would in

the absence of envy. In other words, whether there will be a

compression or a greater dispersion of the wages depends on the

relative impact of envy on the CTU's marginal utilities of the two

wages.

4.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The main results are summarized in Table (4:2 A) and (4:2 B).

We compared wages of workers who experience envy, with those of

workers who are not envious. The comparison showed that the

introduction of envy would induce the absolute wages to increase,

when wages were set by two rivalrous unions. This was expected

and confirmed the result by Oswald (1979). The relative wage of

the skilled workers was shown to be compressed if their relative

alternative wage was assumed to equal their competitive relative

wage.

When wages were set by a CTU, the absolute wages as well as the

relative wages depended on how the alternative wages were related.

We derived a cut-off value of the skilled workers' relative

alternative wage, for which the disutility experienced by the

skilled workers was equal to the disutility experienced by the

unskilled workers. For such a value, the absolute wages would be

higher due to envy, while the relative wage of the skilled workers
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would be unchanged.

A comparative statics experiment, in which the relative

alternative wage of the skilled workers was assumed to equal their

competitive relative wage, showed that the unskilled workers' wage

was higher, while the change in the skilled workers' wage was

undetermined, compared to wage setting by a CTU with workers not

experiencing envy. The relative wage of the skilled workers would

be compressed however. The experiment also showed that equal

alternative wages implied the opposite: the skilled workers' wage

would increase as well as their relative wage due to envy, while

the unskilled workers' wage was undetermined.

It is clear that a dependence of the workers' utility functions as

expressed by "envy" has posed difficulties in determining the

wages explicitly in the parameters, even in such a simplified

model as chosen in this chapter. Introducing envy in the wage

setting problem implied that the magnitudes of the alternative

wages turned important. A natural question is then what these

alternative wages are meant to represent.

In the area of game theory considerable attention has been paid to

the alleged threat points in Nash non-cooperative games as well as

in cooperative games (see e.g. Binmore et al (1986». These

threat points are equivalent to bS and bU in our model of

decentralized wage setting. However, when wages are set by a CTU,

we do not model the wage formation process within the game theory

framework. Nevertheless, a few points concerning the exogenous
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parameters bS and b
U

deserve to be made in relation to the

framework used in this paper. First of all b
S

and bU have

been assumed to be the same for the Nash non-cooperative game as

well as for the CTU. Second, they have been assumed to be the

same, regardless of whether the workers experience envy or not.

As noted in Table (4:2 A) and (4:2 B) a utilitarian CTU with

workers who are not envious increases the relative wage of the

skilled workers compared to their relative wage under

decentralized wage setting.
36

Clearly, the formationwage process

is very different when wages are set by two competing unions

versus one CTU. The best the workers could do, if not organized

in the two unions, would be to receive the competitive wages w*

and r*. Similarily, the best the workers could do if not

organized in one CTU, would be to receive the non-cooperative

wages wand r. From such a perspective, the alternative
nc nc

wages would differ depending on the wage formation process.

36
The relations > and (w /r ) > (w /r ) forw w

nc c c c nc nc

workers not experiencing envy can easily be verified by the

reader. It can also be shown that (we/re) > (we /re ) for
c c nc nc

workers being envious (evaluate (4:11) at (bs/bu
)

(a/(3)1/2). It is more cumbersome to show that
e > W

e
butw

nc c

for a < (1/2) wage levels are lower as expected.
Wallerstein (1990) also derives lower wages during
centralization, while the relative wages are unchanged for
risk neutral workers. In his model the workers do not
experience envy and the firm produces with a Leontief
technology.
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A usual interpretation of bS and bU is that these represent

unemployment benefits. Once the monopoly wages are set, a lottery

determines which of the workers will become unemployed and hence

receive benefits. The benefits are typically some proportion of

the wage earned by the workers previous to the unemployment spell.

Then they would have to be based on wages in a previously solved

maximization problem. Clearly such benefits would differ

depending on whether the workers are envious or not. The model

used in this chapter, though, is static and contains no link

between the unemployment benefits and the wages. We could,

however, assume that the benefits equal some proportion or

decreasing function of the competitive wages. Then bS
and b

U

would be exogenous and would not differ whether workers experience

envy or not.

Another interpretation of b
S and bU would be to let them

represent the workers' earnings when engaging in home production.

Then they are truly exogenous to the trade union's maximization

problem. It is, though, an open question whether the skilled

workers are more/equally/less able than unskilled workers to

produce such goods. The definition, which we have used of skilled

workers, is based on the firms' demand of such workers, and not on

any specific skill attained through education on part of the

workers. Therefore this interpretation would suggest bS = bU.

To end this discussion, let us assume that the skilled workers'

relative alternative wage equals (cx/(3) regardless of the
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interpretation of the parameters bS and bU and regardless of

the assumed wage formation process. We then conclude that the

workers' concern about their relative wage, induces the wages to

increase for both skilled and unskilled workers when wages are set

by two rivalrous unions. In contrast the wage of the unskilled

workers will increase, while the wage of the skilled workers might

be unchanged or go either way due to envy, when wages are set by a

CTU. Finally, there will be a compression of the skilled workers'

relative wage regardless of whether the wages are set by two

rivalrous unions or by a utilitarian CTU.



TABLE (4:2 A) WAGE SETTING WHEN WORKERS DO NOT EXPERIENCE ENVY

WAGE FORMATION NON-ENVIOUS WORKERS

DECENTRALIZED
(1-/3)b sNash w =

absolute DC exwages

r = (1-cxl
b

u
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relative wages w
b
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nc < 1 when 1--- -- =

r b
U
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r b
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CENTRALIZED b
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b
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b
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TABLE (4:.2 B) WAGE SETTING WHEN WORKERS EXPERIENCE ENVY

WAGE FORMATION ENVIOUS WORKERS

DECENTRAL IZED
[ «~ u • - 1]

Nash
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5. EGALITARIAN WAGE POLICY AND WAGE DRIFT

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 3 we showed that a Central Trade Union CTU organizing

two groups of workers -- skilled and unskilled -- would set lower

absolute wages compared to decentralized wage setting if the

workers were gross complements or if the workers concern about

their relative wage was substantial, when the workers were gross

substitutes. In Chapter 4 the former model was specified. It was

assumed that the CTU was a utilitarian welfare maximizer, the

workers were risk-neutral and the firms produced with Cobb-Douglas

technology. We showed that there would be a compression of wages,

albeit on a higher wage level, when the workers were envious and

their alternative wages were related in the same way as their

competitive wages.

The analyses performed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 were based on

two important assumptions: (i) the solution of the CTU's

• I am grateful to Jonas Agell, Bertil Holmlund, Karl G.
Jungenfelt, Asa Rosen, Per Skedinger, Magnus Wikstrom and seminar
participants at FIEF, SSE, Stockholm University and Uppsala
University for comments on an earlier draft of this chapter and to
Lena Svensson and Par Wiker for research assistance. Financial
support from Jan Wallander and Tom Hedelius' Foundation for Social
Science Research is gratefully acknowledged.
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optimization problem was assumed to be in the interior and (ii)

the members were assumed to adhere to the internal wage policy

pursued by the CTU. These two assumptions implied that the CTU

would set wages along a contract curve, where the MRS of the two

wages were equalized for the skilled and the unskilled workers,

and that the wage contract would be binding Le. the negotiated

wage was the actual wage paid to the workers. The reasoning in

this chapter will question the latter of these assumptions.

We will feature a wage setting process in which the CTU acts as an

egalitarian welfare maximizer. The problem under study is whether

wage drift could be an implication of such a wage policy. This

question stems from Swedish empirical work, where the relationship

between the solidaristic wage policy pursued in Sweden and wage

drift has been studied. 37 Jacobsson and Lindbeck (1969) argued

that negotiated wage increases concentrated to low-wage groups,

would possibly induce increasing wage drift rates of high-wage

groups and an overall wage increase in the economy. Data,

however, could not confirm this reasoning. Tson-Soderstrom and

Udden-Jondal (1985) tested the same hypothesis. They found a

positive relationship between negotiated low-wage additions and

wage drift, but the effect was of negligible magnitude. In

contrast, Hibbs and Locking (1990) could show, not only a

positive, but also a substantial impact on wage drift from the

37
The solidaristic wage policy was particularly strong during
the period 1964 - 82/83.
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"intended" wage compression. By using micro-data, they simulated

the hypothetic wage distribution as implied by the central

agreements and, hence, were able to measure the stance of the

solidaristic wage policy by greater accuracy than previous

studies.

While the estimated equations in the above studies lacked explicit

micro-economic underpinnings, wage drift was explained by two

lines of reasoning: (i) individual workers would put forth

compensatory wage claims at the local level, when realizing a

decrease in their relative wages at the central level and (ii)

market forces would restore the relative wages implied by supply

and demand conditions. The first explanation hinges on

conflicting goals of the leadership of the CTU and its

constituencies: the workers' perception of some "fair" relative

wase is inconsistent with the relative wage emerging from the

solidaristic wage policy. The second explanation is based on the

a~sumption that the solidaristic wage policy distorts the market

determined relative wages.

We do not consider the first explanation here: welfare of the CTU

i$ assumed to be the possibly weighted sum of its

constituent members' utilities. The egalitarian wage policy is

adopted, without questioning how such a wage policy is determined

by the CTU. We will instead focus on the second explanation. The

occurrence of wage drift would be reconciled in our framework if

we can show that the CTU sets a wage or wages implying excess

demand of at least one of the two groups of workers.
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Holmlund (1985, 1986) uses the same kind of wage drift generating

mechanism as we do: excess demand of workers. In his model, the

monopoly union solves its maximization problem under uncertainty:

either a "good" state with high labor demand or a "bad" state with

low labor demand characterizes the labor market. When the

uncertainty resolves, there will either be excess demand or excess

supply of workers respectively, at the pre-set contractual wage.

Holmlund assumes an asymmetric response to the initial

disequilibrium. When excess demand develops, it will -- at least

partially -- be offset by wage drift. However, when excess supply

develops, it will be sustained, since the contractual wage is

assumed to set an effective floor, which cannot be undercut by

competition among workers.

We will use these features of the Holmlund model, but the ex-post

disequilibrium in our model stems from ignorance of the CTU

instead of an uncertainty facing the CTU. We will first argue

that an egalitarian CTU, acting as we will call it

myopically, may set a common wage which implies excess demand of

skilled or high-productivity workers. Once shown that this is

possible, though under special circumstances, one is bound to ask:

Why would the skilled workers adhere to a wage policy leading to

full employment, but at a wage lower than their market clearing

wage? It is clear that by "exiting" the union, these workers

could receive a higher wage than the negotiated one. Such a wage

adjustment, in the form of wage drift, diminishes the thrust of

the intended egalitarian wage policy. We will therefore argue,
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second, that the CTU, instead of being ignorant, anticipates the

wage drift accruing to the skilled workers. As a consequence, a

"non-myopic" egalitarian CTU will set the skilled workers' full

employment wage for both skilled and unskilled workers.

Agell and Lommerud (1992) also show that a CTU pursuing an

egalitarian wage policy picks a wage, which implies full

employment of the skilled workers, while the unskilled workers

experience unemployment. Contrary to our model, they do not take

the egalitarian wage policy as given. Instead they explain why it

is rational for a union to perform an egalitarian wage policy.

The reason is that a worker does not know ex ante whether he will

be assigned by nature to be a skilled or an unskilled worker.

Hence, the workers insure themselves against an unlucky draw in

the ability lottery. In the efficient bargaining model, a

first-best optimum is achieved with skilled and unskilled workers

being fully employed. However, in the monopoly union model, there

are efficiency losses with some unemployment of unskilled workers.

Agell and Lommerud further show that, the higher the reservation

wage and the lower the elasticity of substitution in production,

the more egalitarian is the CTU's optimal wage policy.

In contrast, we just adopt an egalitarian wage policy. Without

the insurance rationale for such a policy, as suggested by Agell

and Lommerud, we will argue that welfare is not maximized by an

egalitarian wage. We will instead show that a pseudo-egalitarian

wage policy, allowing the skilled workers' wage to depart from the

egalitarian wage via wage drift, can be rationalized for welfare
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improving reasons: welfare is then higher than if the CTU would

implement a strict egalitarian wage policy.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 wages are

derived for an egalitarian welfare maximizing CTU. In Section 5.3

the egalitarian wage is pin-pointed and shown to create excess

demand of skilled workers (under certain assumptions). In Section

5.4 the egalitarian wage is derived for a CTU which anticipates

wage drift and the model is simulated.

summarized and discussed in Section 5.5.

The results are finally

5.2 WAGE SETTING BY A "MYOPIC" EGALITARIAN CTU

We will follow the basic approach in Chapter 3 and use the same

model as in Chapter 4. We assume that the CTU acts as a wage

setting monopoly, with its welfare function being a weighted sum

of the constituent unions' utilities. The representative firm,

which is a price-taker on the international market, produces with

Cobb-Douglas technology and maximizes short run profits. There

are two groups of workers, where those facing more favorable labor

demand conditions are called skilled workers, and the other group

is called unskilled workers. To simplify the analysis, we will

assume that workers are risk-neutral and that they do not

experience envy.38 Formally the CTU solves the problem:

38
The analysis can just as well be performed for workers who
are envious. The results will not change qualitatively.
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Max W(w,r;o) = IlN(w - bS
) + (1-Il)L(r - bU

)
w, r

+ IlNbs + (l-Il)lbU

s. t. N = N(w,r;o)

L = L(w,r;o)

145

(5:1)

where N (L) denotes employment, w (r) the wage, bS (bu
) the

exogenous alternative wage, N (l) membership and Il (1-1l) are

the welfare weights of the skilled (unskilled) workers.

The labor demand functions N(w,r;o) and L(w,r;o) -- where

summarizes the parameters -- for a CD-producing firm are:

1

N(w,r;o)

L(w,r;o)

[
(1-(3) (3 -(1-(3) -(3 ] (l-a-{3)

a. [3 w r

1

[
a. (I-a.) -a. -(I-a.) ] (1-a.-[3)

a. (3 w r

(5:2)

(5:3)

where a. ([3) is the elasticity of output w.r.t. N (L) - workers.

Assuming as in Chapter 4 a. > [3 implies N(w,r;o) > L(w,r;o)

when w = r i. e. the N-workers are called skilled workers, while

the L-workers are called unskilled workers. The wages resulting

from the maximization problem are (see Chapter 4):

skilled workers' wage

unskilled workers' wage

w
c

r
c

(5:4)
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where subscript c denotes centralized wage setting. The

relative wage of the skilled workers is:

w
c

r
c

(5:5)

Hence, by weighting the utilities of the constituent unions by the

other union's share of the alternative wages 11. = bU(bs
+ bU)-l and

(1- 11) -- bS(bs + bU)-l h l·t· ·fA' t e ega 1 arlan wage IS:

w· (5:6)

The solution is depicted in Figure (5:1). Any combination of

wages, which resolves from the CTU's maximization problem, is

located on the contract curve. The equation of the contract curve

is derived by equalizing the MRS of the two wages for skilled and

unskilled workers and reads:

b
U

(X, b
U

r=------w
(3 (3 b

S
(5:7)

It is linear and negatively sloped in the (w,r) space. The

egalitarian CTU sets a wage on the contract curve at the 45° line

in Figure (5:1).

The relation of the alternative wages, as well as the production

parameters, determine the slope of the contract curve. The

alternative wages could be the market clearing wages paid in a

non-unionized sector. Another interpretation would be that the
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FIGURE 5:1

THE CONTRACT CURVE AS PERCEIVED BY A "MYOPIC" CTU
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alternative wages represent the unemployment benefits. In Sweden

e.g. such benefits constitute some proportion of the wages paid in

the period previous to the unemployment spell. Finally, the

alternative wages could be the return on home production the

alternative value of leisure. As concluded in Chapter 4, the

interpretation of the alternative wages is important in

determining the wages set by a CTU. In Figure (5:1) it is

assumed that (bs/a) > (bu
/{3). A clarification of this assumption

follows below.

5.3 LABOR MARKET CONDITIONS OF DIFFERENT EGALITARIAN
WAGES

5.3.1 Recognizing the effective labor demands

In deriving the above wages (5:4) we assumed an interior

solution of the CTU's optimization problem and that the wages were

set along the labor demand schedules for skilled and unskilled

workers. An interior solution is possible, however, even if

either one of the constituent unions would end up in a corner Le.

labor demand of skilled/unskilled workers is greater than or

equals labor supply of skilled/unskilled workers respectively. We

will now try to pin-point the labor market conditions resulting

from the CTU's wage setting decision. As in Chapter 4, we assume

that all workers are unionized Le. membership of the skilled

workers N and the unskilled workers !£ constitutes the

respective labor supply, which is constant. Then each market will

clear at the wages (from (5:2) and (5:3)):
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1

w(r) [(3(3o:U-(3)N- U-O:-(3)r-(3] (1-(3)

1

r(w) = [o:O:(3U-O:)£U-O:-(3)W-O:] (1-0:)

(5:8)

(5:9)

where denotes the full employment wage as a function of the

other wage. Denote the simultaneous market clearing or

competitive wage of the skilled (unskilled) workers by *

w* == w(r*) = aN-(I-a) ~(3

,., -(1-{3) a
r* == r(w*) = {3~ N

and the competitive relative wage of the skilled workers is:

(w*/r*) = (a~/{3N) ~ 1 when (!£/N) ~ ({3/a)

(5:10)

(5: 11)

(5:12)

Hence, the competitive wage of the skilled workers is greater than

the unskilled workers' wage as long as labor supply of the

unskilled workers is greater than or equal to that of the skilled

workers !£ ~ N.

The question which we now will pose is whether w* in (5:6)

does in fact imply excess supplies of the skilled workers, of the

unskilled workers or of both group of workers.

egalitarian wage w:

For any

w ~ w(w)
<

w ~ r(w)
<

ESS ~ 0
<

ESU ~ 0
<

(5:13)
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where ESS (ESU) is short for excess supply of skilled

(unskilled) workers respectively. By (5:8) and (5:9):

> (3 1-(3 -(I-a-(3)
ESS > 0w - (3 a N - w ~ -

< s <
(5:14)

> a I-a -(I-a-(3)
ESU ~ 0w - a(3!£. =w ~

< u <

where w (w) denotes the common wage which clears the skilled
s u

(unskilled) workers) labor market. We will henceforth assume that

!£. ~ N. Then w* > wand w > w .
s s u

For any w < w excess demand of the skilled workers will occur.
s

The firm is then restricted to employing the full supply of

skilled workers. This will change the labor demand conditions of

the unskilled workers and their effective labor demand is:

L(w s w ;0)
s

(5:15)

Hence the common wage which clears the unskilled workers) market

by using (5:15) is:

w - r(w < w ) = (3Ncx!£.-(I-{3)
u s

(5:16)

The lowest common wage which would be set by the CTU is the

unskilled workers) competitive wage as expected Le. w is
u

identical to r*. Let)s summarize! The egalitarian wage w

could hypothetically be set in either of three regions:
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(A) w ~ w > r* ~ ESS ~ 0 and ESU> 0
s

(B) w > w > r* ~ ESS < 0 and ESU> 0 (5:17)
s

(C) w > r* ~ w ~ ESS < 0 and ESU ~ 0
s

In Figure (5:2) the skilled workers' market clears along the

"factor price frontier" for any given unskilled workers'
39wage r.

The problem under study is whether the egalitarian CTU will pick a

wage in region (B) implying excess demand of the skilled

workers, while there will be some unemployment of the unskilled

workers. Note that in region (e) the CTU would pick w = r*

according to (5:16).

5.3.2 Pin-pointing the egalitarian wage

To perform the analysis we will make two basic assumptions. We

will start out from the wages set by a utilitarian CTU. Such a

union sets the weights

resulting wages are:

II = (1-11) = (1/2) in (5:1). The

and (5:18)

Assume, first, that these wages imply excess supplies of skilled

and unskilled workers:

Assumption I: w > w* and r > r*
c c

(5:19)

39
A negatively sloped and convex skilled workers' "full
employment factor price frontier" can easily be shown to emerge
for a CD-producing firm (see (5:8)).
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FIGURE 5:2

"FULL EMPLOYMENT FACTOR PRICE FRONTIER" OF SKILLED WORKERS
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Relate the common wage to the utilitarian wages. Then:

w ~ w· ~ r
c < < c

when ~ 1
<

(5:20)

Different interpretations of the alternative wages -- as discussed

above will give different parameter values of the ratio

(bs/bu
) in (5:20).40 We will therefore, second, assume that the

alternative wages relate as the competitive wages Le. b
S

and

bU stand for the unemployment benefits since all workers are

unionized. 41 This assumption enable us to draw conclusions of the

resulting labor market conditions, since it introduces a link

between the labor supplies and the optimization problem of the

CTU:

Assumption II:
bS

~> 1 when (!£/N) 1~

b
U

(3N

Then (5:20) reads:

w > w· > r
c c

(5:21)

(5:22)

There will be an excess supply of the unskilled workers since r
c

40 Note that b
S = b

U
implies w = w· = r and by Assumption I

c c

excess supply of skilled and undskilled workers develops.
41

The unemployment benefits could e.g. be financed by taxing the
capitalists. However important the financing scheme of the
unemployment benefits is, we refrain from going into that
issue in this paper.
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> r· (see (5:17», while we cannot rule out the possibility that
42

excess demand of the skilled workers occurs. Recall that w
S

stands for the egalitarian common -- wage, which clears the

skilled workers' market. The problem at hand is then the

relationship between w· and w. Use (5:6) and (5:21) and
S

rewrite the egalitarian wage as:

w· N
N + 1£ (5:23)

The intercept wage of the skilled workers in Figure (5:1) is

weighted by the skilled workers' proportion of total labor supply.

By Assumption // in (5:21) formulate the alternative wage as

some proportion 0 < 0 ~ 1 of the competitive wage: b
S = ow·

and rewrite (5:23) as:

ow· Nw· - -- ---:--:---..,.."....-
ct N + !£

Also rewrite the skilled workers' market clearing common wage as:

Then our problem can be stated as:

(5:24)

(5:25)

42
Whenever w· > w· excess supply of skilled workers will occur
as well by sufficiency (see (5:17».
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ESS < 0: w > w*
S

(5:26)

In Figure (5:1) the utilitarian wages (w,r)
c c

as well as the

competitive wages (w*,r*) are depicted. The figure illustrates

a case where the unskilled workers' labor supply is greater than

the skilled workers' labor supply (bs/a) > (bu
//3). Next we will

calculate for which parameter values ESS < 0 Le. w is
S

located somewhere along the dotted segment of the 45° line.

5.3.3 Excess demand of skilled workers

Among Swedish economists it is often argued that a solidaristic

wage policy will lead to excess demand of high-productivity

workers. In the framework here used we will show that excess

demand may occur: it is, however, only implied for certain

parameter values. Below we will derive values that fulfill

(5:26), but first assert restrictions which will be imposed on the

parameter values.

The First Order Condition of an egalitarian CTU solving (5:1) is:

where N (L) denotes partial derivatives:w w

1
Nw = - (l-a-/3)

N (0)

w
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L w
1

(l-a-(3)
L (0)--w

We are assuming an interior solution to this problem and

questioning whether such a wage gives N(w;o) > N.
43

Order Condition is fulfilled for any common wage

and is satisfied by w· in (5:6).

The Second

(5:28)

We state that a CTU will never pick a wage, which is lower than or

equal to the alternative wage. If so all workers would prefer to

be unemployed. Hence, a premium is paid for the disutility of

work.

model

This premium -- equivalent to the excess-utility in our

is positive for the unskilled workers (w. - bu) > 0

regardless of the parameter values as long as !/!, ~ N. However, a

positive wage premium of the skilled workers (w· - b
S

) > 0 will

restrict the range of possible parameter values:

(bs/b
u

). By Assumption II in (5:21):

[(I-a)/(3] >

43 The SOC (5:28) is derived for egalitarian wages in the
region w ~ w. When w < w the firm sets the shadow price

S S

w(w) on the skilled workers. Then W < 0 when (1-(3)w· >
ww

w. Hence concavity of the welfare function by (5:28)

subsumes concavity for egalitarian wages w < w(w).
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(I-a)

ex
(5:29)

1

2
> a when

A combination of the degree of decreasing returns to scale and the

relative labor supply determines the wage premium. The

implication of (5:29) is that the egalitarian wage w· could be

P · d 44aretQ sanctlQne .

Now we are set to present the results.

PROPOSITION (5:1)

excess demand of skilled workers will not occur at an egalitarian

wage if they are paid a wage premium on top of their competitive

44
Pareto sanctioned wages are defined as granting the members of
the CTU at least as high welfare as the welfare they receive
during deGentralized -- non-cooperative -- wage setting. The

non-coo:p(':rative wages are: w = (l:IX)b
s for skilled workers

nc 'J
and r

nc
= (1-{3)bu

a
for unskilled workers (see Chapter 4).

Then w > w· for b
S > b

U
or 1, ~ N but r ~ w· when

nc nc <

( I-ex) _~ ~ or ( I-ex) > --.!:..- Hence, for ",,, _1_ wh 1,
(3 <f.. bU IX '< IV· ... "" 2 en---;v-

~ 1, th~ portion of the contract curve containing the 45°
line, i~ cut off from the welfare improving set of cooperative
wage~ 8:n<;l w· would not be Pareto sanctioned.
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wage, as long as their competitive wage is greater than the

unskilled workers' wage.

Proof: Let b
S

be interpreted as w*. Set 0=1 in (5:26) and

show w* > w :
S

1
a.

N
N + !£

(5:30)

(5:31)

A positive wage premium is defined as: (w* w*) > 0
w* N

where w* = --a- N + !£. By (5:29) t.h..o,. > 1. w* > r*

implies rt.h..o, < 1. It follows that w* > w . Q.g.V.
S

PROPOSITION (5:2)

Excess demand of skilled workers may occur at an egalitarian wage

if the alternative wages are represented by the unemployment

benefits -- some constant proportion of the competitive wages -

and these relate to the production parameters and labor supplies

in a certain way.

Proof: By Assumption I in (5:19) 0 > (cx+{3) , rewrite (5:26) and

develop:

Z == IX(l-m(3f3 ( 1 + ;) ( ~ ) (3 > 0 > (IX + (3)

Z is strictly increasing in as long as !£ ~ N:

az (5:32)

since
1

2 > (3. Hence parameter values exist which gives
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gives w > w*.
s

A menu of parameter values of 2 which could, by an

appropriate 0, fulfill (5:31) is given in Table (5:1).

The entries in parenthesis give the minimum value of 0
45

for which the welfare function (5:1) is concave in w
s

We have shown that excess demand of skilled workers may occur for

certain parameter values, when the CTU is pursuing an egalitarian

wage policy. Say that labor supply of the unskilled workers is

twice that of the skilled workers !£/N = 2. For a = 0.3 and (3

= 0.1 any 0 in the open set {0.5, 0.75} gives rise to excess

demand of the skilled workers. 46 Note that bsand bU are

exogenous to the CTU's optimization problem implying that 0 is

given.

45
From (5:28) W < 0 in if (2-a-(3)w· > w. Developingw

ww S S

gives 0(2-a-(3) > Z from (5:31). Hence, 0
-1> 2(2-a-(3) ~

W (w ) < o. The values in parenthesis are
-1

2(2-a-(3) .ww S

46 Use (5:32) and calculate:

0.3(1-0.1)0.1°·1(1 + 2)0.5°·1 > 0 > 0.47

where
-1

0.47 = Z(2-a-{3) for concavity.



TABLE 5:1 PARAMETER VALUES GRANTING SKILLED
WORKERS EXCESS DEMAND

« = 0.4 and (1-«)/« = 1.5

Relative (3
labor supply·

0.1 0.2 0.3
X

1.45 0.82 0.79 0.80
(0.55) (0.57) (0.62)

1.0 0.73 0.69 0.70
(0.56) (0.52) (0.46)

(<< + (3) 0.5 0.6 0.7

« = 0.3 and (1-«)/« = 2.33

Relative (3
labor supply·

0.1 0.2
X

2.3 0.82 0.77
(0.51) (0.51)

1.0 0.55 0.54
(0.37) (0.34)

(<< + (3) 0.4 0.5

« = 0.2 and (1-«)/« = 4.0

Relative (3
labor supply·

0.1
X

3.95 0.81
(0.47)

1.0 0.37
(0.22)

(ex + (3) 0.3

• X denotes fiN in the table

160
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5.4 WAGE SETTING WHEN A CTU ANTICIPATES WAGE DRIFT

4.1 A "non-myopic" egalitarian CTU

The results above highlight one implicit assumption used when

solving the problem of a welfare maximizing egalitarian CTU. It

is taken for granted that all workers in the CTU support the

egalitarian wage policy and will stick to the wage set by the CTU.

If the CTU indeed sets a wage, which is lower than the full

employment wage of the skilled workers i. e. they enjoy excess

demand, there is no reason for the skilled workers to adhere to

such a wage policy. Since the model is static, no punishment

scheme for workers who deviate from the egalitarian wage, is

present.

Intuitively it seems conceivable that the only wage which could be

sustained by an egalitarian CTU would have to be higher than or

equal to the common wage w . At any wage being lower, the
s

skilled workers could enjoy their higher full employment wage and

would do so via wage drift, thereby breaking the contractual wage

agreement. A CTU anticipating such drift will set the skilled

workers' full employment wage. As discussed in the introduction,

Agell and Lommerud (1992) show that an egalitarian wage policy

implies full employment of the skilled workers, while there will

be some unemployment of the unskilled workers.
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5.4.2 A "pseudo-egalitarian" eTa

A CTU performing a strict egalitarian wage policy would thus set

the full employment common wage of the favored (or skilled)

workers. Another option for the CTU would be to accept that

workers enjoying favorable labor demand conditions get a higher

wage than the less favored workers (or unskilled) through

adjustments on the labor market. Under the auspices of pursuing

an egalitarian wage policy, the skilled workers would be granted a

market clearing wage through a drift component, which is "outside

the control" of the CTU. In other words, the CTU maximizes

welfare by setting an optimal unskilled workers' wage r allowing

the skilled workers' wage to adjust to w = w(r) in (5:8). This

maximization problem is most conveniently solved by substitution:

Max W(w(r),r) = IJ,Nw(r) + (l-JJ.)L(r - b
U

) + (l-Il).fbu

r

1

s. t. L = [f3N"r-1] 1-(3

The First Order Condition reads:

(5:33)

(5:34)

where }{ = ar L(o)

(3w(r)

w'(r)

L
r

B w(r)
~-r-

1 L( 0)

(1-13) r
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Solving gives:

(5:35)

which is identical to r
c

in (5: 4). In accordance with the

egalitarian goal of the wage policy, the welfare weights are

11 = bU(b s
+ bU)-l and (1-11) = bS(b s

+ bU)-1.47 Hence, the pseudo-

egalitarian CTU sets w* for the unskilled .and skilled workers,

where the latter group in addition enjoys a drift component

of:

W
D

w - w(w*) - w*
D

(5:36)

In Figure (5:1) wage drift is the horizontal distance between

w(w*) and w*. Skilled workers' welfare is clearly higher at

w(w*) than at w: they are fully employed at both wages but
S

w(w*) > w .
S

47 The Second Order Condition is:

bSbu

(2-(3)----- > w
ab

U
+ {3b

s

for the welfare weights 11 = bU(bs+ bU)-l and (1-11) =

bS(bs
+ bU)-l. This is fulfilled by sufficiency from (5:28)

for appropriate 0 as shown above (see also footnote (41)).
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5.4.3 Welfare of different wage policies

In Table (5:2 A-C) welfare of the constituent unions has been

calculated for a set of parameter values, which implies excess

demand of skilled workers when the egalitarian CTU is "myopic".

Welfare of the skilled workers is highest if the CTU pursues a

utilitarian wage policy, while unskilled workers' welfare is

improved under any type of egalitarian wage policy.

If the CTU pursues an egalitarian wage policy, skilled workers'

welfare is higher at the full employment wage w(w*) than at w
s

as noted above. The "myopic" CTU perceives a contract curve as

the one depicted in Figure (5:1). Then welfare of the unskilled

workers is highest at w* Le. welfare as reported within the

parenthesis. Ex-post welfare of the unskilled workers is,

however, determined by the short run profit maximizing decision of

the firm and employment is given by (5:15) the reported value

marked with a star. By allowing wage drift of the skilled

workers, welfare of the unskilled workers is unchanged while

skilled workers' welfare increases.

In Table (5:3) welfare of the CTU is reported. It is highest

when the CTU pursues a pseudo-egalitarian wage policy, compared to

a CTU being "myopic" or performing a strict egalitarian wage

policy. Still there will be a wage compression -- the relative

wage of the skilled workers is lower than if e.g. the CTU would

set utilitarian wages:
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w(w*)
w*

w
< __c_

r
c

(5:37)

and the goal of nivelling the wage structure is achieved. We

conclude that it is feasible within the CTU to perform a policy of

wage compression without the skilled workers "exiting" the union:

the skilled workers will get their full employment wage~ while the

unskilled workers will perceive the wage policy as egalitarian.

FinallYt as a comparisont the egalitarian welfare function has

been evaluated at the utilitarian wages. Welfare is then lower

than welfare of any egalitarian wage policy: skilled workerst

welfare -- though being high -- is carrying a small weight in

overall welfare.

5.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We posed the question whether it was at all possible that excess

demand of high-productivity or skilled workers would emerge when a

CTU performs an egalitarian wage policy. Based on the assumptions

underlying the analysis we proposed that excess demand would not

occur at the egalitarian wage w if the alternative wages of the

workers were the competitive wages w*, r*. This conclusion

follows from the requirement that employed workers are paid a wage

premium Le. excess-utilities are positive w - w* > 0 and w

r* > o. Howevert we did find combinations of parameter values

granting a wage lower than the skilled workers' full employment

waget when the alternative wages were some proportion 0 < 0 < 1
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of the competitive wages and the skilled workers' competitive wage

being higher than the unskilled workers'. For such parameter

values the optimization problem of the CTU changes character: the

only egalitarian wage feasible is the full employment wage of the

skilled workers w. Then the optimal wage is solely determined
s

by the labor demand conditions of the skilled workers.

We then posed the question whether welfare was maximized by w.
s

A CTU anticipating excess demand of the high-productivity workers

could pursue a more lenient wage compression policy by which the

skilled workers would be granted their full employment wage

through a drift component. Simulations showed that such a wage

policy -- which we called a pseudo-egalitarian wage policy -- gave

highest overall welfare for the CTU.

In Figure (5:1) a contract curve was derived for any wages

(w ,r ) granting non-negative excess supplies of both skilled and
c c

unskilled workers. In Figure (5:2) the "full employment factor

price frontier" of the skilled workers was derived, where w(r )
c

is the market clearing wage given any unskilled workers' wage r.
c

Some portion of the contract curve in Figure (5:1) is cut off

for parameter values implying excess demand of skilled workers,

since then the Pareto efficiency criterion is not sanctioned. For

any wage combination (w < w(r ),r) the firm sets the shadow
c c c

price w(r) on the skilled workers and labor demand of the
c

unskilled workers will emerge as in (5:15). Hence, unskilled

workers will be as well off at (w(r ),r) as at (w < w(r ),r )
c c c c c

while skilled workers will be better off.
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In Figure (5:3) the "full employment factor price frontier" of

the skilled workers has been superimposed on the contract curve,

illustrating the case when the parameter values give rise to

excess demand of skilled workers at the egalitarian wage w*. At

any skilled workers' wage w < w these workers enjoy a drift
c

component. Then the "factor price frontier" grants Pareto

efficient wages, instead of the contract curve. Hence, a CTU

which anticipates wage drift will either set wages along the "full
-employment factor price frontier" in the range w < w or along

c-
the contract curve in the range w > w.

c
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FIGURE 5:3

PARETO EFFICIENT WAGE FRONTIER OF A CTa WHICH ANTICIPATES
WAGE DRIFT
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TABLE 5:2A

WELFARE OF CONSTITUENT UNIONS UNDER DIFFERENT WAGE POLICIES

a = 0.4 ~ = 0.1 0 = 0.6 N = 100 f = 100

SKILLED WORKERS
Wage formation
process Wage Employment Welfare S

Market clearing 4.0 -2 100 4.0
no CTU (w·,r·)

Utilitarian CTU 4.8 -2 69.44 4.0667
(w , r )

c c

Egalitarian CTU
ESS < a

II Myopicll 3.0 -2 134.73 3.0
(w·,w·)

II Non-myopicll 3.4822 -2 100 3.4822
(w ,w )

S S

II Pseudo II 3.5404 -2 100 3.5404

(w(w·), w·)
------ - - - - - - - - -
Alternative wage b

S
2.4 -2
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TABLE 5:2A Welfare of constituent unions cont.

UNSKILLED WORKERS
Wage formation
process

Market clearing
no CTU (w·,r*)

Utilitarian CTU
(w , r )

c c

Egalitarian eTU

Wage

1.0

1.2

-2

-2

Employment

100

69.44

Welfare U

1.0

1.0167

II Myopicll
(w·,w*)

II Non-myopicll
(w ,w )

s s

3.0 -2

3.4822 -2

29.50·
(33.68)

25

1.3081
(1.4084)

1.3206

II Pseudo"

(W(w·) ,w*)

Alternative wage b
U

3.0

0.6

-2

-2

29.50 1.3081

•

( )

1

L(w· :s w
s

) = [(3N"w.-1]----r=t3 1

L(w. ,w.; 0) = [lXlX(31-lXW.-l] l-lX-(3

(5:15)

(5:3)
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TABLE 5: 2B

WELFARE OF CONSTITUENT UNIONS UNDER DIFFERENT WAGE POLICIES
« = 0.3 ~ = 0.1 0 = 0.6 N = 100 ~ = 230

SKILLED WORKERS
Wage formation
process

Market clearing
no CTU (w*,r*)

Utilitarian CTU
(w ,r )

c c

Egalitarian CTU

II Myopic"
(w*,w*)

II Non-myopic"
(w ,w )

S S

II Pseudo"

Alternative wage bS

Wage Employment

2.0573 -2 100

3.0860 -2 50.88

ESS < 0
1.2468 -2 166.98

1.6960 -2 100

1.7550 -2 100

1.2344 -2

Welfare S

2.0573

2.1765

1.2468

1.6960

1.7550
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TABLE 5:2B Welfare of constituent unions cont.

UNSKILLED WORKERS
Wage formation
process

Market clearing
no CTU (w*,r*)

Utilitarian CTU
(w ,r )

c c

Egalitarian CTU

Wage Employment

0.2982 -2 230

0.4472 -2 117.02

Welfare U

0.6859

0.7255

II Myopicll
(w*,w*)

II Non-myopicll
(w ,w )

s s

IIPseudo ll

(w(w*) ,w*)

Alternative wage

1.2468 -2

1.6959 -2

1.2468 -2

0.1789 -2

46.92*
(55.66)

33.33

46.92

0.9125
(1.0059)

0.9171

0.9125

*

1

L(w· :5 w
s

) = [I3NaW.-
1]t=t3 1

L (w• •w.; 0) = [aa131-aw.-l] 1-a-13

(5:15)

(5:3)
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TABLE 5: 2C

WELFARE OF CONSTITUENT UNIONS UNDER DIFFERENT WAGE POLICIES
a = 0.2 ~ = 0.1 0 = 0.6 N = 100 ~ = 395

SKILLED WORKERS
Wage formation
process

Market clearing
no CTU (w*,r*)

Utilitarian CTU
(w , r )

C Q

Egalitarian CTU
..., ¥ ~-~.-

II Myopicll

(w*"w*)

IINon~myopiQ"

(w ~~ )
S S

IIPS@lJdo"

(w((U*) ,w*)

Alternative wage bS

Wage Employment

0.9135 -2 100

1.8270 -2 37.15

ESS < 0
0!S536 -2 152.22

0.7429 -2 100

0.7676 -2 100

0.5481 -2

Welfare S

0.9135

1.0238

0.5536

0.7429

0.7676
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TABLE 5:2C Welfare of constituent unions cont.

UNSKILLED WORKERS
Wage formation
process

Market clearing
no CTU (w·,r·)

Utilitarian CTU
(w , r )

c c

Egalitarian eTU

Wage Employment

0.1156 -2 395

0.2313 -2 146.74

Welfare U

0.4567

0.5116

II Myopicll
(w·,w·)

II Non-myopic"
(w ,w )

s s

II Pseudo"

(w(w*),w*)

Alternative wage bU

0.5536 -2

0.7429 -2

0.5536 -2

0.0694 -2

69.32·
(76.10)

50

69.32

0.6097
(0.6426)

0.6108

0.6097

1

L (w· ~ Ws) = [/3No:w.- t
] ----r=i3 1

L(w•• w.; .) = [0:0:/31-O:w.-t] 1-0:-/3

(5:15)

(5:3)
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TABLE 5:3

WELFARE OF CENTRAL TRADE UNION FOR DIFFERENT WEIGHTING SCHEMES

Welfare W = IlS + (l-Il)U

Wage formation
process A B C

Utilitarian weights
Il = 0.5
(1-1l) = 0.5

Utilitarian 2.5417 1.4510 0.7677

Market clearing 2.5000 1.3716 0.6851

Egalitarian weights

Il = bU(bs + b U )-l 0.2 0.1263 0.1124

(1-1l) = bS(bs + b U )-l 0.8 0.8737 0.8876

II Myopicll 1.6465 0.9547 0.6034
II Non-myopicll 1.7529 1.0155 0.6256
II Pseudo" 1.7546 1.0189 0.6274

Market clearing 1.6 0.8591 0.5080
Utilitarian 1.6267 0.9088 0.5692

Parameter values
a 0.4 0.3 0.2
(3 0.1 0.1 0.1
0 0.6 0.6 0.6
N 100 100 100
!£ 100 230 395
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APPENDIX (A)

AI. Demand of labor

To illustrate the properties of the labor demand functions N =
N(w,r;B) and L = L(w,r;B) assume that the firm produces output

with a CD-CES technology under decreasing returns to scale:

-kip
f(N,L;K) = K(l-k)A(N,L)k = K(l-k)(a N-P + a L-P)

1 2

where K the fixed capital stock

aI' a distribution parameters > 0
2

k share of aggregate input A 48
in cost of producing y o < k < 1

P substitution parameter -l<p<oo

N factor input of labor s

L factor input of labor u

(A1:1)

To simplify the analysis, set K = 1 and a = a 1. The
1 2

latter simplification implies that demand is identical for the two

factors Nand L. Introduce a parameter B, which for B > 0

48
k is the degree of homogeneity when a generalized CES
production function is specified as:

-kip
feN L·o) = (a N-P + a L-p), , 1 2

177
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implies that output increases in a fa> 0 and that the

productivity of the s-workers is higher than the productivity of

the u-workers.

Hence, the profit maximizing firm solves the problem:

(A1:2)

where p the given output price set equal to unity

a the productivity parameter ?; 0

w the factor price of labor s

r the factor price of labor u

The problem is solved in two steps. The aggregate input is called

A(o)' Hence final output f(o) = A(o)k. Then A is produced under
49

eRS, and the firm solves the dual problem

where

min wN + rL
N,L

U' = 1/(1+p)

(A1:3)

which gives the unit cost function

Lemma:

AN = c (w,r;l,e)A(o)
w

AL = c (w,r;l,e)A(o)
r

A
C (w,r;l,e). By Shephard's

(A1:4a)

(Al:4b)

49 I am grateful to Lars Svensson for suggesting to me to use the
dual.



where A(o) is solved from the primal:
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(AI:5)

Solving (AI:3) and (AI:5) . 50
gIves:

A( ) [r1-0'+ (1+8 )0'-lW1-0']1/(1-0')c w,r;I,8 =

cA = (CA)CTW-CT(1+8)CT-1 and cA = (CA)CTr-CT
w r

A = (cA ) -1/(1-k)k1/(1-k)

Substituting (AI:7) and (AI:8) into (AI:4a)

(AI:6)

(AI:7)

(AI:8)

and (AI:4b),

gives the factor demands after some manipulations and transforming

CT into the original parameters p and k:

where

where

(AI:9)

(AI:IO)

(AI:11)

For future use differentiate the B expression (Al:10) w.r. t

the parameters, and let subindex denote partial derivatives:

50 See Varian (1979) pp 18-19.
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-1
B = [-p/(I+p)]Bw

w
-1

B = [p/(I+p)]Br
r

-1
Be = [p/(I+p)]B(I+8)

(A1:13)

and calculate the cost shares, which will be called

Nand b for input L:
L

b for input
N

(1+8 )CT-1w 1-CT[r1- CT+ (1+8 )CT-1w 1-CT]-1

(B+l)-1 == D(D+l)-1

(Al:14)

r 1- CT[r1- CT+ (1+8 )CT-1w 1-CT]-1

B(B+l)-1 == (D+l)-1

A2. Input substitutability and complementarity

To interpret the characteristica of the production function

f(N,L;) = A(o)k, calculate the following elasticities:51

y -kf(o)
CT = NL (f f /f - 2f + f f If )

NNLN NL LLNL

the (part ial) elastici ty
of substitution (A2:1)
between Nand L

using Eulers's Theorem kf(o) = f N + f L
N L

51
The (partial) elasticity formula in Ferguson (1971) pp 95-97
and the (partial) elasticity of complementarity formula in
Layard and Walters (1978) p 276 and Appendix 8.



f(o)f If f
NL N L
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the (p art i al) elasticity
of complementarity (A2:2)
between Nand L

1) = 8fuf18f.nMC the output elasticity (A2:3)

Since f(o) is a positive monotone transformation of the

A-function:

(FY = (F = 1/(1+p) = A A IA(o)A > 0
N L NL

(A2:4)

i.e. the Robinson (Hicks-Allen) elasticity of substitution
52

, which

can also be expressed using the cost function as:

It measures the degree of substitutability between the two inputs,

when output is held constant. The workers are "p"-substitutes (F

> 0 which must always be the case with just two variable

factors.

To compute (A2:2) use:

f = kf(o)v N-1

N N

f kf(o)v L-1

L L

f
-1 -1k(k+p)f(o)v v L N

NL N L

52
Hicks (1970) claims that the elasticity of substitution should
have been named after Joan Robinson, while solely the
elasticity of complementarity should be attributed to him.
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where
v = (1+8lO'/(1-0')NO'/{l-0')[(1+8lO'/{l-0')NO'/{l-CT) + LO'/{l-CT)]-l

N

i. e. the factor share of input

share of input L. Hence:

N. v is the analogous factor
L

i; (k+p)/k
> 0 when p > -k

< 0 when p < -k
(A2:5)

It measur"es the degree to which two factors jointly contribute to

change output. With two inputs only 0' = IIi; and the inputs must

also be "q"-complements. But in our model, capital is the third

factor - albeit fixed - which determines the scale of production.

When final output is increased by the joint production of Nand

L, the inputs are "q"-complements, while when output decreases

they are "q"-substitutes. The sign of the elasticity of

complementarity hence follows the sign of the cross-derivative of

the production function. 53 Define:

Nand L are gross-complements when f > 0
NL

C; > 0
(A2:6)

Nand L are gross-substitutes when f < 0
NL

C; < 0

When C; = 0 output is linear in Nand L and the production

process does not involve any joint production of the two inputs.

53 See Sato and Koizumi (1973) for a discussion of a CRS case.
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Below we do not regard this special case.

The cost fqnction of the firm is C(o) = cA(o)A(o) + F where F is

the fixed costs. Substitute f(o) = A(o)k into the cost function

and calculate p = Me = 8C(o)/8f(o). Express in logs and

differentiate. Hence:

1) k/1-k

A3. Elasticities of labor demand

(A2:7)

By symmetry the derivatives of the labor demand functions will be

identical for the two group of workers as long as a = O. Hence,

the elasticites of labor demand will just be derived for factor

input N. Differentiate (Al:9) w.r. t w which gives:

8tnN
8w

= __1_ [w-1 + k+p (B+l)-1Bw]
1-k p

since

= _ _1_ W -1 [1 _ k+p b] < 0
l-k l+p L

I ~:~ I < 1

(A3:1)

Express in elasticity form, use (A2:4), (A2:5) and (A2:7):

s -1 -1
e == N wN = 1)(~CTb - k ) < 0

w L
(A3:2)

It is sufficient that k+p:s 1 when p > 0 for a negatively

sloped labor demand function. Since k < 1 this implies 0 < p :s

1.
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Differentiate (Al:9) w.r. t. r which gives:

8lnN = __1_ k+p B(B+l)-1r -1
8r l-k l+p

Express in elasticity form, use (A2:4), (A2:5) and (A2:?):

(A3:3)

< 0 when l: > 0

> 0 when l: < 0
(A3:4)

which is the cross-wage elasticity of labor demand. Compute the

cross-wage elasticity of "compensated" labor demand (output kept

constant):

where

(A3:5)

Hence, by using (Al:14) and (A2:4):

Substitute (A3:6) into (A3:4):

(A3:6)

Le. the total (gross) cross-wage elasticity of labor demand is a
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multiple of the output-constant cross elasticity of labor demand. 54

Compute the own-wage elasticity of "compensated" labor demand:

where
A A-I

C -c rw
ww wr

(A3:8)

(A3:9)

Substitute (A3:9) into (A3:2):

s s-1
e = -1)( i:e * + k )

For equal wages x = w = r:

N + N = -(l-k)-lx -IN < 0
w r

when N > 0
r

(A3:10)

(A3:11)

Le. labor demand is more elastic in own wage than in the other

wage -N > N for given (N,w = r) when the workers are
w r

substitutes.

When the workers are complements, compute:

54
See Layard and Walters (1978) pp 267-270 and Hicks (1970) for
the relations between the gross elasticities and the
compensated elasticities for a price-setting firm operating
under CRS, or for the industry as a whole.
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N - N
w r

-1 -1= X N[21)i:O'b - (1-k) ]
L

-1 -1= X N1)[2i:O'b - k ]
L

when N < 0
r

(A3:12)

where

Since

that

>2i:O'b - 1/k
L <

1/k > 1 b < 1 and 0' < 1 when p > 0 it is sufficient
L

2i: s l/k for labor demand to be more elastic in own wage:

k+p s 1/2 when p > 0 (A3:13)

is a sufficient condition for N < N
w r

when N < O. This
r

implies that the decreasing returns to scale are large k < 1/2.

When p < 0

Hence:

it is sufficient that k+p s (l+p)/2 for N
w

< N.
r

k s 1/2 when p < 0 (A3:14)

is a sufficient condition for labor demand to be more elastic in

own wage than in the other wage when N < O. (A3:13) and
r

(A3:14) implies that 1) < 1.

A4. Properties of the labor demand functions in wand r

Differentiate (A3:1) w.r. t. w:

1 [1 _ k+p b (1 + _P_ b )] w-2

- ---r=k l+p L 1+p N

-1 -2= 1)[k - i:O'b (1 + pO'b )]w
L N

(A4:1)
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When l; > 0 and p > 0 then 1 < 1 + pb /(l+p) :s 2. It is hence
N

sufficient that k+p :s 1/2 for (A4:1) > o. When p < 0 and the

workers are complements (A4:1) > O. When l; < 0 (A4:1) > 0 if

pb /(I+p) ~ -1 which is sufficed when p ~ -1/2. The slope of
N

the logged labor demand function will either increase of decrease

at the margin, when own wage increases, except when the workers

are complements and p < 0 ; then the labor demand function is

unambiguously convex (in own wage).

Differentiate (A3:3) w.r. t r:

= _1_ k+p b (1 _ _ P_ b )r-2

l-k l+p L l+p N

= l)i:O'b (1 - pO'b )r-2

L N

where (1 - pO'b ) > 0
N

(A4:2)

Hence, i: > 0 ~ (A4:2) > 0 and l; < 0 ~ (A4:2) < o. The

slope in the other wage of the logged labor demand function

increases at a marginal increase in the other wage, when the

workers are complements, while it decreases when the workers are

substitutes.

Differentiate (A3:3) w.r. t. w:

8
2
tnN 1 k+---- = -- --p- --p- b b r-1w-1

8r8w 1-k 1+p 1+p N L

2 -1-1= l)i:PO' b b r w
N L

(A4:3)
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Hence t ~ > 0

When ~ > 0

and p > 0

and p < 0 -7

or ~ < 0

(A4:3) < o.
and p < 0 -7 (A4:3) > o.

The slope in own wage of

the logged labor demand function increases in the other wage when

the workers are substitutes or the workers are complements and p

> o. When p < 0 and the workers are complements it decreases.

The properties of the anti-logged labor demand function are

summarized at the end of Section AS.

AS. Properties of the labor demand functions in a

Differentiate (A1:9) w.r. t. a:

atnN
aa

Hence Na > 0

1 [ k+p ] -1= -- k - -- b (l+a)1-k l+p L

-1= 1}[1 - l:O'b ](l+a)
L

if Z == k - k+p b > 0l+p L

tun Z = - -P-b > 0 when p < 0
l+p L < 0 when p > 0

k -+ 0

(AS:1)

tunZ=l-b
L

k -+ 1

> 0 for all p

When p < 0 Na > 0 but when p > 0 Na < 0 for small k. It

is thus possible for labor demand to decrease in the parameter t

though the firms' output increases in 9. Assume t however, that

k is large enough for Na > o.

Differentiate (A1:11) w.r.t. 9:
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atnL = __1_ k+p (D+1)-IDae 1-k p e (AS:2)

where
-1D = [-pl(1+p)]D(1+S)

atnL = _1_ k+p b (1+S)-1 = l)~O'b (1+S)-1
as 1-k 1+p N N

(A5:3)

Hence ~ > 0 -7 (A5:3) > 0 and ~ < 0 -7 (AS:3) < o. When the

workers are complements labor demand of the u-workers increases in

S, while it decreases when the workers are substitutes.

Differentiate (AS:1) w.r.t. w:

a
2
tnN = _1_ k+p _P_ b b w-1(1+S)-1

8S8w 1-k 1+p 1+p N L

2 -1 =1= l)~0' b b w (1+S)
N L

(AS:4)

Hence, ~ > 0 and p > 0 or ~ < 0 and p < 0 -7 (AS:4) > o.
When ~ > 0 and p < 0 -7 (AS:4) < o.

Differentiate (AS:1) w.r. t. r:

(A5:5)
-1

rw

__1_ k+p _P_ b b r -1(1+S)-1
1-k 1+p 1+p N L

a2 tnN
aS8w

2 -1 -1
- l)~0' b b r (1+S) ==

N L

which will give opposite signs of (A5:4).

By differentiating (AS:3) w.r.t rand w it can be verified

that a2tnL/aSar == a2tnNIaSar and a2tnL/aeaw == a2tnNlaSaw.
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To determine the properties of the anti-logged labor demand

function use:

x a
2
tnX

X + (X2 )X-l
yy ay2 y

X
a

2
tnX X + X X X-l=

yz ayaz y z

where X labor demand N, L

y, z factor prices w,r and the parameter 8 y '* z

The following second order derivatives are unambiguously signed:

Complements ~>O p>O

~>O p<O

N > 0 N > 0
rr wr

N
r8

< 0 L
r8

< 0

(A5:6)
N > 0 N > 0

ww rr
N

w8
< 0 L < 0

w8

while all are ambiguous when the workers are substitutes.

A6. The trade union's objective function

The trade union's objective function is a product of two functions

plus a constant:

S(w,r;o) = N(w,r)f1(w,r) + c

where ~(w,r) == yew) - E(r) - V(b)
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c == NV(b) b given

The ~(o)-function is strictly concave by assumption:

~ = V" < 0 /). = -E" < 0 and /). = o.
ww rr wr

The N(o)-function is characterized by its logs for the CD-CES

producing firm operating under DRS:

(A) Substitute workers ~ < 0

> 0
< < 0

a
2

tnN
8w8r

> 0

a
2

tnN
8w8r < 0

(8) Complement workers ~ > 0 P > 0

a2 tnN >
0

8
2
tnN > 0

aw 2 < ar
2

(C) Complement workers ~ > 0 p<O

a2 tnN > 0
a

2
tnN > 0

aw 2
ar

2

a2 tnN
8w8r

> 0

Show that S(o) is a strictly concave function S < 0 S < 0
ww rr

and 5 5 > (5 )2 with 5 > 0 for the optimal wages w*
ww rr wr wr

and r* since the u-union performs an equivalent optimization.
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(A) SUBSTITUTE WORKERS l; < 0

(i) S < 0
ww

N f1 + 2N V' + NV" < 0
ww w

(A6:1)

which is sufficed when N < o. When N > 0 it is sufficient
ww ww

that N f1:S -2N V'. Divide through by N and multiply the
ww w w

It.h..o,. by N/N:

N
ww

N
w

?; -
NV' /f1

N
w

2N
w

-N- (A6:2)

where

Le. the slope of the reduced indifference curve in the w,N

space keeping r constant.

The trade union playing a Nash non-cooperative game, maximizing

over w will -- for any given r - - set w where the slope (in

own wage) of the indifference curve equals the slope (in own wage)

of the labor demand schedule. In other words, it sets w where

the marginal benefit of own wage equals the marginal cost S = o.
w

Hence, it is sufficient that:

N N/(N)2 S 2
ww w

for w· given any r (A6:3*)
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More specifically, it is sufficient that (A6:3*) holds at the

equilibrium wages

The sufficiency condition (A6:3*) is fulfilled when a2 inN/aw2 <

0, since it implies that N N/(N)2 ~ 1. When a2inN/aw2 > 0 an
ww w

alternative sufficiency

sufficient that

develop:

N IJ.
ww

condition

S -NV".

can be developed.

Divide through by

It is

N V' and
w

-N /N
ww w

-V"/V' (A6:4)

where the ft.h..o. measures what could be called the "relative degree

of convexity (concavity)" in own wage of the objective function ..

The denominator is the Arrow-Pratt measure of absolute (indirect)

risk aversion, and the numerator is the corresponding measure for

the labor demand function. The t.h..o.. equals unity for w· given

any r. Hence, it is sufficient that:

-N /N ~ -V"/V'
ww w

when N > 0
ww

(A6:5*)

In other words, it is sufficient for S < 0 that a2 inN/aw2 < 0
ww

or when N > 0 and a
2
inN/aw

2 > 0 that the absolute (indirect)
ww

risk aversion is greater than the degree of convexity of the labor

demand function in own wage for (w*,r*).
n n
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(ii) S < 0
rr

N /!J. - 2N E'- NE" < 0
rr r

(A6:6)

which is sufficed if N < o. When N > 0 it is sufficient
rr rr

that N /!J. ~ 2N E'.
rr r

Divide through by N
r

and multiply the It.h..o,

by N/N:

N
rr <

-N-- -
r

NE'//!J.
N

r

2N
r

-N- (A6:7*)

where
NE' dN

-/!J.- - dr-
dw=O
S

Le. the slope of the reduced indifference curve in the r,N

space keeping w constant. The ratio

on whether S ~ o.
r >

(NE' / /!J.)N- 1 ~ 1 depending
r <

When the envy effect is greater than or equals the spillover

effect in equilibrium, it is sufficient that:

N N/(N)2 ~ 2
rr r

when S ~ 0
r

(A6:8*)

It is fulfilled when a2
ln,N/8r

z < 0 which it is for the CD-CES

producing firm.

When the spillover effect dominates in equilibrium, an alternative

sufficiency condition corresponding to (A6:4) can be developed:



N IN
~ __r_r__r_

E"iE'
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(A6:9*)

which implies

N /N :s E"iE'
rr r

when S > 0 and N > 0
r rr

(A6:10)

To summarize, it is sufficient for S < 0 that a
2
fuNlar

2 < 0
rr

and S ~ 0 in equilibrium. When the spillover effect dominates
r

in equilibrium and N > 0
rr

it is sufficient that the degree of

risk loving (in the other wage) is greater than the degree of

convexity of the labor demand function such that (A6:9*) holds.

(iii) S > 0
wr

N h. + N V'- N E' > 0
wr r w

(A6:11)

which is sufficed if N > o. When N < 0 it is sufficient
wr wr

that N h. ~ -N V'.
wr r

Divide through by N and multiply the
r

It.h.~. by N N/N N:
w w

N
NV'/h. N

~> w
N - N ~

r w

Hence it is sufficient that:

N N/N N ~ 1
wr w r

when N < 0
wr

(A6:12)

(A6:13)
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It is fulfilled when a
Z
lnN/8war > 0 which it is for the CD-CES

producing firm.

(iv) 5 5 > (5 )2
ww rr wr

It is sufficient to derive conditions for which:

5 + 5 < 0
ww wr

(A6:14)

5 + 5 s 0
rr wr

where (A6:14) together with the -
(A6:15)

conditions above -- cOlnbined

with the analogous conditions for the u-union -- imply that the

reaction function of the s-union cuts the reaction function of the

u-union from below at (w·,r-).
n n

Add (A6:1) and (A6:11), rearrange and develop sufficiency

conditions for which the following inequalities hold:

N E' ~ N V'
w w

-N V' ~ N V'
w r

-NV" > (N + N )~
ww wr

The first inequality holds when:

V' ~ E' (A6:16*)
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The second inequality holds for a CD-CES producing firm: then -N
w

> N for equal wages w = r = x (see A3:11). Develop the third
r

inequality: divide through by N ~ and multiply t.h..o, by V' /V' .
w

It is sufficient that:

(N + N )
ww wr

N
w

which will imply (A6:S*).

V"< ---
V'

when N + N > 0
ww wr

(A6:17*)

At the equilibrium wages w* = r* it is sufficient that V' ~ E'
n n

and that (A6:17*) holds for (A6:14) to be fulfilled. In other

words, it is sufficient that the marginal utility (of own wage) is

greater than, or equals, the marginal disutility (of the other

wage) and that the Arrow-Pratt measure of risk aversion is

greater than the degree of convexity of the labor demand function.

Add (A6:6) and (A6:11), rearrange and develop sufficiency

conditions for the following inequalities to hold:

2N E' ~ N V'
r r

(N + N )~:S 0
rr wr

-NEil :s N E'
w

The first inequality holds when:

2E' ~ V' (A6:18*)

The second inequality holds for the CD-CES producing firm. Add
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(A4:2) and (A4:3) which gives:

[l/(l-k)][b (k+p)/(l+p)]x-2 == -N r/N
L r

for equal wages w = r = x, which is strictly negative. I.e.

N /N - (N )2/N2 + N /N - (N N )/N2 ~ 0
rr r wr wr

Since -N > N for w = r = x, the sum of the second and fourth
w r

term is positive, implying N + N < o.
rr wr

The third inequality holds when:

E"/E' ~ -N /N
w

When a2i.nN/aw2 > 0 it is sufficient that E"/E' > -V"/V' (see

(A6:S*».

(A6:19*)

To summarize for (A6:14) and (A6:1S) to hold simultaneously in

equilibrium and a CD-CES producing firm, assume that the *
conditions for S < 0 and S

ww rr

and -V"/V':s E"/E' such that

< 0 hold and that E' ~ V' :S 2E'

(A6:17*) holds when a2lnN/aw2 >

o. When the logged labor demand function is concave in w, then

also assume (A6:19*).

(B) COMPLEMENT WORKERS ~ > 0 P > 0

(i) S < 0
ww

which gives the same sufficiency conditions as for substitutes.
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(ii) S < 0
rr

Since N > 0 and N < 0 it is necessary that (see (A6:6»:
rr r

N /1 - 2N E' < NEil
rr r

for the SOC's to be fulfilled. Divide through by /1N
r

(A6:20)

and

multiply the term on the It.h..o,. by E'/E':

N
-~<

N
r

NE'//1
N

r

E" 2E'
- - -/1-

E'
(A6:21*)

When NE' :s - N/1 Le. the spillover effect is greater than (or
r

equals) the envy effect (in absolute terms)~ it is necessarily

implied that:

-N IN < E"IE' when NE' :s - N /)" (A6:22)
rr r r

Le. that the degree of risk loving (in the other wage) is greater

than the degree of convexity of the labor demand function in the

other wage (compare (A6:10». Assume that (A6:21-) holds.

(iii) S > 0
wr

Since N > 0 and N < 0 it is sufficient for S > 0 that
wr r wr

N 11 > -N V'. Develop and multiply It.h.~. by N N/N N:
wr r w w
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N
NV'lll

N
wr w

-N-- S - N l\l"
r w

Hence it is sufficient that:

N N/(N N ) ~ 1 for w· given any r
wr w r

(A6:23)

(A6:24)

It is fulfilled when a
2
tnNlawar > 0 which it is for the CD-CES

producing firm.

(iv) 5 5 > (5 )2
ww rr wr

(A6:14) holds under the same sufficiency conditions as for

substitutes.

For (A6:15) to hold, develop sufficiency conditions for the

following inequalities to hold:

(N + N )ll S NE"
rr wr

N V' S N E' + 2N E'
r w r

Divide through the first inequality by

by E' IE' . Hence, it is sufficient that:

llN and multiply It.h..(j,.
r

(N + N )
rr wr

--~N~-- s-
r

NE'lll
N

r

(E"IE') when (N + N ) > 0
rr wr

(A6:25*)

When the envy effect is greater than or equals the spillover

effect (in absolute terms) NE' ~ -N ll, it is sufficient that:
r
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-(N + N )
___w_r r_r_ ~ E"/E'

N
r

f or all wages where

NE' ~ -N fj,
r

(A6:26*)

Le. that the degree of convexity of the labor demand function in

the other wage w.r. t. rand w is less or equals the degree of

risk loving (in the other wage). When the spillover effect is

greater than the envy effect (in absolute terms) assume that

(A6:2S*) holds.

Divide through the second inequality by N E'. Hence it is
r

sufficient that the following condition holds in addition to the

above for (A6:1S):

V' /E' ~ N /N + 2
w r

which implies that V' > 2E'.

(A6:27*)

To summarize, for (A6:14) and (A6:1S) to hold simultaneously

in equilibrium for complements and a CD-CES producing firm, assume

that the * conditions for S < 0 and S < 0 hold and that
ww rr

the marginal utility (of own wage) is greater than the marginal

disutility (of the other wage) such that (A6:27*) holds. When

the envy effect ~ spillover effect absolutely also assume that

-V"/V' ~ E"/E' and that the degree of convexity of the labor

demand function in own wage is greater than (or equals) the

corresponding measure of the labor demand function in the other

wage w.r. t. rand w -{N + N )/N ~ -N /N with N > 0
rr wr r www ww

such that (A6:21*) holds. When the spillover effect > the envy
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effect absolutely assume in addition that (A6:25-) holds.

In Table Al:A the sufficiency conditions for substitute workers

are summarized. In Table Al:B the equivalent conditions for

complement workers are summarized.

(C) COMPLEMENT WORKERS ~ > 0 P < 0

Sufficiency conditions along the same lines as above can be

derived. This will not be done here, since this case is not

considered in the analysis in the main text.
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TABLE Al:A SUFFICIENCY CONDITIONS FOR SUBSTITUTE WORKERS

when the firm produces with CD-CES technology
N < 0 and N > 0

w r

S < 0
ww

i) N < 0
ww

ii) a
2
fuN/aw

2 < 0 when N > 0
ww

S < 0
rr

iii)

i)

- N /N
--:~w":,,:,,,"w~-=---w_ :s 1 when a2fuN/aw2 > 0
- V"/V'

N < 0
rr

ii) a2fuN/ar2 < 0 when NE' ~ N f!
r

S > 0
wr

iii)

i)

N /N
rr r

E"/E'

N >0
wr

NE'
:s~ when

r
NE' < N f1

r

S + S < 0
ww wr

ii) a
2
fuN/araw > 0 when N < 0 (holds)

wr

V' ~ E'

- N > N (holds)
w r

S + S < 0
rr wr

- (N + N )/N
ww wr w

-V"/V'

2E' ~ V'

< 1 when N + N > 0
ww wr

(N + N )f1:S 0 (holds)
rr wr

i) E"/E' > -V"/V' when a2fuN/aw2 > 0

ii) E"/E' ~ - N /N when a2fuN/aw2 < 0
w
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TABLE Al:B SUFFICIENCY CONDITIONS FOR COMPLEMENT WORKERS

when the firm produces with CD-CES technology
N < 0 N < 0 and p > 0

w r

S < 0
ww

S < 0
rr

S > 0
wr

S + S < 0
ww wr

i) - iii) same as substitutes

Necessary since N < 0 and N > 0:
r rr

N NE' E" 2E'
-~<N -NTE'--~-

r r

a2£nNlaraw > 0 (holds)

V' ~ E' ~ V' > 2E'

S + S < 0
rr wr

- (N + N )/N
ww wr w

-V"/V'

V' IE' ~ N IN + 2
w r

N + N )/N
rr wr r

E"iE'

< 1 when N + N > 0
ww wr

NE'
~-NT

r

when N + N > 0 and
rr wr
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81. Decentralized wage setting when workers are envious

solving the FOe's S (w,r; 0) = 0 and U (w,r; 0)
w r

The reaction functions w*(r;o) and

s (0) = N (w - ar - bS
) + N

w w

u (0) = L (r - aw - bu) + L
r r

This gives:

r*(w;o) are derived by

o where:

(81:1)

w*(r;o)

r*(w;o)

1-(3 S= - b +a.

I-a. U
= - b +(3

(
1-(3 )-ar

a.

(
I-a. )-aw

(3

(81:2)

Hence, the reaction functions are positively sloped and linear.

Stability is ensured by assuming a. > a(l-(3) and (3 > a(l-a.).

Then the slopes are less than one.

by the alternative wages b
S

and

The intercepts are determined

bU. In Figure 81:a bS bU.

(4:14».Then

81:b

unambiguously

(bs/bu) = (cx/{3)

r e > we (see
DC DC

and cx(3 > a(l-a.)(l-(3).

205

Then
e

W
DC

In Figure

> r
e

.
DC
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82. Centralized wage setting when workers are envious

A CTU sets wages somewhere along a contract curve. Along such a

contract curve neither group of workers can depart without

decreasing the other group's utility. The contract curve can be

traced out by equalizing

unskilled workers:

MRS
r,w

for the skilled and the

N (w-ar-bs
) + N

MRS
s (-) W

r~w N (w-ar-bs
) - aN

r

L (r-aw-bu
) - aL

MRS
u (-) w=
r~w

L (r-aw-bu
) + L

r

This gives the equation of the contract curve:

CC(w,r;o) = a(a.+(3)(w2 + r 2
) - 2a2(a.+(3)wr

+ w[abU _ a(l+l3)bs ] + r[l3bs _ a(l+a)bu]

(82: 1)

(82:2)

Differentiate (B2:2) to determine the slope of the contract

curve. This gives:

dr
dWl cc

(-) a(a.+(3)2(w-ar) + a.bu
- a(l+(3)bs

a(a.+(3)2(r-aw) + (3bs
- a(l+a.)bu

(B2:3)

which can be rewritten as:



drdWl = (-)
cc
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a[(o:+(3)(w-ar) + o:(w-ar) + (3(w-ar-bs
)] + o:bu

- abs

a[(o:+(3)(r-aw) + (3(r-aw) + o:(r-aw-bu
)] + (3bs- abu

(B2:4)

The expressions enclosed by brackets are positive for the relevant

range of wages implying positive excess utilities (w-ar-bs
) > 0

and (r-aw-bu) > o. The relation of the alternative wages will

determine whether the contract curve is negatively sloped:

(X > a(bs/bu
) and (3(bs/bu

) > a imply a positive numerator and

denominator in (B2:4). Combining the two relations give:

(B2:S)

The contract curve is negatively sloped for:

as long as (3 > a.

Call the numerator X and the denominator Y. Then:

(-) 2a (0:+(3) [2 2 ]
y

3
Y + X + 2aXY (B2:6)

where X > 0 and Y > 0 for (bs/b
u

) = [ 1, / ; " ; ].

Hence the contract curve is negatively sloped and concave in the

(w,r) space as depicted in Figure B2 where (bs/b
u

) = / ; '.
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83. Centralized wage setting: Second Order Conditions

Differentiate (4:18) and (4:19) w.r.t. [w,r] evaluate the

derivatives at the wages
e

W
c

and
e

r
c

in footnote (29)

Chapter 4 for a utilitarian CTU (v = 1) and derive the SOC's:

[
(1-(3) b S ] N bU 1

W = - - + 2a -- -- - (l-a-(3) < 0
ww (1-a,-(3) r w bS 2

[
(I-a) b U ] L bS 1

Wrr - O-oc-(3) w 2a r- 7 2 (l-oc-{3) < 0
(83:1)

and W W > (W )2
ww rr wr

when (l-a-/3) > 0

where

[
a, b

U

] L 1
Wrw = - (1-a,-(3) W- - 2a r- 2 (1-«-/3)

W = W
wr rw

since

84. Impact of envy when non-employed workers are

envious as well: decentralized wage setting

Utility of non-employed workers is assumed to be (compare (4:6»:

(84:1)
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The FOC's solving the skilled/unskilled workers' optimization

problem are respectively:

S = Nw[W - ar
w

U = Lr[r - aw
r

- (bS _ abu)] + N 0

- (bU
- abs)] + L= 0

(B4:2)

Differentiate (B4:2) w.r.t. [w,r,a], use Cramer's rule and

evaluate the derivatives at the non-cooperative wages

in (4:9) (where a = 0):

8w.o.qn {--} = .o.qn S
8a wa

8r.o.qn {--} = .o.qn U
8a ra

since S U = 0 and S < 0, U < o.
wr rw ww rr

The marginal impact of envy on the FOC's are:

S
a. bU

> 0=---N
wa (3 b S

U
(3 bS

> 0=---L
ra a.

b
U

w , r
DC DC

(84:3)

(B4:4)

which implies that both wages will increase due to envy. The

change in the relative wage of the skilled workers is determined

by:
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a(+)
8a

= ...:!!-.[ ~w-l _~r-l]
r 8a 8a

(B4:5)

evaluated at w , r . Developing gives:
nc nc

a(+)
8a

> 0
<

when (B4:6)

Le. the same result as during centralized wage setting when only

employed workers experience envy (cf (4:31)).

BS. Impact of envy when non-employed workers are

envious as well: centralized wage setting

The FOC's solving a utilitarian CTU's optimization problem are:

w = N ~s + N + L ~u - aL = 0
w w w

(BS: 1)
W N ~s - aN + L ~u + L = 0

r r r

where as = [w _ar _ (bS _ abU) ]

aU = [r - aw - (bu
- abS

)]

Compared to the comparative statics exercise in Section 4.3.2

there will be two additional negative terms determining the sign

of Wand W which developed give:
wa ra
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(B5:2)

Developing (B5:2):

w ~O
wa > and W > 0

ra <

when (~) 2 ~ «(1-(3)
bU < (3(1-«)

(B5:3)

Hence, the effects of envy on the wages are opposing in sign or

the wages are unchanged (when (B5:3) holds with equality):

~ 0
>

a[+]8r >
aa <0and

8a

when the relative alternative wage of the skilled workers relates

as in (B5:3). Compared to the results in Section 4.3.2 both

wages might be unchanged due to envy.

Deriving the effects of envy for (bs/bu) = [ I, / ; " ; ]

under decentralized and centralized wage setting give

unambiguous results (compare Table (4:1):
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TABLE (B:1)

Comparative statics properties at different

alternative wages when non-employed workers

are envious as well

b
S D~CENTRALIZED WAGE SETTING

-- 8w 8r 8 (w/r)
b

U aa- aa 8a

1 + + +

(: f/2 + + 0

tX

T + + -

b
S CENTRALIZED WAGE SETTING

-- 8w 8r 8 (w/r )
b

U aa ---aa 8a

1 + - +

(-;f/2

+ - +

tX

T - + -
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Figure Bl:a

Decentralized wage setting

when b
S = b

U

r

I-a u
-b
~

w*(r) r*(w)

....--......-----...-.-------------w
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Figure Bl:b

Decentralized wage setting

when (bs/b
u

) = (cx/{3) and cx{3 > a(l-cx)(l-[3)

r

w*(r)

I-a u
-b
~

r*(w)

.....--------.....-------------w
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Figure B2

Decentralized and centralized wage setting

when (bs/bu) = (CX/(3)1/2 and v = 1

r

e
r c

w*(r)

r*(w)

"'-"'-~.....I'-._--_ ......_---------- W
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